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Preface

Wen the National Commission on Excellence in Education,

commissioned by Secretary of Education T. H. Bell on August 26,

1981, reported recently it found "... Our nation is at risk....

the educational foundations of our society are presently being

. eroded by a rising tide of mediocrity that threatens. our future as

a Nation and a people..,. /f an unfriendly foreign power had

attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational performance

that exists today, we might well have viewed it as an act of war."

Evidence of the need for educational reform cited by the

Commission included:

(a) On 19 academic tests administered internationally American

students never scored first or second and they were last

on seven tests when compared to other industrialized

nations;

(b) Approximately 23 million American adults, 13% of all 17

year olds and up to 40% of all minority youth are functionally

illiterate by the simplest of tests;

(c) One fourth of recent Navy recruits cannot read the minimum

needed to understand written safety instructions.

Correlation does not imply causality as is well known. However,

it cannot escape notice that our prisons are full of illiterate and

semi-literate men and women whose lives might have been very different

had they experienced more success in school.

Estimates of the dollar cost of illiteracy are staggering. And

often those figures fail to take into account the cost of retaining

children who have "failed" (been failed by) a grade. When one child is

in school an extra year it costs the tax payers well over $1500 on the



average. It also delays by a year the time when that student becomes

an employed tax payer and thus shortens by a year his or her productive

work life. Surely no one disputes that inability to read is the

major cause of retention.

To attribute the decline in American education solely to inadequate

methodology of teaching reading, would be simplistic; but to refuse to

recognize the dramatic improvement that would result if all children

were more easily and efficiently taught to read would be foolish.

Learning to read is the sine qua non of a successful school

experience. One can only speculate about the cumulative personal

frustration and pain directly attributable to reading failure. How

is it that a nation with the resources of the United States stands

seemingly bewildered and helpless to teach its citizens basic skills?

Very simply, we have been using the wrong techniques of reading

instruction. It seems incredible that the education establishment

could have persisted in the folly of inappropriate reading methodology

over so many years and with so many millions of failures. Had we not

known how to teach children to read easily and well, this persistence

in ineffective methods would have been more understandable. However

we have had highly successful methods, programs, and techniques for

many, many years. Not only have we had succesful programs but we have

had ample and conclusive research evidence of their efficacy.

Groff's Myths of Reading Instruction is a superb analysis of twelve

fallacious beliefs that are responsible for the perpetuation of

ineffective and inappropriate approaches to reading instruction.

Understanding that these myths are patently and demonstrably false is

the first step toward increased literacy in our nation. The next step
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is overthrowing these myths. Dr. Groff has also shown us how this

can be done. All of us who believe that learning to read our primary

language is a necessary and early step toward constructive and

meaningful participation in the world around us will be delighted by

Groff's analysis. It is welcome in proportion to the magnitude and

seriousness of the problem it addresses,

Let us hope that Groff's message is spread far and wide and that

just perhaps it will be truly heard and needed. Our nation urgently

needs a more literate citizenry. While that would be no guarantee

of our survival it would certainly be a step in the right direction.

Barbara Bateman, Ph.D., J.D.

Professor of Education

University of Oregon

tea -J71)



Introduction

The term, north, in the title of this volume refers to a belief about

apparently

reading instruction whose truthfulnessLhas been accepted uncritically.

The Myths of Reading Instruction that this book confronts as erroneous

therefore tend to be examples of articles of faith among reading educators.

These suppositions nonetheless have been used as evidence for

many years to justify certain aspects of reading instruction. The purpose

of Myths of Reading Instruction is to make a reasonable case against these

longstandingsand often highly-regarded] and yet unsupported notions about

reading instruction. The goal of this volume is to help dispel the

influence that these contentions have had on reading instruction.

The reader of Myths. of Reading Instruction is'advised that this

book is not intended to be a complete description of a recommended or

optimum program or programs of reading instruction. The book therefore

does not comment on all the varied aspects that go to make up a modern

reading program. Although this text often refers to phonics teaching in

its pages it is not designed to be a detailed or comprehensive account of

this instruction. Neither does the 'book describe the many interrelation-

ships that exist between the varied and numerous aspects of an optimum

reading program. It makes no pretense at being a standard textbook on the

teaching of reading. The book, instead, sets for itself a more modest

goal: an analysis of a carefully selected group of reading practices that,

while they have been strongly supported by certain rearing experts, do

not have support from the research findings on reading instruction.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Ithe in Reading Instruction is intended for a vide audience. First,

it was written to inform reading teachers about certain instructional

practices they currently may use which are in need of reforzi. Second, the

book addresses teacher educators at all levels, the college,- school district

and state or federal levels, Since teachers generally practice what they

have been taught this text is especially pertinent for the teachers of

teachers. Third, school boards and other citizen groups interested in

school practices, who are not reading professionals, need to know about

teaching that is not in the best interests of childrenyif they are to

properly supervise or criticize'reading instruction. This text provides

them such information. Finally, the book is directed to legislative bodies

who are in a position to influence school policies. How these legislative

bodies can help reform the teaching of reading is described in the sections

of this book to fellow called, "Why the Myths of Reading Instruction Prevail."

and "Can the Myths of Reading Instruction Be Dispelled?"

The principal danger of using unsubstantiated assumptions as guide-

lines for the teaching of reading is immediately apparent. A waste of

teacher time and effort results when wrongful presumptions are made about

this instruction,: Teaching time is a precious commodity in the modern

elementary school. The time that can be given to reading instruction

always must compete with the demands for the teacher's attention made

from the numerous other school subjects. Misuse of the limited time

available for reading instruction in schools thus invariably has a

negative effect on the rate at which children acquire reading skills.

Without fear of contradiction it can be said that erroneous notions by

the teacher as to how reading is best taught finally come to-equal poor

pupil performance on reading tests. In short, nothing retards pupils'

acquisition of reading ability so much as do ineffectual teacher effort



increasingly

It will becomelclear to the reader of Wlsof Reading Instruction

that the misapprehensions about reading instruction that it describes

basically stem from the negative views about the direct, intensive,

systematic, and earl,' teaching of phonicsIlheld by numbers of reading

educators since the turn of the century. Direct teaching of phonics

is instruction given to pupils in a deductive, straightforward manner.

Here the teacher explains or demonstrates to children exactly what they

are to learn. It is expected that these learners will acquire the precise

phonics knowledge that the teacher plans for them to attain. Intensive

phonics teaching is that given on a regular basis, at least daily, often

more than once a day. Special times are set aside for this instruction,

and much time iv given over to practice and drill on what is to learned.

To teach phonics systematically is to arrange the subunits of this body

of knowledge that the child is to learn into a hierarchy of difficulty.

According to this procedure children first learn the aspects of phonics

that are seen to be the least difficult to acquire. The teaching of each

new successive unit of phonics is carefully integrated with what has pre-

viously been taught. By the early teaching of phonics is meant the initiation

of this teaching to children as soon as they enter elementary school. The

evidence of children's readiness for this learning is obtained through their

4

responses to this teaching. Reteaching of phonics skills is a common

practice here since individual children respond to the early teaching of

phonics in different wayse

* Phn-tcs is information about the relationships between the way we speak

amIMMa e aMMINOM

,ords and the way we spell them. English is an alphabetic language that

when written uses letters to represent speech sounds, e.g., /kItb cat..

Instruction in phonics includes teaching pupils to consciously identify the

speech sounds and to recognize that letters are used to represent them.

Pupils are trained to use this phonics information to decode the names

of unknown written words.

9
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History of Opposition to Phonics

The history of opposition to t) early, intensive teaching of phonics is

almost as old as the origin of phonics itself?' Disagreements with the

phonics method came within less than a century after it was proposed

in 1527. Lubinus offered the essence of the whole word or look-and-

say method in 1614.

By 1779 there had appeared even stronger defenders of the whole-

word method than Lubinus. In Germany at this time Gedike argued that

it is neither necessary nor useful to begin learning to read with a

knowledge of the individual letters, but it is not only far more

pleasant but also far more useful for the child if it learns to read

entire words at once. To this effect, Jacotot in 1823 suggested that

pupils first memorize the ords in a sentence. Shortly thereafter a

4

whole-word method surfaced 4t the USA. To Worcester belongs the dis-

tinction of being the first American author, in 1828, to advocate the

word method
2
. Worcester believed that beginning readers may learn

first to read words by seeing them, hearing them pronouncea and having

their meanings illustrated, and afterwards the child may learn to

analyze them or name the letters of which they are composed. All the

early whole-word methods did concede that phonics should be taught- -

but only after beginning readers had first learned to recognize a

number of whole words by "sight," as this form of Identification later

came to be called.



The battle for the ascendancy of the whole-word method was not von

in the 1800's, however. It is true that this method was accepted by a

few other writers of basal readers of Worcester's time. Even some

prominent educators of the period saw its value. Horace Mann, for

instance, believed that the advantages of teaching children, by beginning

with whole words, were many. But despite endorsements of this kind, the

whole-word method found no widespread support in the nineteenth century.

The loyalty of teachers up to this point stayed, instead, with pthonics-

based instructional materials, especially the McGuffey Readers, or with

a spelling method. In the latter children were taught to recognize

words by spelling them aloud.

It was a handful of influential educators at the turn of the century

who rescued the whole-word method from the doldrums into which it had

fallen. There is no question but that'the one man most responsible for

the triumph of the word method in the twentieth century was Colonel

Francis Parker, first director of the University of Chicago School of

1
Education. Parker, along with John Dewey and G. Stanley Hall, realized

that the whole-word method fitted well into their notion of "progressive"

education, as did the Progressive Education Association (which was

founded by their followers). After 1912 progressivists in elementary

education also tended toward a belief in Gestalt psychology, which had

tenets compatible with those of the whole-word method. For example,

Gestalt psychology of that time held that our experience is always

.perceived by us as a totality.

There was further strong support for the notion of delaying any

instruction in phonics from the textbooks on reading methodology, from

at least 1908 onward. In that year it was noted that new words are

best learned by hearing or seeing them in context. Phonics vas

Ii



3

condemned as dangerous before the age of eight or nine. The writers

who wrote the textbooks on reading methods in the present century

were also the authors of our popular look-say basal readers and their

teachers' manuals. These were basal readers in which recognizing

words as whales was the prime means of word recognition, and in which

phonics was usually buried under masses of other material (Chall).

The progressive teacher educators of this period reminded teachers

that to be a phonics teacher was to become a mechanical taskmaster who

compulsively drives pupils through parrot-like, even bizarre, drills

on connecting letters in isolation with facsimile speech sounds.

Classes on phonics were described as repulsive, fear-ridden places,

the disreputable depths into which teachers would inevitably fall if

they taught phonics early and intensively.

The indifference of reading researchers in the first half of this

century to challenging the ..muineness of the claims of the whole-word

method also abetted its dominance. Before 1958 these researchers

appeared to have little interest in finding an answer to the question,

"If words are recognized by wholes, how are the wholes recognized?"

The,researchers had no more interest in this than did the authors of

the textbooks on reading method and the basal readers of this time.

During the years 1924-35, 654 studies on reading le published. One

can find only one study during that period designed to discover the

cues that beginning readers use to recognize words. During the years

1938-57 no such studies were made. Between 1921 and 1957 there were

3,450 published studies in reading.. Only one of them dealt with the

question, "How are whole words recognized--if they are so identified?"

12
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The best-known protest in this century to the whole-word method

Il
was made by Flesch in 1955 His contention that the whole-word method

was inferior to phonics for the development of beginning reading skills

and 1983

. was later confirmed by Chall's 19674reView of the research on this

question. The Bibliography of this volume presents many other reviews

of the research on this issue which come to tne same conclusions as

did Chall.

There are yet other negative criticisms of the assumptions of

delayed phonics. As noted, the advocates of the whole -word method in the present

century came to rely on Gestalt psychology fbr an affirmation of their

beliefs, This reliance may have influenced their misinterpretation

of early tachistoscopic studies of reading. These studies found that

mature readers could recognize whole words as fast as, or faster than,

single letters. From this finding it was concluded, but wrongly so,

that beginning readers as well as mature readers see words as "wholes."

The advocates of the word method also have continued to misjudge the

studies made of the eye movements of young children while reading.

The distorted view of these findings is demonstrated when they say

that confirmation of the value of a whole-word method comes from early

eye-movement studies in reading. The facts are that the data on eye

movements of beginning readers in'no way confirm the belief that these

children see words as wholes. Later studies of the eye movements of

children find that a child cannot be expected to recognize within a

single eye-fixation more than one or two letters of the size usually

used in a primer. 5

13



Today there is impressive empirical evidence that children, in fact,

do use letters as cues to word-recognition from the time they learn to

read words. There is no evidence, however, to support the notion that

the whole-word method enables beginning rerlers to look at a word and

6

.say it without going through any kind of analysis. So, to argue that

the beginning reader uses no cues for the recognition of an unknown

sentence

word except a meaningful/context begs the question,
"How were the other

words in the sentence recognized?" Consequently, the major premise

of the whole-word method, that beginning readers first see words only

as wholes through an exclusive use of context cues, is a non sequitur.

The New Anti-phonics Movement

This short history of the traditional objection to phonics helps

put into perspective the ideas of a more recent group of opponents to

phonics. This latter group of negative critics of phonics has appeared

in the wake of Challis report in 1967 of the research on the relative

merits of phonics. This present group is spearheaded by Frank Smith,
1

whose books on reading provide the theory and the rationale for this

new anti-phonics movement, and by Kenneth Goodman, who censures phonics

in most of his writings about the techniques of reading instruction.

Smith makes clear his belief that phonics is the great fallacy of begin-

ning reading instruction. One of his twelve easy ways to make learning

to read difficult is to ensure that phonics skills are learned and used.

Goodman° agrees that phonics in any form in reading instruction is at

best a peripheral concern. Obviously, the new anti-phonics evaltates

the usefulness of phonics in a way fundamentally different than its

traditional opponents. The latter opposed only the teachinrof phonics

early and intensively in the reading program.



The members of the new anti-phonics movement, which came into

being after 1967 have made many negative remarks about phonics teaching.

These criticisms are voiced in a confident-sounding, authoritative manner.

It will be demonstrated in MVths of Reading Instruction, however, that

these critics of phonics can find little or no sup..ort for their views

from the empirical research.
For example, the new

'etractors of phonics teaching claim that: too much emphasis has been

placed on phonics since its teaching makes reading a difficult or

incomprehensible task.
91 ID; 11; 12; 13 The critics of phonics argue

that phonies teaching is likely to do more harm than good since it is

impossible for children to identify the name of a word from the speech sounds

14. . .

that its letters represent.
15" 16 17 Children's inabilities to learn

to read are not caused by phonics problems, it is said, because it is not

19; - -

difficult to find children who overrely on phonics.
18

'

19
'

20 21;" 22
'

23

Reading teachers are thus advised n7t to be concerned with words. letters,

and word recognition.24;
2q: 26

Some negative critics of the intensive teaching of phonics say that

only a "little dab" of phonics is needed by children. They believe that

more phonics instruction will simply make the poor reader worse off.27; 23;

29; 30; 31 Such critics see the intensive teaching of phonics as an

"overemphasis" of this instruction.32; 33; 34; 35
Oa

There are many reading experts who judge that this overemphasis on

phonics, as they call it, interferes with children's abilities to comprehend

lip
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36; 37; 38; 39; 40; 41; 4 43; 44; 45; 46; 47
what they read. They observe

that remedial reading classes are filled with children who know hoer to

use phonics quickly and accurately.48; 49

The opponents of phonics also distrust it because they believe English

is spelled so unpredictably that phonics, even if learned,cannot function.
28;

50; 51; 52; 53
They see phonics as al.lost useless for sounding out words

since each letter in a word represents too many speech sounds.
12

A final argument against phonics teaching is that children learn to

read as naturally and as easily as they learned to understand speech and

to speak. Why should direct teaching of phonics be undertaken, they aver,

when children will develop their own rules for learning to read, nuch as

they did when they learned to speak?
5li

'

55; 56; 57; 58

16
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Today it is not uncommon to read such negatively critical remarks

about phonics, even though they have not been corroborated by research

evidence. These comments about phonics are

found in many educational journals, in books written for reading

educators on the methodology of this instruction, and even in monographs

on reading instruction sponsored by the two largest organizations in

the word concerned with the developMent of literacy, the International

Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers of English.

The extent and frequency to which these 'denunciations of

phonics are made and the .prestigious sources that publiSh them doubtless

have mislead numerous reading educators to a belief in their pronounce-

mentS. As an example of the intensity of the publicity given to the

new anti-phonics point of view, I found that during one recent five-year

period the Reading Teacher, an official organ of the IRA, published at

least twenty-eight articles which were complimentary to the new anti-

phonics position. During this extended period this journal did not

publish one article that was negatively critical of the anti-phonics

viewpoint. Then, in two recent national conventions (1982-1983) the

IRA has scheduled only one session on phonics among the many hundreds

of such meetings that it sponsors at its well-attended conclaves.

From these signs of condemnation and deemphasis of phonics the naive,

uninformed, or easily persuaded reading educator doubtless would

assume that phonics has become increasingly discredited as a valid

aspect of reading instruction.
Goals of this Book

71'e justification for Myths of Reading Instruction rests on the

degree to which intensive phonics teaching has been negatively criticized

is
BEST COPY Am.,



by the new anti-phonics movement. This volume will serve its intended

purpose as it demonstrates that the notions about reading instruction'

the new anti-phonics movement holds are the result of misinterpretations

of the findings of empirical research on phonics and other matters. If the

material in this book to follOw helps dispose of certain widespread

yet undocumented notions about phonics,. it is apparent that the

quality of reading instruction in our schools could be enhanced as a

result. The National Commission on Excellence in Education
St
reported

that in 1983 there were 23,000,000 American adults who were function

ally illiterate, with the lerc,.ntage of illiteracy running as high as

40 percent among our minority youth. The Commission was correct in

concluding that among the essential changes needed to help overcome

this horrendous problem is "our better understanding of learning and

teaching and the implication of this knowledge for school practice."

Myths_ of Reading Instruction is dedicated to the accomplishment of

that goal.

The main body of this book deals with several of the false beliefs

about critical aspects of reading instruction hat have come to have a

crippling effect upon the effectiveness of this teaching. The research

that has exposed the falsities of these discredited notions about the

teaching of reading then is explained. Finally,

the book presents a Bibliography of Reviews of Research on Phonics.

Presented here are citations to many surveys or reviews of the research

on phonics. Included with each citation is a quotation that represents
.11

the conclusions drawn about the meritsof phonics to read-

ing by the various authors of these surveys.

19 BEST COPY AVAILABLE



13a

The Mechanics of Reading Research

The citations in the Bibliography, with few exceptions, are

references to critical surveys of the research studies that have

investigated the relative merit of phonics in children's acquisition

of reading skills. As is described in the Bibliography, there are

several reasons why conclusions about the value of phonics made from

surveys of the pertinent research are more reliable and valid than are

conclusions one can draw from single pieces of this research.

For those not familiar as to how the reports of the findings of

individual pieces of research on the merit of phonics come to be published

in a reputable educational, psychological or linguistic Journal a description

of this process is useful. First, an investigator of this matter, usually !

a university professor or a graduate student, Conceives of and carries

out the investigation. These studies are of two general types: ones that

compare the effect of relatively long -tern phonics teaching on the development

of reading skills as versus some other instructional approach, or ones

which investigate the effect of relatively short -term teaching of a

particular aspect of phonics, e.g., knowledge of letter names, on pupils'

abilities to recognize words.

These researchers are careful to control certain variables in thi-

design of such studies. For example, the; make sure that if their study

colpares the teaching of phonics with another methodological approach

that the two groups of pupils used in this experiment are very similar

in age, intelligence, reading ability.or reading aptitude, and socioeconomic

status. Unless a study in question aims to examine only a digcrete segment

of children, e.g., the handicapped, its investigator tries to use a cross

section or representa_tive sample of all pupils in the age group under

2U
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consideration. As a means of this control the researcher finds it

reasonable to conclude that the findings of his/her study can be

applied legitimately to children in general of the age group which

was inspected.

When the results of a study of the teaching of phonics are to be

compared with those obtained with another instructional approach the

investigators of such studies try to make sure, as well, that the teachers

in both approaches have similiar abilities to instruct pupils. loth the

"experimental" and the "control" teachers here are given systematic guidance

as to how each is to conduct the lessons in question. Care is taken to

make sure that the learning time provided for pupils in the two groups

to be compared is the same, and that the learning materials used have

similar difficulty and appeal for pupils.

Standardized reading tests, which have been shown to be ob.iective and

valid in their content, and reliable in their administration are employed

to measure the effects of phonics teaching and the method(s) to which it

is compared. Statistical analysis is applied to the data gathered from

these tests to make sure that the differences found between the two

teaching approaches in the study did not occur due to chance.

At this point, a report which carefully describes in detail the design,

procedures, and findings of the experimental study is written. Its

writer makes sure than no important aspects of the study are omitted.

This report is then submitted to one of the reputable educational, psycho-

logical or linguistic journals. It is important to note that these journals

receive far more of such reports than they are able to publish. It thus

is their privilege to publish only the reports submitted to them that are

21
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judged to have the best designs, that exhibit the most careful control

over experimental procedures, and that have applied the most-rigorous,

statistical analyses to their data. To make sure that this selection

.process is an efficient one, reputable academic journals ask for critical

examinations of these reports from reviewers selected for this job because

they are recognized experts in the field of reading. Only the reports

that receive approval from these scholars are finally accepted for publication.

It is obvious that if researchers into phonics are to be successful

in gaining acceptance of the reports of their work by reputable academic

journals that they must take great care with the design and conduct of

their studies and with the' statistical analyses of its findings. This

fact reminds us that the findings of these studies must be given far

more credence that is subjective opinion when decisions about what kinds

of instruction to use in reading are rade.

Moreover, the academic scholars vho conduct and publish critical

surveys of the individual pieces of research on phonics set up additional

exacting standards of judgment as to the meaning, importance, and implications

i
of single pieces of ,research. For examplese

f
given published report of

research is of lesser quality, for whatever reason, than are others on

its topic, this shortcoming is noted. This assessment is particularly

crucial when the survey of research reveals that the findings or individual

studies disagree with each other. These and other self-imposed disciplines

by those who make critical appraisals of the research on phonics make it

sere to say that such reviews of the research are the best sources availablc

for making decisions as to the merits of phonics in reading. The Bibliography

of Reviews of Research on Phonics at the end of this book thus is highly

22
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recommended as a reference point for anyone desiring to make an independent

judgment about this matter. In fact, it is not possible to make an objective

and impartial assessment of the value of phonics in reading without con-

sulting the writings found in this Bibliography.

A final counsel to the reader of this book: The references cited

in its chapters by name, e.g. Chall, are to be found in the 'Bibliography

at the end of the volume. Numbered references in the text, e.g., 1,2 are

found at the end of each chapter.

O
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Chapter I

: Phonics Hinders Comprehension

rThe purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate

that the argument that the acquisition of phonics

knowledge hinders the development of pupils's com-

prehension of what they read is a false one. It

will he shown, to the contrary, that the research

indicates that there is a positive and close rela-

tionship between pupils' knowledge of phonics and

their comprehension of written materials.
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The Attack on Phonics Teaching

Intensive phonics teaching has come under heavy attack of late

fromertain reading experts. Prominent among the charges made by some

.reading authorities against the use of instruction is the claim that

the intensive teaching of phonics will interfere with the development

of children's reading comprehension abilities.

The strongest of the protests against phonics teaching contends

that such instruction is a potential and powerful method of interfering

in the process of learning to read.
1

Others agree that phonics instruc-

tion is likely to do more harm than good.
2

It is said that phonics

problems are not the cause of children's inability to read written

material.3

Other writers are equally severe in their castigations of phonics

teaching. There is little relation in much of the phonic instruction

to the realities of how beginning readers recognize words, one such

critic remarks.L Others concur that in phonics teaching the child will

be hindered from learning to read .5 Phonics is said to be the least

successful approach to teaching word recognition.
6

Some of the critics

thus are sure that arplying phonics to unfamiliar words is not likely

to lead to their successful identification .
7

One of its leading

opponents believes that phonics in any form in reading instruction

is at be a peripheral concern.
8 This conclusion doubtless is based

...11110

on his contention that psychology shows that the child's memory is so

constrained that he or she could not possibly comprehend speech and

writing if he or she analyzed individual words.
9

3
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Since it is held that converting letters to sounds accurately is

10
a process not directly related to reading comprehension, it. is claimed

that whenever the child tries to apply phonics both fluency and compre-
:.

1
hension tend to suffer.

1
At least, some reading experts reflect, at

'times phonics decoding hinders comprehension.- Its application

supposedly can result in serious comprehension loss
12
.

Other negative critics of phonics teaching charge that children

can learn to decode words fluently but yet cannot comprehend what they

decode. One reading expert observes that the child who can decode

words but who doesn't know what has been read, unfortunately, is a

common sight in many classrooms 13
Yet others insist that it is not an

infrequent occurrence to find a child who can fluently decode words

.yet be unable to .give an adequate account of what has been read.Th To

this effect it is maintained that children who are at the decoding or

word recognition level of reading indeed are not reading since they

are attaching no meaning to what they are ,reading.1
5

Another writer agrees that many teachers have discovered among

.children who could pronounce the words correctly many who do not know

their meaning.15Sone reading authorities call this condition "phonic

disability." They believe that a child with this condition will be

able to sound out words but will not be able to understand them.1 In

this case it is believed that a child may read very accurately and

not be able to follow ideas in a story:1'8011e writer contends that she

has observed children who in spite of their hard-won decoding skills
am*

could not so much as read a page of simple materia1.19Tme, yet another
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reading expert remarks, some children seem to be able to decode

beautifully, but when questioned, apparently understand little of what

20
they have read. Others claim they know very yell that some children

can read well but do poorly on phonics exercises, while others can

do the reverse.
21

It is paradoxical, says another writer, to find that the pupils

who are the most obedient in following our instructions to sound out

words are destined to have the most trouble.
22

He would agree that it

isaccurate to say that the unfortunate child who fastens too closely

upon phdnics teaching will likely fixate at, this stage and go no

further .
23 The end result of this situation, it is obseried, is that

remedial reading classes are filled with youngsters who can sound out

words fluently.
24

More than one critic of phonics teaching believes that

clinics and special reading programs are filled with children who can

sound out words fluently but still cannot construct meaning from what

5
they so decode. .

2

A careful reading of the recent negative criticisms of phonics

teaching reveals that the opponents of this instruction often complain

about the overemphasis of phonics teaching. This term usually is used

as a synonym for intensive teaching. The detractors of phonics teach-

ing never explain specifically what they mean when they denounce the

"overemphasis" of phonics teaching. A close examination of their

comments on this matter makes it clear, nonetheless, that they believe
%

limited amounts of phonies teaching, given in an indirect and inci-

dental manner, are adequate to teach children to read. These critics

of intensive phonics teaching would appear to-agree with the writer

33



who judged that when it comes to phonics in reading instruction, the

motto "Just a little dab will do you" seems appropriate.26

Overemphasis of the teaching of phonics, that is, the intensive

version of this teaching, often is cited as dangerous. Teachers are

warned that emphasid on letter-sound correspondences and phonics may

produce readers who are not proficient either
At
at identifying words or

at getting meaning
27
. Others agree that far too much emphasis has been

placed on the speech sound-letter relationship as a building block in

28
learning to read. Some reading experts are confident that the use of

complex word recognition strategies detracts from children's ability

to obtain meaning.
29

This means that a heavy emphasis on decoding in

maythe beginning instructional progr may make comprehension tasks more

difficult for large numbers of children?)The result: time spent on

teaching'extensive word-analysis skills rarely pays off in helping

children become avid, fluent readers, it is alleged.31

Yet other reading experts reiterate the viewpoint that there is

danger that decoding may be overemphasized to the detriment of com-

prehension
r

Some allege that as a result of empnasis on phonics, some

children may become slow, overly analytic readers.
33

One pair of critics

of phonics stress that emphasizing phonics turns reading into a game

with rules to follow in order to please the teacher, but robs it of

meaning.34711e danger of overemphasized phonics teaching is ever-present,

too, caution some writers. They believe that any sequential intensive

. phonics program can easily lead to overemphasis on repetition and

deadening drill
35

The reading problems in schools thus derive from too

much stress on the decoding of words, it is said.
36

There is danger of

34
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misleading children and creating future problems if you overemphasize

phonics, one reading expert prompts teachers to believe.37

These problems cited here are said to be caused by the inherent

difficulty of phonics for children, and by its lack of interest for

them. We have tended to think we facilitated learning to read by break-

ing written language into bite-size pieces for learners, one writer

relates 36 Instead, he argues, we turned it from easy-to-learn language

into hard-to-learn abstractions. Phonics teaching is an example where

fragmenting and isolating components of written language makes reading

an abstract and difficult task, others agree39 It is clear, some claim,

learning phonics may be unnecessarily difficult for children, even

iTh?

uttatural and overly

learning task.
31

Tiis,

phonics instruction,

difficult for children because it is an abnormal

comprehension.may not be the only casualty of

scme reflect. Boredom and disinterest may result
4o

since it would be difficult to exaggerate the complexity and unreli-

ability of phonics.41Some caution teachers that phonics teaching is a

fundamentally incomprehensible aspect of reading instruction to which

children should not be exposed.
112

It is even argued that phonics teaching may lead children to

distrust the strategies for reading words that they have developed

43
themselves from natural, on-going encounters with written language.

If this were so such teaching would not have long-range usefulness.

One writer supports this view when he contends that among those

practices which may actually hinder mature reading is to learn certain

phonic procedures for sounding out large numbers of words."

/



This sample or the negative judgments of reading experts of the

merit of phonics teaching makes it clear that many reading authorities

believe that this instruction inhibits reading comprehension. More-

over, they maintain that it is common to observe children who can

decode. fluently but who cannot comprehend the words that they decode.

This same group of reading authorities contend that teaching phonics

in an intensive manner to children is dangerous because it inherently

is a difficult and boring subject.

Research on the Phonics-Comprehension Connection
"---It is immediately noticeable, however, that these negative views

of phonics teaching are seldom accompanied by any reference to empirical

research. For example, one readily can find statements by reading

experts to the effect that it is common to find children who can decode

fluently, but who cannot then comprehend the reading material that they

so easily decode. Unfortunately, these statements do not provide

references to experimental research as support for these conclusions.

They appear to be opinions about this instruction, and not reflections

of what the research says about this issue.

There have been many reviews made of the published research on the

relationships of phonics teaching and reading comprehension since

Jeanne Chall completed the first full-scale survey of this evidence in

1967. Chall's analysis of therresearch on this matter from 1910 to

1965 led her to conclude that "The long-existing fear that ar,initial

code [phonics] emphasis produces readers who do not read for meaning or

with enjoyment is unfounded. On the contrary, the evidence indicates

that better results in. terms of reading for meaning are achieved with

the programs that emphasize code at the start" (p. 307). Later,

36



Chall (1979, p. 33) wrote: "Would my conclusion regarding the benefits

of code-emphasis be the same today--after 10 more years of research?

would tend to say yes, since I do not see any viable data to dis-

confirm it." In 1983 Chall .brought her review up to date, and made the same

conclusion.

Since 1967 the continuing reviews of the research on the relation-

ship of phonics instruction and reading comprehension largely have come

to the same conclusions as did Chall on this matter. (Chall and the
a sairple of those on this issue

references to follow are/included in the Bibliography at the end -of

this volume.) Wardhaugh concluded that valid research evidence to

support,look-and-say and other whole-word methods over phonic methods.

does not exist and fair comparisons nearly always show phonics instruc-

tion to result in-the development of superior reading achievement.
(phonics)

Gough and Cosky agree the letter-by-letter thesis is the strongest

(i.e., the-cleanest and the richest) idea anyone has had about word

recognition. Gibson offers her support when she writes that the heart

of learning to read would seem to be the process of mapping written

words and letters to the spoken language. Vellutino (1979) echoes the

idea that the child's task in learning to read is to decode print to

his spoken language. Weigl goes further. To him, written language can

be learned only as a consequence of the rule governed correspondence

between graphic and acoustic structures. The research evidence on

phonics Nickerson surveyed led him to conclude tLat perhaps there are

no better ways to teach reading.

Downing and Leong found that the research findings suggett that

facility in decoding, and extraction of word meaning are related. Less

skilled comprehenders are deficient or inefficient in the utilization
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Of decoding skills. Perfetti and Lesgold agree that the research

indicates that general verbal coding facility is substantially corre-

lated.vith reading achievement. Johnson and Lefton interpret the

research similarly. In summary, they say, it appears that poor

decoding skills can contribute significantly to poor comprehension.

The reviewers of the research on the relationship of phonics

instruction and reading comprehension are especially convinced that

the above conclusions apply to beginning reading. Resnick and Beck

concluded that the large majority of scholars--both psychologists and

linguists--argue that a fundamental task of initial reading is learning

the structural relationship between written and spoken language,

i.e., the grapheme - phoneme mapping. His survey of the evidence led

Glushko to the conclusion that it seems undeniable that phonic or

analytic instruction works for beginning readers. To Ehri (1980) the

research indicates that the task of beginning readers is to assimilate

the word's printed form to its phonological structure. Liberman and

Shankweiler agree that the chili's fundamental task in learning to

read is to construct a'link between the arbitrary signs of print and

speech. Kintsch has no doubts about this connection. He believes

that, obviously, decoding here is crucial. The evidence which suggests

the importance, for the early reader, of deCoding the graphemic infcr-

nation into a phonological form, than McCuster, Hellinger, and Bias

consulted doubtless was that also read by Stanovich. He also reports

that there is considerable evidence that phonemic segmentation and

analysis skills that depend on explicit phonemic awareness are related

to early reading success. Recalling that the average English-speaking

38
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high school student can name 50,000 different written words while

the Chinese scholar can name only 4,000 logograms, Rozin and Gleitman

reflect that it is no wonder that poor reading and poor phonological

recoding skills are found to be so highly correlated among young

. readers.

Yet another survey of the empirical data on the question on hand

(Fowler, 1981) stresses the fact t. these research findings indicate

that the sound system must be critically involved in the reading process

independently of level of reading skill. Golinkoff's (1978) critique

of these data drew her to the conclusion that phonemic awareness skills- -

both analysis and synthesis--haVe been shown in a number of studies to be

predictive of early and extended reading achievement. The research on

this matter tells Layton that phonics is one of the truly independent

reading techniques that will serve children into adulthood. Baron reports

that the research indicates that it is important to learn to use the rules

relating to spellings and. sounds because they are used in fluent reading.

Those who wrote the influential Bullock Report for Great Britain's

,Department of Education and Science also found that the empirical evidence

supports the conclusion that competence in phonics is essential both for

attacking unfamiliar words and for fluent reading.

Some reviewers of the research contend that the empirical findings

suggest that there are special ways that phonics knowledge and its

application aids in the comprehension of reading. Barron (1978) believes

that the evidence indicates that phonetic recoding plays a critical role

in the comprehension of printed connected discourse by providing the

reader with a strategy for maintaining in memory the wording of, for

30
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example, a sentence long enough for that sentence to be comprehended.

Allport agrees that phonological coding in reading provides additional

temporary storage after lexical access, until the meaning of larger

syntactic units, phrases and sentences, has been satisfactorily
r

analyzed. Levy's search of the research came to the same conclusion:

phonemic representation is important in reading largely because it, acts

as a good memory representation from which message comprehension can

occur. To Liberman, et al. (1977) the research findings offer the

possibility that working from a phcnetic lmse-..is natural and necessary

if the reader (including c.en one vho is highly practiced) is to take

advantage of'the primary language processes that are so deep in his

experience and, indeed, in his biology. While Banks, Oka and Shugarman

concur that speech recoding seems to be one mechanism by which'Words

are kept available for short periods, they see another possible role

for phonics teaching: fOr determining the supra-segmental phonemes,

rhythms, and stress patterns that mark phrase boundaries in speech but

are not noted in written text.

As noted, many reading experts are convinced that the intensive

teaching of phonics, the overemphasis of this instruction, as they

call it, is- adangerous'practice. The experts in reading who have

surveyed the research come to a different conclusion, however. To

this effect, Holland says that it is clear that intensive, systematic

decoding programs result in better reading achievement than do other

kinds of beginping reading programs. Wallach and Wallach concur that

the research indicates that the child must be thoroughly trailed to

"break" the code, to transform the visual forms of letters into the



sounds they represent. In short, declares Resnick, the charge that too

early or too much emphasis on the code depresses comprehension finds no

support in the empirical data.

Lesgold and Curtis' review of the evidence affirms the conclusion

:that there is no evidence to substantiate any strong claim that children

having trouble learning to read will, if taught in a phonics-loaded

program, become "word callers." To the contrary, Aaams reports that

children who have been taught to read without due emphasis on the

mechanics of decoding are found to be at a disadvantage in the long run.

Baron points out that the. research indicates that the child must learn

phonics rules eventually if he is to have a full battery of reading

skills. Since this is an inevitable requirement there appears to be no

reason t.riat it should not be attained as soon as possible through

intensive teaching. The fact that second- and third-grade pupils in

code-emphasis instructional programs are at least as capable in reading

comprehension as those whose instruction has been characterized by

delayed, gradual phonics instruction, as reported by Dykstra, is yet .

further evidence that the intensive teaching of phonics does not have

the dangerous shortcomings attributed to it by some reading experts.

The premise that the rapid, accurate and automatic application of

any skill requires extensive practice as a precursor to its accomplish-

ment is a widely-held psychological principle. Keeping this principle

in mind one can identify several reviews of reading research that con-

tradict the notion that the intensive teaching of phonics is dangerous.

That is, several revIewers of the research on phonics and reading com-

prehension have discovered that these findings indicate that the rapid,



accurate and automatic application of phonics is closely related to

reading comprehension. To this effect Samuels and Schachter explain

that one important prerequisite is the development of decoding skills.

These skills must be brought beyond the level of mere accuracy to the

.level of automaticity. When these skills become automatic, the student

is able to decode the printed symbols without the aid of attention,

thereby freeing attention for the all-important task of processing

meaning. Barron (1978) agrees that one of the reasons phonics knowledge

(decoding skill) correlates so highly with success in learning to read

is that good decoders are individuals who can rapidly and accurately

convert printed words into phonetic representations. Their review of

the pertinent research led Gibson an! Levin to the conclusion that

decoding must become smooth and automatic before attention cat be

strongly concentrated on the meaning to be extracted. Other critiques

of the empirical evidence concur the: fast decoding is critical

(Perfetti, 1977), that good comprehenders decode accurately, rapidly

(CRrnine and Silbert), that teachers should be sure that word recog-

nition skills are developed to the print they are automatic (Weaver),

and that good readers seem to have a;tonlatized basic decoding skills

(Golinkoff, 1975-1976).

It is unlikely that the rapid, accurate and automatic application

of phonics skills that has been four' to bg closely related to reading

comprehension could best be developed by incidental rather than inten-

sive instruction. It is also improbable, therefore, that this intensive

teaching has the'danprs associated.wIth it clainv'd by the negative

critics of phonics instruction.



The charge from the negative critics of intensive phonics

instruction that there are children who can apply phonics in a rapid,

accurate and automatic manner and yet who cannot 'understand the words

that they so decode is never accompanied by a reference to published

data to this effect. These pupils are called "word callers," or

children who "bark at print." In reality, however, there is no evi-

dence to substantiate any strong claim that children having trouble

learning to read will, if taught in a phonics-loaded program, become

word callers (Lesgold and Curtis). Danks and Fears note, in fact,

that there is considerable dispute over whether word callers really

exist and over what the criteria should be for so labeling a child.

They judge that there is serious question whether so-called word

callers read aloud as fast and with the same number and type of errors

as do other children, or read with normal intonation. The notion that

remedial classes are filled with children who have the skills needed

to effectively apply phonics knowledge also has been dispelled.

Groff145asked the directors of reading clinics in universities in

thirty-four different states: Approximately what percent of remedial

readers have such skills? The median answer here was 1,0 percent.

One finds no support in the reports of reviews of the research

Aterature for the charge that phonics teaching interferes with the

development of children's reading comprehension because it inherently

is difficult and boring. The conclusions drawn from these surveys of

the empirical evidence imply, to the contrary, that children are

capable of learning and applying phonics, i.e., that they do ciot find

it overly difficult to learn or distractingly irksome. To this effect
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Carroll and Walton remark that the research shows that segmentation

skills can be critical in learning to use phonics cues and that they

are quite easily taught to nearly all children. Calfee47adds that

working on phonics is an acceptable task to most children. In short,

it seems illogical to assume that knowledge and skill of phonics which

relates so closely to success in reading acquisition could be so

difficult to learn and so unattractive to the learner that it impedes

the attainment of reading ability.

Conclusions

The charge that the teaching of phonics, and especially the

intensive version of this instruction, interferes with the development

of children's reading comprehension skills obviously is a serious and

crucial accusation. All reading experts agree that gaining command

of comprehension skills in reading is the ultimate and most important

goal of instruction in this subject. Thus, any teacher behavior in the

reading program that acts to inhibit the growth of comprehension is to

be avoided by all means.

It appears safe to say, however, th:t the rejection by teachers of

intensive phonics instruction, in the hope that this would foster the

development of children's reading comprehension, is foolhardy. The claims

that this teaching interferes with the attainment of reading comprehen-

sion are not supported by the research on this issue. To the contrary,

the reviews of research on this matter confirm that intensive phonics

instruction is a justified practice.
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There are varied and numerous reasons why phonics teaching aids

in the acquisition of reading skills, including comprehension of what

is read. English writing is based on the alphabetic principle. That

is, the speech sounds in our language are represented, in ; relatively

.predictable ways, by letters of the alphabet. Once children understand

the workings of this code they can decode, on thbir own, the narn9s of

in the use of this code,

unfamiliar written words. With continued practiceisuch decoding cf

written words becomes automatic: easy, quick and effortless. Without

instruction in this code, however, children have difficulty learning to

rvlad.

The present discussion displays another example of an unfortunate

aspect of the advice that has been given teachers. Displayed in this

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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discussion is contradictory advice given to teachers on a vital aspect

of instructional practice. As unfortunately has been the case elsewhere

in the educational literature, the present discussion indicates that

teachers have been given directly contrary recommendations for the

teaching of reading. As before, this conflicting advice stems largely

from two mutually exclusive sources: opinion and research findings.

On the one hand, it is the opinion of some reading experts that intensive

phonics instruction is a hindrance.to the development of children's

reading comprehension. On the other hand, it is the conclusion of the

reviewers of the research on this issue that phonics is closely related

to reading comprehension, and therefore that it should be taught

intensively so that its learners can apply it in a rapid, accurate and

automatic way.

48
Venezky -has noted that educators justify particular practices on

the authority of the particular'reading god they worship. For the sake

of effective reading instruction teachers must resist this temptation.

Instead, they should use for this purpose the facts offered by the

empirical research. Reasonable minded teachers will accept the advice

that this research advances. In this way can we satisfactorily

resclve the unnecessary controversy that now rages over phonics and

reading comprehension.
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Chapter II

fahlesrIAnDredictable SnAllin-
invalidates Phonics

30e

There is, not an entirely regular match up

in English between the letters of the alphabet and

the speech sounds that they represent. This fact

leads some opponents of phonics to conclude that

unless the application of a phonics rule results

in the totally accurate pronunciltion of words it

should not be taught to pupils learning to read.

Recent resea-ch is discussed which disputes this

contention. This research suggests that rather than

putting ltr.its on, the' number of phonics rules that

are taught as many of these rules should be taught

as is possible.

wit
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Background of the Issue

In 1963 Clwrmeri reported on the first influential study of how

frequently the application of variousophonics rules would result in,.

the true pronunciation of words. In the course of this study Clymer

asked the question: "Which phonics generalizations are useftl?"

Clymer decided that if a pupil applied a given phonics rule to twenty

words this rule would be considtred useful if it aided the pupil in

getting the correct pronunciation in fifteen of the twenty words.

Thus came into being the now widely accepted 75 percent standard for

utility of phonics rules.

Other reading researchers have accepted the validity of Clymer's

75 percent standard regarding the degree of utility of phonics rules.

Since 1963 other studies of the extent to which phonics generaliza-

tions meet the Clymer 75 percent level of utility have been carried

2:3;h
out. The findings from these later studies were similar to Clymer's.

Most significantly, these studies also rejected phonics rules which

did-not meet the Clymer standard'for utility. In short, their findings

were deemed to confirm Clymer's notions about the utility level of

phonics generalizations. According to some reading experts the

findings of these later studies do not change Clymer's implications

in the slightest

Many authors of texts on the methods of reading instruction have
They contend

accepted Clymer's proposition hat unless the application of a phonics

rule results in the accurate pronunciation of a written word 75 percent



of the time that this application should not be considered useful.

A pair of these writers says that Clymer's type of study has been

6
most useful in clarifying this aspect of the phonics program. Others

agree that some *MO phonics rules should not be taught, since they

are not useful. They advise teachers to consider 75 percent utility

generalizations as helpful to children. Even recent texts for

teachers that concentrate solely on the teaching of phonics accept

this conclusion. One writer of such a book judges that Om research

such as Clymer's has raised serious doubt about the validity of the

phonics generalizations commonly included in courses, texts, and

teaching materials.
7

Those who oppose the teaching of phonics in general also use

Clymer's evidence as to the frequency with which the application of

phonics rules results in the authentic pronunciation of written words

as a means to attack phonics. One leading opponent of phonics calls

it the great fallacy of reading instruction, one of the twelve easy

ways to make learning to read difficult. He sees phonics as a

potential and powerful method of interfering in the process of

learning to read. These conclusions stem from his conviction that

the first objection to phonics as a way of reading is that it is

conspicuously unreliable.
8

Reading experts who agree with this so-called "psycholinguistic"

approach to reading instruction add to the complaint that English

spelling is so irregular that the application of phonics rules is

not a useful practice. To this effect some reading experts believe

that speech sound-spelling relationships are tenuous at best? They
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agree that these relationships are not consistent enough to make it

possible to use phonics with any degree of regularfty. They contend

that there are so many exceptions to phonics rules that their appli-

cation becomes trying and confusing, since the spellings of English

do not always directly indicate the pronunciations of words
10
. They

thus insist that it is misleading for the teacher to try to teach the

child phonics11 Since they believe that the frequently taught phonics

rules are not consistent enough to make it worthwhile to teach them,

they argue that phonics rules can be successfully applied so seldom

that it is questionable to have students learn them12
Opinion to the Contrary on Phonics Rules
-----rfew reading experts have challenged these assertions. They

observe that mispronunciations produced by rules that relate letters

to speech sounds are easily detected and corrected in context13 Others

maintain that since one purpose of phonics teaching is to yield an

approximate pronunciation of the unknown word, there is no need for

letters to by completely determinative. of sounds in order for the

knowledge of typical letter-speech-sound relationships to be enormously

useful to the child:14It is held that there is a powerful advantage to

learners if through the use of phonics knowledge they can (at least to

a rough approximation) pronounce a word that they have never before

either heard or read.
15

Even if the application of a phonics ruts does

not lead to precise pronunciation, it may still effectively lead a

child to word recognition, it is said. That is, if at least some of

the letter-speech-sound relationships are known and recognized, then

there will be enough glue to secure the visual symbols in one's

memory.
16

In addition, it is seen, perfectly predictable correspondences



are not necessary because the reader has other cues to work with.
17

Even though the rules of English are far from perfect in their ability

to specify a pronunciation uniquely, they are usually good enough with

the help of context
8
In short, phonic aAalysis is seen as a tool to

-use in making an intelligent guess as to the oral equivalent of the

printed word.
19

One advocate of this point of view reasons that this

phenomenon operates in this fashion: As letters in a word are identi-

fied, an entire neighborhood of words that share the same spelling

features is activated in one's memory, and the pronunciation of the

given word emerges through the coordination and synthesis of many

partially activated phonological representations
2O

None of these

writers ,!ould cite any empirical evidence for their defenses of the

value of gaining approximate pronunciations of words through phonic

analysis, however. The absence of any published research findings

on this issue helps explain this noticeable omission. It is clear,

on the one hand, that these opinions about the usefulness of gaining

the approximate pronunciations of words through the application of

phonics rules were based on personal observations or logical reasoning

but not on research findings.
New Evidence on the Issue

It is just as obvious, however, that the reading experts who have

demanded Clymer's 75 percent utility for phonics generalizations if

they are to be seen as useful have not paused to reflect: "If a child

can gain an approximate pronunciation of a written word through the

application of phonics rules can he or she then infer and produce the

true pronunciation of this word?" Because of the absence of research

finding on either side of this issue, I designed a study to investigate
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whether pupils who hear a word mispronounced so as to follow phonics

rules, in a story-like context, can infer and reproduce the.true

pronunciations of these words.
21

For example, if pupils hear find

pronounced /find /, can they infer and reproduce its correct pronunciation?

The major assumption of my study was that the mental activity that

pupils undertake when they infer and reproduce the true pronunciations

of irregularly-spelled words that have been mispronounced according to

phonics rules is analogous to the mental processing they use to decode

irregularly-spelled written words. For example, it is surmised that

as pupils decode head, using phonics rules, they will pronounce the

word as /hEd/. It further is deduced that after this point in the

decoding of head pupils can infer and correct their mispronunciation

of head through the use of context and semantic cues that are available

in connected discourse. My study postulates that this description of

how pupils decode irregularly-spelled words is an acceptable one.

Therefore, the inferences made by pupils to correct the mispronunci-

ations of irregularly-spelled words read aloud to them should be

comparable to the inferences they make when they decode irregularly-

spelled written words.

For support of this hypothesis one can appeal to the substantial

empirical evidence that has dealt 'with the question: Does reading

require the.same kind of memory representation as speech? A review

of this research concludes that we may expect reading to share many

processes in common with the perception of speech.15 In both these
or

forms of communication it appears that the perceiver makes use of a

phonetic representation in order to comprehend the message. In another



analysis of the research relevant to this question it was convincingly

demonstrated that reading is the process of comprehending in print

what is already understood when spoken. This reviewer
2
maintains that

the research suggests that reading and listening with comprehension

use the same language signals. Reading uses the same language and

conceptualizing skills and knowledges as are used in listening with

comprehension. The parallels of mental processing in the apprehension

23
of written and spoken messages has been documented in the research.

The internal language signals that are derived from listening

to speech thus seem to be highly similar to the internal language

signals that are developed from reading written language. It therefore

appears reasonable to assume that second-grade children, such as those

in my study, when presented with words mispronounced according to

phonics rules, in sentence contexts, would use similar mental processes

to infer their correct pronunciations whether these mispronounced

words were the results of reading or listening.

Each of the forty-nine second-graders in my study was examined in '

a standardized fashion. First, each pupil was released from his or

her classroom so as to meet individually with me out of the hearing and

visual range of his or her classmates. At this point each pupil was

read aloud an identical set of instructions and other material to

which the pupil had been requested to listen.

To this effect, I said to each of the pupils in this study; "I

am going to read you a story. Listen carefully. One of the Words in
dm,

each sentence of the story will sound funny. You tell me how to say
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that word." At the end of each sentence read aloud the investigator

paused to allow the individual child to respond.

Each of the forty-nine pupils in this study heard, one at a time,

the following story-like discourse:

A boy (girl) is hurt on the playground. He (she)

goes to see the nurse. The nurse says, "Which room are

you from? Do you have a headache? Did you bump your head?

Were you hit by a ball? I'll give you a pill. I can find a

pill for you. Take both of these pills. Take the gaper_ off

each pill. Put them into your mouth. Now lie on the bottom7--
bed. Rest now, and listen to the music. Remember. Alwa.ys

tell the truth to the nurse. Don't keep a secret

from the nurse. Try to help her to help you.

During this oral reading the fourteen italicized irregularly-
,

spelled key words in the above discourse were pronounced as if `they

conformed to phonics rules. Accordingly, the key words were mis-

pronounced in these ways:

from as /fr6m/; have as /hAv/; head as /hedi; ball as /bg1/;.

give as /gIv/; find as /find /; both as /bOth/;,paper as /Paper/;

but as /put /; bottom as /bit m/; music as /mUsIk/; truth as

/trilth/; and secret as isekret/ and her as /h4r/.

The data gathered in my study suggest that by the end of their

second grade of schooling pupils can readily infer and produce the

correct pronunciations of irregularly-spelled, high-frequency-words
m

that have been mispronounced so as to conform to specified phonics

rules. Only fifty-one, or 7.4 percent, of the 686 responses given



by the pupils in my study to these mispronounced words resulted in

incorrect reproductions of these words. The findings of this study

suggest, however, that it is significantly more difficult for begin-

ning readers to make such inferences with certain irregularly-spelled

words, as ball, find, paper, and her.. Apparently, the vowel phoileme-

graphem, ftorrespondences in these words are more difficult to infer

than are the correspondences in other words examined in my study.

The findings of my study do not support the conclusions drawn

first by Clymer, and later by other reading experts, that the appli-

cation of a phonics rule must result in the true pronunciation.of a

written word 75 percent of the time for this rule to be deemed a

useful one. .Ny. study assumed that it is.reasonable to deduce that

beginning readers will make similar kinds of inferences about the

pronunciations of irregularly-spelled written words that they decode

as they did of the mispronounced words I read to them in the present

investigation. If this assumption is correct the only kind of phonics

rules that could be classified as not useful for word recOgnition

would be those whose application. results in mispronunciations that

pupils cannot correctly reproduce as true pronunciations. In my study

the only phonics rules that might be considered as having lesser

utility would be those that pertain to the vowel sounds in ball, find,

paper, and her. I found that 18, 22, 20, and 16 percent of the pupils

in my study, respectively, failed to infer and reproduce the correct

pronunciations of these words.
Implications of the Study

Despite tile fact that my study found that a few mispronounced

vowel sounds were relatively difficult for children to reproduce
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accurately, its main finding was the generally high rate of success that

young children had with this task. my study, apparently the, first of

its kind, suggests that there is a far greater usefulness to be found

in the teaching of phonics than even its most fervent advocates had

previously imagined. If it is true that the application of phonics

rules in general will result in approximate pronunciations of words

close enough to their true pronunciations that children can correctly

infer and reproduce the true pronunciations of these words, the

importance of teaching phonics obviously is supported and reinforced.

The findings of my study suggest that rather than teaching a few

phonics rules we should teach as many as possible. Bliesmer and

Yarborough2concluded from their research that the number of phonics

rules taught should be of a sufficiently large number that pupils are

equipped with the means for the independent decoding of words. My

study appears to explain why it is critical that such a goodly number

of phonics rules should be taught. And, if it is crucial that a

large set of phonics rules be successfully taught, it is also highly

likely that the best way to achieve this goal is to teach these rules

in an early, intensive, direct and systematic fashion.

Such teaching requires the setting up of a hierarchy of phonics skills

beginning with those thought to be the easiest for children to learn. There

is general agreement among intensive phonics programs that predictable speech

sound- letter correspondences that occur in monosyllabic words be taught first.

This phonics teaching is scheduled to take place on a regular 'daily basis.

Careful records are made of pupil progress so that any necessary .reteaching

can be undertaken promptly. This instruction proceeds in a deductive manner,

That is, it is made clear to pupils what they are to learn and they are given

much practice in this skill attainment procedure.
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Chapter III

Myth Number 3 : Sight Words

Examined in this chapter is the validity of

a highly consequential contention of the new anti-

phonics movement. This is the issue of "sight" words.

Those who negatively criticize phonics teaching

base.their opposition to this instruction largely on

a supposition that young pupils do not need to learn

to decode words via phonics becau,.a they can recognize

them more easily and quickly on 'sight" as "wholes."

This chapter demonstrates that the idea. of "sight"

words is not supported by the research. It appears

to be based solely on sub.4ective lud7ment.
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Sight Words: A Popular Supposition

The notion that children learning to read.should be taught, first

of all, to recognize whole words, or "sight" words, as they are

commonly called, persists to the present:time.

V---As was so in the past, today's teachers of reading are told the

first step of any reading program should be to train children to

recognize a certain number of "whole" words. "Whole-word" identifi-

cation supposedly will enable a child to look at a word and say it

without going through any types of analyses 1 In reading sight words,

some writers profess, the child goes through no evident analytic

2
process as his eye sweeps across each word. Sight words, thus, are

words which readers purportedly learn to recognize without having to

analyze them Some reading experts insist that there are hundreds

-speech
of words which cannot be sounded out by applying letter sound

analysis.4 Children learning to read thus have no choice but to

leRrn such words as wholes, it is claimed.

The use by the child of the configuration, overall outline,

shape of length of a sight-word as an aid to its recognition is

approved of. Today's advocates of sight words remain convinced

that these words be learned from their general shape, configuration,

or contour 5 Children may be taught to recognize a word-on the basis

of configuration as a sight word, it is claimed.
6

Learning words by

their shapes as they appear is the first stage of the sequence of

phonics, one reading expert says.?

titSi COPY AVAILABLE
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The special advantages or values of sight words Onerally are

thought of by their advocates to be self-evident. That is, their

defenders rarely go beyond the basic defense made for sight words---

that is, the beginning reader has to know themin order to begin

analyzing words and using other word-attack approaches to meaning

and recognitioZ1 Sight words, it is said, are useful since they form

the basis for studying phonetic and structural elements of words?

Sight words are needed, it is argued, when the phonics principles

involved are not yet within the child's grasp and he needs the word

for immediate use10 Sight words come first. Later pupils combine

meaning, phonic, and possibly structural clues- -but not at the outset.3

This sequence is judged best in most circumstances.1
1

Often repeated is the traditional notion that the acquisition of

an initial sight vocabulary is one of the first steps the child takes

in a successful reading program. It provides the foundation on which

to teach word attack and other vital reading skills.
12

Word recognition

thus begins with acquisition of a large repertoire of immediately

recognized wordi.13Reading instruction should begin with teaching

children a core of sight wordsAlithout it, there will be little,

if any, progress in learning to read, it is claimed.

Supposedly, it is also as easy for the beginning reader to learn

to read sight words_as it is to learn to identify letters.
1 5

Then, the

learning of sight words is said to minimize the time the child spends

on word recognition, and thus acts to get children reading itmediately.
16

Sight words
XIII. keep meaning in the limelight. Besides acknowledging that such

learning leads to immediate success in the interpretation of meaning,

al
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some declare that it lengthens the eye span, increases speed at the

and. 10
. outset, /gives the beginner early satisfaction.

The general procedure for the teaching of sight words remains in

. force, say many of today's defenders of.this idea. No visual analysis

supposedly is. made of sight words in the course of the beginning

reader's recognition of them. It is necessary, therefore, that a

student has repeated exposures to a word he/she is to learn by sight.

It is emphasized, however, that the Teacher does not call attention

to any of the letters in a sight word, nor have the learner use

letters as cues to its recognition.
17

The whole word method of teach-

ing reading usually involves heavy repetition as one of the important

teaching strategies 18 One writer says there must be thirty-eight

repetitions for the average individual to learn to recognize a single

sight word. Here, however, the defenders of sight words cannot agree.

Some advise teachers not to develop them by repetition of words with

the notion that frequency of contact is an aid to retention19 A it

vocabulary grows spontaneously. There is little need to control the

introduction of words, they argue.

The up-to-date proponents of sight words maintain that children

need to learn frequently occurring wards as early as possible. This

early learning, they contend, is done faster through sight word

teaching (the simple, repeated exposIre technique) than through

systematic phonics instruction. The quickest way to learn the high

frequency words is to memorize them, they insist. These reading

authorities claim that this look-say approach better develops pupil

20
independence and reading comprehensicn than does phonics instruction.
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And, sight words are so easy to learn, they aver. It is ofter not

nebessary to provide special lessons on sight words. Th4 child talks.

It is written down. The child reads it back and thus learns sight

words. The child simply knows them because the child has said them,

explains one reading expert .
7

The Issue Becomes Confusing
Which words should be selected for teaching as sight words?

Examples of the answers to this question vary. Some say simply

these should be frequently used wordsP Others contend there are

fifty-four sight words, those that do not follow the common phonetic

principles of the language?'

Some regard a sight word as a high frequency word that has an

irregular spelling. pattern, and a high emotional content One gets

lost on the way frfr ,he latter two criteria here to the exam7.1es

these writers proN.de as a demonstration, however. Supposedly these

are legitimate sight words: after, but, didn't, his, much, mist,

writers
and not. Otherisalso appear to get confused in this. Sight words

(all the various parts of speech), one writer says, are irregular

words that cannot be successfully recognized by word attack. Yet

he offers as examples: small, 9 bun, 9 $ -bat bun bone, skip, skunk, and bump
lb

To yet others the sight words to be taught first should be those

that represent the smallest linguistic unit that can stand alone and

that has meaning.nThis would mean, of course, that any word with an

affix, or any inflected word, could not be a sight word used in the

. first stage of reading instruction. All derivations and compound

words would be excluded as sight words here. In short, only-free

morphemes could be sight words.
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To his question, "Which words should be included in a list of

sight words to be taught?" one writer answers, "function words. "22

These are the parts of speech other than nouns, verbs, adjectives,
( e.g., in, an, and).

and adverbs., These are the proper sight words, he contends, since

they are small in number, are stable, constitute 30 to 50 percent

of all running words, and are phonetically irregular and difficult

to pin a lexical meaning on.

This confusing argument among their supporters as to what sight

words actually are persist. While some would restrict them to words

whose spellings are irregular to some degree,
13
others believe that

words on any list of basic words call for rote learning as the

strategy for instruction?3 To the contrary, says another expert, she

believes'that there is no single sight vocabulary12. Sight words to

her include those that occur frequently in print and those that

children speak. By far the longest specific list of sight words has

been about 900. One immediately is confronted by the contradictions

in this presentation, however. It is said children may not be able

to learn long words like nightingale or superintendent as sight words,

but the words which may be,effectively taught as sight words include:

pneumonia, Phlegm, mneumonic.214 The largest group of potential sight

words, however, were those offered by the writers who say sight
#

words are any words that children cannot remember
?5

The various opinions regarding the different aspects of sight

.word recognition contrast sharply with the lack of attention writers

give to the critical issue concerning this matter. This is:
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What research evidence is there to substantiate the assorted

statements made in the defenses of sight words?

One of the very few who venture an answer to this question

suggests that confirmation of the value of a whole-word method

26
came from early eye-movement studies in reading. These investi-

eye

gations supposedly indicated that in a singletfixation the reader
here

recognizes whole words. The studies cited /,are invalud as justifi-

cation for teaching sight words,

mature readers may haVe such eye

learning to read 27

however, These studies showed that on occasion

movements, but not children

Some writers note that extensive studies have been devoted to

2
the cues children can and do use in order to recognize words. Which

studies they belieVe those to be, and how they support a trust in

sight words, are not divulged, however. Others admit they don't

know exactly,how i given individual will remember sight words. They

concede that beyctnd seeing the word in meaningful context, a careful

visual study of the visual components Of the word is necessary.
9

Doing the latter
Ir.

nalysis violates the usual definition of seeing

a word by sight, f course. One writer concludes that efforts to

discover how a beg\inning reader can read by sight have not been

completely fruitfuq To what extent'any of these "efforts" are

"fruitful" confirmations of his faith in sight words, he does not

reveal.

.Research Clears the Air,
1967 Jeanne Ch.c1 voiced the first well-publicized rejection

of the notion that in beginning reading children first read words

by sight. As she pointed, out, the acceptance of this assumption

\
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was seldom questioned through the period covered by her study of

reading practices. Her search through the studies on readAng, which

extended to tefore the turn of the century, thus revealed an

important fact about sight words. Seldom has it been thought

important by the experts in teaching reading to challenge the

validity of :Ile common suppositions about sight words. It becomes

obvious, therefcre, that experts before 1967, and since then,

generally have accepted the speculations about sight words at

their face vslue.

The research carried out related to this mat:,r does not give

comfort for such beliefs, however'. This was research that in effect

posed the mestion: If words are recognized as wholes, how are the

wholes reccized? What does the reader look for, and in what way

Wide
is his knowledge of what akord looks like stored? It is no answer

to say he has a2ready learned what every word looks like. That is

the basic cuestionWhat exactly does the reader know if he knows

what a word looks like?

Attem;ts tc answer such questions can be.traced at least back

to the 192:'s. A-, this time studies showed that beginning readers

make eye fixations that could not be interpreted to mean they were

seeing whc:e words27 These patterns of eye fixations instead

suggested that beginning readers look at letters within a word

in order tc recognize it. Other studies reported that children

appear to :learn words frequently by observing some minute detail
26
.

One researcher concluded from her study that certain letters or

"^Y AVAILABLE
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Small groups of letters were the chief cues these young children

2
used in reading vords.

9

In the 1930's it was found that the beginnings and ends of words

were most frequently observed and used as cues by children learning

30
. to read. The children studied in this decade were letter conscious

in the early stages of reading progress which they were in31 The

evidence from such studies seems to point to early and clear attention

by young chi: .ren to letter form and sounds as basic elements of

and keys to reading, it was concluded.

A dearth of research'on sielit words characterized the next twenty

years. A significant return to this problem came in the 1950's. From

a study of the growth of word perception abilities in children, one

study concluded there is no support for the assumption that a sight

vocabulary of seventy-five words should be established before word

analysis instruction is given.32

In the 1960's interest in determining the validity of sight words

had sharply increased. It was reported that children who were learn-

ing to read words gave.greater attention to the first letter or two

and the middle letters were given less attention than any other part

of the wordP This finding corroborated those of earlier research.2e040L

Research in the 1970's also found this so. This evidence explains

that children in the early stages of learning to read a word tend to

get the initial segment correct. They fail on subsequent ones

because they do not have the conscious awareness of phonemic segmen-

tation needed specifically in reading.350thers found that kindergarten

children discriminate among similar length words of different shape
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on the basis of specific letter differences.
36

It was discovered when

kindergarten children were asked to match letters, as versus words,

that matching all of the single letters of the words to be learned

later was superior to training in matching the same words.
37 From a

study of first graders' perception of word elements, it was concluded

that growth in recognition vocabulary in beginning reading is related

to perception of word elements
3a

Also indicative that young children

pay attention to letters in words was the finding of a significantly

higher correlation between reading achievement and the ability to

rearrange the letters of scrambled words of grade two pupils (r = .73)

1 39
than of grade six pupils (r = .53). The 1960's also were distinguished

by other studies that refuted the validity of sight words. In one of

these it was found that training that forces attention to each letter

is less likely to lead to subsequent reading errors than training that

permits the child to identify whole words on the basis of a single

feature.
0
It was also found that first graders' abilities to recognize

letters in words does have a significant effect on the rate at which

children learn vords.

A mcst useful means for determining whether children read sight

words was an intricately designed study in which kindergarten and

first grade children matcheded given pseudoword (for example, VEJAT)

to one of five other pseud.owords. Each of these five other words

contained only one cue from the first word. They each were the same

as the first word in only one way. For example, VEJAT was shown to

the child. Now the child looked at the following five words. Beyond

the first letter these five words are the same as VEJAT only in the



indicated way: VOPUF (shape); VETEP (second letter); VHJUO (third

letter); VUMAG-(fourth letter); and VISHT (fifth letter). The child

matched one word out of the five he thought was the same as VEJAT.

It was found that the least-used cue in reading these pseudowords,

and other three-letter pseudowords, was shape. Shape was a sig-

nificantly worse cue than the next weakest cue, the fourth letter.
42

Another study of a similar design with children from the kinder-

garten and the first grade again found shape was chosen by these

children significantly less often as cues to the recognition of

pseudowords than first and last letters. The principal conclusion

here was that children do not match words on the basis of configu-

ration as much previous data and a good bit of lore would have it.
43

Yet another study of this design found first graders attending more

to features of letters in words than they are to total word shape."

At least three other studies of the 1970's reinforce this

conclusion. In one of these the researchers found their results

support the general conclusion that prereading children depend to

a great extent on features of individual letters in making discrimi-

nation among words 45 In a second study it was found that by the

first grade children begin to extract the spelling structure of

words--for instance, they say that tup, dink, besks or blasps are

"more like a real word" than nda, xo 1, mbafr, or lk
6

iskr. Then,

by testing first graders' abilities to identify letters, others

found beginning readers used information from one part of a word to

7
facilitate the identification of other parts or letters of a word..



Finally, the notion, held by some advocates of sight words,

that it is as easy for a child to learn a whole word as it is a

letter has been effectively confronted. For example, it hat been

found that training in the discrimination of letter-like for is

quite effective at the very start of kindergarten8. Another study

found that first graders needed twice the time to learn a letter-

sound relationship as they did a letter-name relationship9 One

reF.earcher found that at first grade entrance almost every child is

able to match letters correctly.5° Kindergarten children are capable

Si
of learning to discriminate letters, studies show. One study obtained

a correlation of .87 between first grade children's abilities to match

lower case letters and their reading ability.
52

The teacher

who thinks that words are recognized b7 young pupils holistically lust

because they are presented to them to learn as wholes thus is not in

conformity with the research which incicates that beginning readers

recognize words letter-by-letter.
53

Conclusions

The striking conflict between the opinions given by some experts

in reading methodology about sight words, and the pertinent research

findings on this matter are demonstrated here. Assuming that attempts

at the improvement of reading instruction are best served by a

reliance on empirical evidence rather than on hearsay or traditional

beliefs, the following seem to be inescapable conclusions about

this matter.

The statements made by many modern writers about how children

recognize sight words generally are wrong. The shape of a word is

the least-used cue to its recognition by beginning readers. This

explanation of how sight words are read thus is discredited. Children

discriminate parts of words from the time they begin to learn to read,

the research reveals. The assumptionLthey make no such analyses is

co



faulty. Moreover, this assumption misleads teachers of reading Into

the wasteful and ineffectual practice of teaching sight words, which

permits and even fosters a number of problems including inaccurate

word perception.

To certify beyond doubt that the sight word supposition is fa.Llty

it is necessary to explain .how pupilsIlearning to reads successfully

apply phonics knowledge to decode unpredictably spelled words, such as

small and been. According to phonics rules these words would be decoded

so as to be pronounced /sal/ and /ban/. In the discussion on the decoding

of unpredictably spelled words, in the preceding chapter, it was revealed

that recent research
54

has suggested that if young pupils learnic: to

read discoer through the application of phonics rules the approximate

pronunciation of an unpredictably spelled word they then can successfully

infer its correct pronunciation., For example, pupils pronouncinz small

+kw+

as /s41/ (the result of the application of the ruleha in closed srillables

is /g/) in the sentence, The boy's shoes were too small for him, would

likely correct this pronunciation to /sm61/. In short, if the ap,1:cation

of a phonics rule to an unpredictably spelled written word results in

an approximate sounding of this word the pupil then can successfully

infer and produce its accurate pronunciation. This seems the rest

reasonable explanation so far of why it is that pupils trained in phonics

are so relatively adept at decoding unPredicaably spelled words, both'

monosyllabic and polysyllabic.
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far
The evidence presented substantiates the opinion that teaching

each whole word as a single entity is currently in rather bad repute,

and deservedly so. It appears in agreement with the theory that the

novice reader is forced to *nalyze all the constituents of the

surface appearance of words. It is important to conclude, therefore,

that future advice as to how children recognize letters and words

must take into account all that is known from research about the

ways young children develop their powers of word identification.

When one understands that the idea of sight words is not based

on research evidence (it is significant that sight word proponents

almost never refer to research for confirmation of this idea), an

explanation emerges for the confusing and often contradictory manner

in which this purported phenomenon is discussed. Without objective

information with which to support their existence, it is little

wonder that the advocates of sight words cannot even agree as to

what these words are, or'what their relationship to phonics is.

Nonetheless, it is clear that reading experts presently cling to the

discredited notion of sight words. This loyalty tc sight words probably is

best illustrated by the inclusion of this term in the recent A Dictionary of

Reading and Rel;ted TiarrsP The accuracy of this dictionary (which represents

a fly-..yelr effort to clarify the meanings cf reading terms) was judged by

an editorial staff that consisted of fifty-three prorinent reading_ experts.

These reading authorities concurred that sight wcris (like and an have) are

those which beginning readers best learn to identify as whole units, without

the application of any form of word analysis.

There are probably several interconnected reasons why many of

today's reading experts continue to ignore the empirical evidence

regarding the invalidity of sight words. They simply may be unaware

of this information. Because a reading professor has published an

article or a textbook on reading methodology, unfortunately, does

not always ensure that he/she has knowledge of the research that
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pertains to all of the varied items it describes. Then, some reading

experts may have found it too uncomfortable to admit that they have

been wrong in the past about sight words. This admission may be

too embarrasing or ego-deflating a confession to make. Some authori-

ties on reading also are reluctant to forcibly question fixed or

traditional practices, such as the teaching of sight words. The

erroneous notion that any given method of teaching reading has about

as much inherent value as any other method may contribute, as well,

to the perpetuation of the support for sight words. And lastly,

the recent emergence among. reading experts of a strong anti-phonics

movement doul'tless has reinvigorated the traditional allegiance

shown for sight words.

Whatever the reasons are, the Lotion of sight words persists

to the present time. Any such justifications of this idea obviously

cannot add to its respectability. It needs to be reiterated, there-

fore, that a reform in the thinking about sight words among certain

reading experts still is badly needed. Their continued circulation

of misinformation about this matter obviously is unfortunate. Worse

yet, however, is the.danger that teachers will be, or are, convinced

by these reading experts that the teaching of sight words is a useful

and effective practice in beginning reading, and/or that this teaching

can replace instruction in phonics. This consequence of the continu-

ation of the sight word fallacy clearly is the least tolerable of all.
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Chapter IV

Myth Number 40 : Reading Is Best Taught
In Sentences

This chapter discusses what advocates of

teaching reading by a "sentence method" rather

than a phonics method) propose. It is shown that

there iF no.convincing research evidence that the

sentence method is as effective, however, for

developing beginning reading ability as is

instruction that stresses individual word

recognition. This finding does not imply that

sentence context cues have no usefulness in

reading. The research does indicate that both

word recognition skills and sentence context cues

are important in learning to read. The latter has

distinctive limitations, it is shown. in Chapter V.

t-



Past Support for the Sentence Method
MIIMOMI .111

The idea that learning to read should proceed on a whole-task

basis has been with us for a long time. A "sentence method" of

teaching reading was seriously advanced at least 150 years ago--in

1823 Jacotot advised teachers to have pupils memorize comp? sen-

tences as the initial stage of their reading skill development?' At

present there are advocates of what can be called "new" sentence

methods. It turns out that these are variations of the traditional

look-say method.2 There is little support in research for the suppo-

sition that the whole-task method shad displace teaching the child

to recognize., .ndividual words through the use of a combination of

phonics and context cues (see Bibliography).

The notion that children learning to read have little need to

recognize individual words has grown in intensity over the past

few years. This idea has moved out in space from the academic

circles which first propagatlthis conception of reading. School

reading specialists now have come to accept certain reading professors'

negative criticisms of word reading. One such field practitioner of

reading lately gave testimony of her conversion to this belief.3

Reading instruction, she said, should move away from the precise

and purely visual domain, away from letters, sound-symbol associations

and word recognition. The concern of the teacher should not be with

words, doubtless would be her answer to reading teachers in her school

district wondering how to best conduct this instruction. The thesis

Vii.ST COPY AVAILABLE



that words are not the correct content to use to teach children to

read is no new concept, it can be recalled.

Around 1870 in the U.S., George Farnham was the earliest crusader

for this new analytic sentence method.4 In his 1905 manual for reading

'teachers (one of the first of such guides) Farnham proposed that the

sentence is the unit of expression, and therefore that the sentence,

if properly taught, will be understood as a whole, better than if

presented in detail. Farnham advised that the sentence should first

be presented as a whole,. after which the words are discovered. Later,

others described.in yet more detail how this teaching specifi2ally

was to be accomplished .5 First, it was said that the attention to

letters, elementary sounds, words, and word-meanings must be displaced

by attention to sentence wholes and sentence meanings. One method or

generating such sentences, it was observed, was to have pupils dictate

sentences or shor stories to their teacher who recorded the= in

written form. It was noted that the child soon can read such

sentences although not at first knowing the place of a single word.

Nevertheless, the important thing, it was said, is to begin with

meaning wholes and sentence wholes, make thought lead, and thus

word
secure natural expression, letting analysis follow in its ov time.

Out of this instruction children will notice certain words and certain

sentence structures on their own, it was believed. And finally, the

sentence-wholes are gradually analyzed into their constituent words

. and these again, in time, into their constituent sounds and letters.

N9 systematic, intensive or early teaching of word analysis vas felt

necessary, however.

A
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The New Sentence Method

Currently, some authorities in reading continue to endorse the

hypothesis of the sentence method. Some find sentences of the highest

usefulness in beginning reading. One expert contends that, initially,

most children have little else on which to rely. Later they combine

meaning, phonic, and possibly structural clues--but not at the outset

One recent attempt to revive the notion that the sentence is the

proper written context with which to begin reading instruction is

I, 6
called "assisted reading" or "reading by immersion. ,

is said that assisted reading qualifies as .a means of giving

children the experience in reading they need in order to use their

knowledge of the language and their cognitive skills in learning to

read in the natural way they have learned their spoken language.

Children taught by this method are said to learn to read by being

immersed in reading in a manner similar to the way they learned

to speak. Children should learn to read by reading, just as they

learn to speak by speaking, it is claimed.

In assisted reading the teacher reads, and the child reads after

him or her, either phrase-by-phrase or sentence-by-sentence. When

children recognize words from, the story read aloud, the teacher reads

aloud but leaves out words she thinks the children will recognize

because of the many times the C'ildren have repeated the words. Since

none of the cues used in word identification are taught directly, a

word may have to be repeated many times before it is recognized.

Finally, it is said that children have enough words to do the initial

reading themselves. That is, beginning readers now say aloud the

s
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Sentences given them, while the teacher anticipates the words the

children will.not know and supplies the words.

Supposedly, each child here determines his/her own readiness for

each of these three stages. The child moves to Stage 3 when he asks

the teacher to let him say the words hirselOmmuill. The teacher's

role in determining if and when a child moves to or from one of the

three stages of assisted reading is indetermdnant, since it is

insisted the child alone is in,a position to determine when he/she

is ready to read.

An unspecified level cf fluency and complexity in children's oral

language is said to be a sign that most children are probably ready

to begin to solve the problem of learning to read. If reading

instruction is begun before this undefined point is reached, there

may be some interference with the acquisition of children's oral

language, teachers are cautioned.

Emerging clearly From this set of beliefs is the conclusion that

children solve the problem of learning to read themselves.
7

It is

argued that learning to read is not a process of mastering one skill

after another. That is, learning to read is a problem the child must

solve, not a set of skills that he or she must be taught. Supposedly,

each individual child develops his or her own means of solving the

problem of learning to read. It follows, therefore, that no formal

hierarchy of reading skills can be imposed on the child. In any case,

it is said, too little is known about the reading process itself to

AMP

insist that children move through a systematic program of reading

instruction.8



Assisted reading, therefore, supposedly represents a means of

teaching reading skills without resorting to formal methods. In

assisted reading there is no bogging children down with the minutiae

of instruction and work sheets, it is avo- 3d. It is said that reading

should be fun and remain free of any attempts to teach skills.

In any reading program that teaches reading skills in a

sequential manner the child will be hindered from learning to read,

teachers are warned.
6

It is insisted that sequences of reading skills

may by their very nature be counterproductive to learning to read.

So, under the assisted reading approach, children are not taught

directly any of the cues to word recognition that research tells us

they employ. Instead, they are merely given an opportunity to lock

for the significant differences between or among words.

These assumptions lead to the conclusion that it would make

sense to use the sentence as the main unit in reading. Children

will discover the orthographic regularities of the written language

only if they are provided with complete stories that are truly

representative of the writing system, it is noted. The procedures

of assisted reading, it is reiterated, represent the only route

open for children to acquire knowledge of the orthographic system.

This is because all that may really occur in reading instruction

is that sentences are presented to a child and he or she uses them

to solve the reading problem. This agrees with the notion that all

the teacher can do in reading instruction is provide the raw

material, the written word and its "name."
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It follows, in assisted reading, that no controls are put on the

types of vocabulary, syntax, or concepts in the written contexts used

in this approach. It is noted that when a child learns to speak,

there is no formal attempt to limit what the child hears. It will be

wrong in reading instruction, it is concluded, to try to control the

length of words provided young children, or to pay attention to

whether they are frequently used ones, or are spelled predictably.

An unlimited linguistic environment is provided the child learning

to speak. Assisted reading purports to do the same thing. Thus, no

restrictions. based on the level of difficulty of vocabulary or syntax

would be placed on the selection of books read in this new sentence

method.
The New Sentence Method Falls Short

It is clear that what the advocates of assisted reading call an

economical, efficient and effective program does not in fact deserve

this tribute. There are several severe weakresses regarding the

claims for assisted reading one can point to.

There is no.convincing empirical evidence indicating that assisted

reading, or any of the other versions of look-say methodology, are

as effective for develOping,,beginning reading skills as is a system-

atic, direct, early and intensive teaching of decoding or phonics.

The overwhelming amount of research indicates that look-say or "meaning"

approaches to beginning reading instruction are inferior to a systematic,

intensive teaching of phonics. Many comprehensive, reviews of such

research have been made (see Bibliography). We are assured that in

assisted reading a child does not experience failure, but when compari-

sons are made to decoding or phonics methods, the research finds that

Pt



look-say methods, like assisted reading, result in more failures than

do decoding methods. The advocates of assisted reading undercut

themselves when they concede that for a child to recognize a word in

assisted reading, the word may have to be repeate, many times. There

are systematic decoding programs that have better record for success

in individual word recognition than this.

There is no reason to approve "immersing" beginning readers in

the full stream of written materials, as assisted reading does. It

is doubtful wisdom to ignore the range of concepts found in this full

choice of materials. It is foolhardy to be unconcerned about syllabic

lengths or unpredictable spellings. It is rash to disregard the

complexity and length of the sentences that occur in unrestricted

reading materials. There is impressive evidence to suggest that

predictably spelled words are easier for beginning readers to recognize7

and that the syllaM.c length of words,1° and the complexity and length of sentences'

is of concern in reading instruction. The fact is that the well

accepted formulas for predicting readability use both the syllabic

length of words and the complexity of sentences as key elements in

determining the relative difficulty of reading materials. Even the

"language experience" approach to reading instruction carefully

controls the kind of language the child sees in writing
12
. This

deliberate and systematic attempt to eliminate certain vocabulary

and syntax not in the child's oral language contrasts sharply with

the casual attitude of assisted reading toward these linguistic

matters.



One can find little if any support from the research on reading

for the notion that the best reading instruction requires that the

teacher should intervene as little as possible so that children are

allowed to teach themselves to read. This hypothesis minimizes

'unduly the difficulty children have in mastering the subskills of

the complex act we call reading. Without this mastery of subskills,

no fruitful combining cf them!--necessary for comprehension--can

take pla:_e.

The advocates of assisted. reading would have us leave this

critical matter totally to the impulses of the child learner. COmmon

sense tells us this is far too risky. As well, there is impressive

research to suggest that learning to read predomin,antly by discovery

techniques is less efficient than if the reading teacher takes on a

deterministic role
13..

Those who defend assisted reading overestimate the cause-and-

effect relationship between children's oral language development and

their reading achievement. It is true that one can find research

studies that support such a cause-and-effect relationship. One can

just as frequently point to studies which have discovered no such

connection.114 Accordingly, we must not accept the notion that early

systematic in6truction in phonics will hinder the development of

children's oral language. To the contrary, at present we cannot say

with confidence even if any certain level of fluency and complexity

of children's oral language is necessary for beginning reading

instruction to be successful.



There remain far too many ascertainable differences between

written materials (and how we learn to read them) and speech (and how

this is mastered) to assume that children best learn to read in

precisely the same manner as they learned to talk. It is observable

that the three stages of assisted reading do not approximate the

'stages of children's learning to speak. That is, children do not

learn to talk by first listening carefully to an adult's sentences

and then repeating these sentences verbatim. Children learning to

speak are not normally then asked t? fill in words in sentences that

are purposely deleted by mature speakers. Finally, children do not

ordinarily practice talking by having an adult supply words at given

points in all the sentences they speak. It is clear, therefore, that

the three stages of assisted reading do not for the child solve the

problem of learning to read just as he solves the problem of learning

to speak.

Empirical Evidence on the Issue
The key question to be asked about the new sentence method is

whether its use is likely to bring on satisfactory reading gains,

for primary grade children. As yet, the proponents of new

sentence methods have not offered empirical evidence as to the relative

effectiveness of their proposals for reading instruction. Nonetheless,

we may correctly infer that a method which teaches children only to

use sentence context cues, would fare even less well in a comparison

with phonics methods than would the look-say method (which does teach

phonics, albeit in a delayed and incidental manner). The evidence is

clear-cut that an early, systematic and intensive teaching of phonics

results in significantly higher word recognition and comprehension



scores in the primary grades than is possible with the use ofa
(See Bibliography.)

look-say methodology./It seems fair to say, therefore, that this

result in favor of phonics would also be repeated if the new sentence

method were compared to it. The claim by its proponents that the new

sentence method will prove to be.the most productive of any of the

reading methods proposed so far accordingly is put into serious. doubt.

Another issue of consequence regarding the new. sentence method

has to do with whether or not the use of context cues by beginning

readers may in fact hinder early reading growth. We know that W.,

children proceeded through grade one they increasingly pay more

attention to words in sentences than they did to sentence conter.s.

Tile earlier in the first grade that children realized they must pay

close attention to individual words in a sentence the more likely

they are to learn to read. Thus, teaching beginning readers tc rely

too soon and too intensively on sentence contexts can have undesfrable

consequences. The children's early use of contextual information does
1.!

riot appear to greatly facilitate progress in acquiring reading shill.

The longer they stay in the early, context-emphasizing phase w-lthout

showing an increase in the use of phonics, the poorer reader they are

15
at the end of the year.

If the major contention of the new sentence method (that con.pre-

hension of a written passage is not possible if one reads its

individual words) were true then one would find only small and

insignificant relationships between word reading and sentence_or

petragraph reading test scores. This has not been proven to be the

case, however. To the contrary, the coefficients of correlation



obtained between word reading and sentence or paragraph reading scores

in standardized reading tests have been uniformly high. We see r's

between these two sets of scores on the Gray Oral Reading Test as

.72, .77, and .77 for grades two, three, and four, respectively. An r

of .81 has been obtained between the word reading and paragraph

reading scores. of the Wide Range Achievement Test, and a similar r

for these scores on:Spache's Diagnostic Reading Scales I have found

that high r's between word reading and sentence or paragraph reading

scores have also
\

Ibeen obtained for several other elementary grade
Ny

standardized reading tests. These r's ranged from .68 to .96, with'

a median of .85?

Conclusions

Doubtless many teachers regularly carry out without harm actions

similar to stage two of assisted reading. That is, these teachers.

'read a sentence, pausing to allow the child to read a word they

expect her or him to be able to recognize; based on the decoding or .

phonics skills the child has previously been taught. Almost all

teachers also have children read aloud while they listen to supply

words the individual child cannot identify.

The use of these activities in no way serves as a confirmation,

however, of the view that assisted reading is the most effective -'

procedure available for teaching reading, that only through it will

children learn to recognize the spelling regularities of written

'material, that children best learn to read the way they learned to
ado

speak, that sequential or systematic programs for teaching reading

skills actually hinder children from learning to read, or that no

69



attention needs to be paid to the range of concepts, sentence lengths

or their complexities, or to the predictability of the spellings

of words, in the books chosen for beginning reading.

It is these contentions of assisted reading that make it a

handicap to success in beginning reading. Seen merely as something

teachers practice, certain parts of their otherwise systematic

program of instruction in phonics and context cues, the use of

assisted reading invites no risk. The acceptance by teachers of

assisted reading to replace a sequential and direct teaching of

reading skills would be deplorable, however.

9
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Chapter V

Myth Number 5 : The/Claims for Context Cues
Extravagant

Excessive claims have been made about the role

of cues taken from the context of sentences for the

purposes of word recognition. There is evidence that

has of these context cues can help pupils recognize

unfamiliar written words. The research warns, however,

that reading instruction is wrong if it teaches pupils

to rely heavily or primarily upon context cues for word ,

recognition. Young children depend on context cues

because they lack more accurate word recognition skills.

As children grow in their reading abilities their need

for context cues thus lessens. As pupils come to recog-

- nine words quickly context cues have less usefulness.



Claims for Context Cues

The importance of context cues for word identificatiam has long

been emphasized by reading experts. Some are so convinced of their

value, in fact, that they see context cues as all-important to begin-

ning readers, One expert contends that, initially, most children have

little else on which to rely for word recognition. Later they combine

meaning, phonic, and possibly structural clues--but not at the outset,

1
he says. This reading authority is wrong here, since the research as

to the cues beginning readers actually use to recognize wards clearly

reveals they use letters for this purpose from the time they first

begin to learn to read?

The exaggerations made as to the usefulness of context cues in word

recognition by beginning readers, could stem from certain reports made

about this matter. The author of one such report OR A= the': he found

that first-graders could read in a story context almost two cut of three

of the words they had previously missed when attempting to read them as

isolated items in word lists.3

This single piece of research has been widely quoted as proof for

the proposition that if children do not consistently read words in con-

text they will learn to rely solely on visual cues (letters) for word

recognition. As a consequence, it is claimed they will becoce word-

callers, that is, to have developed the alAlity to name wards correctly

without being able to comprehend their meanings. 3 Despite the fact

that the results of this study of the utility of context cues-has been

generally accepted by reading experts, the attempts to replicate its
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findings have not been ouccessful.402 :there is

evidence that the use of context cues of a sentence does help
written

children recognize unfamiliarhrords in the sentence. On the other hand,

it appears that the extent to which contest cues serve this function

has been overstated.
Research Indicates Some L&vdtations

Beyond the fact that researchers have not been able to duplicate

the findings that children will great4 improve their recognition of

words if they read these in sentences, the limited usefulness of context

cues is indicated in certain other ways. It can be seen that some

research findings stand in contrast to beliefs as to the critical values

of context cues for word recognition by beginning readers. It has been

found that immature readers read sentences, word-by-word, as if the*y

were a shopping list .5 These children read a sentence like number 1 as

quickly as they do one like sentence 2:

1. xsomexthinkxthatxcatsxlikextoxlivexinxthexforest.

2. some think that cats like to live in the forest.

The lack of spaces between the words, as in sentence 1, does not hamper

the reading speed of these beginning readers. More mature readers, on

the other hand, were hindered by the lack of spaces here. Evidence of

the shopping list manner of reading by young children is shown in the

number of pauses young children make while reading aloud. The most

immature readers use 1.1 pauses per word, as if reading a list of words.

These studies suggest that context cues serve some beginning readers in

limited rather than extensive ways.

This conclusion seems substantiated by the study that indicated that

teaching children to use context cues too soon or too intensively in a

1 2



reading program will create an undesirable dependence on them which can

hinder children's overall reading growth. This study indicated that

the child's early use of context cues does not appear to greatly

facilitate progress in acquiring reading skill. The longer he stays

in the early, context-emphasizing phase of reading development without

showing an incf:',1se in the use of phonics, the poorer a reader he is

at the end of the year 6
. Thus, the teacher should have a considerable

proportion of early reading training in situations roviding no context

at all, in order to compel children to use pllotics as much as possible.,

For another thing, we know that the use of context cues by begin-

ning readers often results in faulty word. recognition. It has been

pointed out that poor readers in the first grade Igmre almost 60.percent

of the reading errors they make as a result of the. misuse of context

finding
cues7 Thisizsays that the teacher cannot stop eveloping the child's

understanding that the use of context cues can be helpful when he is

confronted with an unknown word. The young reader also must be con-

ditioned to correct the mistakes the unsuccessful use of context cues

brings forth.

In addition, it has been found that the value of context cues for

beginning readers depends on the phoneme- grapheme similarity of the

words being taught If a list of words with mdnical phoneme-grapheme

differences are taught, as would be the case with hen, ten, pen, men,

the presentation of these words with a context cue has a depressing

effect on beginning readers' learning of such words. This evidence

suggests that when minimal contrast words (for example, hen--pen) are

taught the teacher need not attempt to teach the use of context cues.
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The relationships between beginning readers' use of context cues

and their comprehension of what is read poses one more limitation on

the use of these cues. A beginning reader will gainas much compre-

. hension of what he reads if he can correctly guess 35 percent of the

words systematically deleted from a passage as he would if he could

guess more than 35 percent of these omissions.9 This finding suggests

that if the beginning reader can use context cues to identify some

unfamiliar words, this deduction remains a relatively minor contri-

bution to his problem of comprehending written material. Thus, the

majority of factors which influence the young child's ability to

comprehend a written passage are thought processes that transcend his

ability to use context cues. This would lead one to agree that the

deduction of meaning 'from context is extremely susceptible to error.

It appears true that children may draw more false inferences than

correct ones from the use of context cues 10

As well, there appears to be evidence that indicates that the use

of context cues actually slows down speed of word recognition. Juelll

found in her study of this matter that word identification tasks took

longer for children through sentence reading than through reading

words in isolation. (The time for the former was clocked after the

sentence context had been perused.) Good readers in this study were

significantly slower at word identification with sentence contexts

than in reading words in isolation. Poorer readers had about the same

'speed in both conditions. Juel concludes that it is clear that rapid

context-free word recognition is a cn-ajor factor that distinguishes

poor and good readers. To the contrary, how well a child reads words
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in context did not offer this distinctive information. Important, as

well, is the finding that the sentence context will help children

read easy decodable words (Juel) or relatively easy words (Negin & Mulwauke'
) 2)

more than it will help them read hard decodable words or ones that

are above children's grade level. These findings are further evidence

of the limitations of the usefulness of context cues.

The supposition that the more skilled one becomes in reading the

greater one depends on context cuesl2a has not ,s(aen verified. To the

contrary, the use of context cues has larger effects on the reading

of young, immature readers than it has on older, skilled readers.12
b

A recent review of the evidence on this issue questions whether the

average sentence context has any effect at all on the average word

%
read by the skilled reader.12

c

Linguistic Factors Pose Limitations

There are also linguistic factors that affect the role that

context cues play In word identification. Sometimes there are

semantic ambiguities, that plague our language, for which the appli-

cation of context cues have little effect. For example, one must

hear this sentence spoken aloud to gain a clear understanding of its

meaning: ,Cookingazies can be ployable. In other instances the

semantic tangles of some sentences cannot be resolved by any means.

For instance, what does this sentence mean? The chicken was too hot

to eat.

The use of context cues is affected at times by the number of

alternative words that clan be fitted into the slot in a sentence an

unfamiliar word occupies. It is easier to use context cues to guess

the unknown word in the first sentence here than in the second:
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1. The man the meat on a dish.

2. The man placed the meat on the

When the reader is given letter cues, as well as context cues,

it is obvious that the difficulty of the word recognition task is

sharply reduced:

1. The man p the meat on a dish.

2. The man placed the meat on the d

It Airthermore is apparent that the utility of context cues is

conditioned by the fact that certain kinds of words in a sentence act

more to reduce the uncertainty of the meaning of the sentence than

does the knowledge of other kinds of words. FUnction words, the ones

missing in sentence 1, carry much less meaning than do content words,



the ones missing in sentence 2:

2. The

man placed meat

the on the

Then, a beginning. reader sometimes is handicapped in his use of context

cues when certain parts of speech take on functions that they ordirmrily

do not fulfill. At tines, words ordinarily read as nouns take on the

functions of adjectives: He is a bike rider He wore a cowboy hat.

Context cues are also more difficult to use if the trords unfamiliar

to the beginning reader are at the beginning rather than end of a

sentence. Ilms, sentence fragment 1 gives more contextual 4n formation

than sentence fragment 2:

1. The man placed the meat

2. on the

big dish.

We can see, ton, that if a sentence is of the passive voice, as

versus of the active voice, that the effectiveness of the use of context

cues is reduced. In modern grammar these following two sentences are

called a kernel (basic) sentence and a passive transformation,

respectively:

1. The dog was chasing a cat. (kernel sentence)

2. The cat vas chased by a dog. (passive transformation)

It has been found that transformations in grammar take more time to
.

understand than do the underlying kernel sentences, even for mature

13 /

readers. In general, the more complex a sentence structure is the



the more unlikely the beginning reader call use context cues to read it.

It is less difficult for him to use context cues in sentence 1 than in

sentence 2:

1. Bill saw the dog.

2. When Bill got to school he say a large, taszk dog lying in the

road as if he were sick, or had been run over by a car.

Adding to the problem here is the fact that proper nouns or names

which conceivably could fit(into slots in sentences are not always

signalled by the ongoing sentences of a passage. Fcr example: Bill

was happy. He found a cat. Bill named her . At points, the

appearance of proper nouns also will confuse the child more than help

him. Bill was the dog thus will commonly be read as Bill saw the dog.

While the former sentence is grammatically correct, it is logically

improbable, few dogs being named Bill.

Whether long unknown words, as versus short ones, pose greater

restrictions on the use of cox, _xt cues is problematic. That is, there

is s One evidence on the one hand that long, pclysyllabic words

a2e not recognized as readily by beginning readers as are short, mono-

syllabic ones. On the other hand, it can be shown that the latter have

far more dictionary definitions than do polysyllabic words. This would

suggest that unknown polysyllabic words would be easier to idelpify

from the use of context cues than would short words. We badly need

empirical evidence as to whether or not this actually is so, however.

k- Some recent evidence would suggest that by the time pupils have

,reached the fourth grade the lengths of words, in syllables apd letter

cotlts, are of no consequence in these children's efforts to read them.

A more well-defined weakness of the use of context cues doubtless

stems from the fact that written language is different in many ways from

spoken language. Particularly is this so for the child who speaks a

15
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nonstandard dialect and attempts to read standard English, a kind of

syntax he has not normally heard. When the beginning readem tries to

read any written language that ,he does not ordinarily hear spoken this

will certainly act to reduce his utilization of context cues. The non-

standard dialect child is not the only one affected by this principle,

moreover. There is evidence that popular basal readers contain sentence

patterns like none the standard English speaking child has ever heard16

Conclusions

It has been noted that context cues are not the only cues available

to the beginning reader for identifying words (the advocates of "sight

words" in beginning reading to the contrary notwithstanding). While

context cues do have a function in word recognition by the beginning

reader, the extent of this usefulness must be judged in relationship to

the weaknesses for this purpose these cues have been shown to exhibit.

There is evidence from both research findings and linguistic analyses

to suggest that certain limitations be placed on the values for begin-

ning readers of the use of context cues:

It is normal that some beginning readers find context cues

uncomfortable to use. Accordingly, they naturally cling to a shopping

list type reading of sentences, avoiding the cues to word recogri.tion

offered by the sentence. These children seem to be saying, "The uses

of context cues may impede rather than promote my reading ability in

the first grade."

:44101111100maimfti.

a/a

The type of vocabulary used in a reading program will affect the

usefulness of context cues. If this vocabulary is chosen on the basis

10 9
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of the phoneme-grapheme similarities among the words involved, then the

application of context cues may have a depressing effect on young

children's reading growth.

The use of context cues contributes a relatively minor solution to

the problem of comprehension of reading naterials faced by the beginning

reader. The .
unknown mental factors that control the acquisition

of comprehension far outweigh the influences on this matter the use of

context cues can exert.

Many facets of English syntax or grammar hinder the successful use

of context cues by the beginning reader. Moreover, the handicaps posed

by these aspects of language probably are unaffected by how well the

uses of context cues are taught in the beginning reading program.

The length of an unknown word may have some effect on a beginning

reader's ability to recognize it via the use of context cues. As yet,

it is uncertain what effect a word's length has on word recognition in the

primary grades. Word length probably_ has less effect on the word

'recognition of middle-grade pupils.

Written syntax that is different from a child's spoken language

likely will inhibit his use of context cues. This seems apparent regard-

less of whether the child speaks standard or nonstandard English.

The use of context cues may negatively affect the speed with

'which children recognize words. The need for context-free word recog-

nition abilities is apparent.

11 o
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Chapter VI

Myth Number 4 : Word Len&th
Makes No Difference

It has been repeatedly stated by certain

reading experts that in beginning reading instruction

there is no need to restrict the length of the

words used for this purpose, in either letter or

syllable count. As is explained in this chapter,

this issue is controversial partially because it

has not been extensively examined by experimental

research. What limited evidence there is on this

subject does not support the contention that "word

length nalces no difference in beginning reading

instruction, however. To the contrary, the avail&-'le

research suggests that there is a positive relationship

between a. word's length and its learnability for young

113



Setting the Stage for the Issue

Does it make a difference if one uses short, monosyllabic words

to teach children who are first learning to read, as versus longer,

polysyllabic word? Is it proper-in the initial stages of reading

instruction to teach together words of varying syllabic lengths?

Should words of one-syllable length be used, rather than those of two

Or more syllables, to teach children the basic information of phonics?

Tc set the stage for the treatment of such questions it is useful,

first, to consider the reading tasks that face beginning readers.

They view a strange set of marks, which they must learn are visual

symbols. These letters are spaced along a line of print \from left

to right, rather than occupying a certain part of a sequence of time,

as speech sounds do. These letters in words indicate none of the

rhythm and intonation (the tunes of language) the child is accustomed

to using as a guide to the meaning of oral language. Then, children

must learn to re ize that the spaces on the line of print signal

the boundaries of rds. They must learn to associate the spellings

of words with the ways they are spoken (phonics). They probably will

have to learn to respond to a written dialect different from the one

they speak. For example, it has been discovered that the widely-used

basal readers sometimes do not accurately reflect the dialect many

children speak.
1

A final deterent to his immediate success as a

reader is the young child's short-term auditory and visual memory.

Considering all this it is understandable why the beginning

reader is little more than a "decoder" of words. That is, he uses

11.4
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elatively many eye fixations while reading, has a short eye-voice

span, and does poorly on "cloze" tests (where he is asked to restore

systematically-deleted words in a sentence). He has yet to learn about

the usefulness of the "redundancy" factor of word spellings (the fact

.only certain letters may follow others in certain parts of a word).

These various tasks the beginner in reading faces doubtless

account to some extent for the fact that little progress has been made

in deciding what the words selected for beginning readers should be.
2

The length of words to be used in Oe initial stage in reading has not

been clearly defined. There is the logical advice that it is clear

that beginning readers need more visual information than do mature

readers. Accordingly, the teacher should begin reading instruction by

carefully organizing words so that consistent patterns of letters and

rules governing their relation to sound become apparent. Beyond this,

however, the determination of the syllabic length of words is often

considered to be of little importance. That this problem is seldom

broached in the examinations of approaches to beginning reading is

readily apparent. For example, discussions of these approaches do not

include the use of monosyllabic as versus polysyllabic words in

beginning reading.
3

The Conventi-nal View on Word Length
One group of writers contend that there is no need to restrict

early reading instruction, including phonics, to the use of mono-

syllabic words. This opinion goes back at least to the turn of the

century. At this time it was noted with approval that,for child

readers word-length is but a minor factor in word - perception .14_
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t is that
More currently believed, for example,jmost children have no

difficulty with the word .grandmother, even at the preprimer level.

On the other hand, it is observed, words like went and want, and and,

said, no and on, are troublesome to many children long after they

should have been well learned .5 The words, _grandmother and grandfather,

seldom cause any trouble, it is said. They supposedly are such long

words that their configuration helps children to remember them.6

To this effect, some contew' that children can ,mist as easily learn airplane,

monster, or dinosaur as the word cat because the former words are relevant

to them.
7

It is clear, then, that some argue that a longer, polysyllabic

word poses no additional problems to word identification for the

beginning reader than does a monosyllabic word. For a beginner to

learn to read John, for example, all he hat to do is see a representa-

tive sample of words that are not John, so that he can find out in

what respects John is different, it is explained.
8

If the child

learning to read, like the child learning to speak, needs the oppor-

tunity to examine a huge sample of words that have maximal spelling

contrasts, then it would not be proper to begin instruction in reading

with monosyllabic words.9 If nothing--even at the very beginning. of

reading instruction--should be included in the reading curriculum that

is not real language, it would follow that vocabulary control should

not be a criterion for basal reader content.
1C

There is agreement with the notion that the words selected for

instruction in beginning reading should not be controlled or sequenced

(from the monosyllabic to the polysyllabic). Such words, it is said,

BEST COPY ;
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7?
must include a sampling of all kinds of complexities and contrasts

which the pupil needs to learn decoding.
11

For the beginning reader,
word

who has acquired noklecoding strategies, this sampling would include

words of all the syllabic lengths, if this advice were followed.

About this, it is asked, "What evidence is there that order or number

of letters influence learning in reading as it does affect spelling?"

None, it is answered.: length is significant in spelling, but not in

reading. The length of a word is immaterial in your ability to learn

12
to read it or retain it, it is.contended. Support for such a stand

might be taken from the fact that monosyllabic words normally have

dozens of meanings attached to them, while such is not the case for

polysyllabic words. On the basis of this, it is claimed that it is

more efficacious in reading to teach longer words and words from the

sciences than it is to teach little "easy" words.
13

It is obvious that

the advocates of sight-word instruction (see -Myth Number 3

do not believe that word length should be a factor in the choice of

words given children to read.

Some advocates of individualized reading also endorse the notion

that there be no restriction as to the syllabic count of words used

to teach beginning readers. One such advocate describes children who

were failures in reading at the end of first grade.114 These failing

children were taught in the second grade with ankeyHvocabulary

methodology (each child here tells the teacher the words he wishes

to'learn to read). It was found at the end of their second grade

that these previous failures in reading now read significantly better

than a group of second graders who had successfully completed first

1 17



grade reading instruction. Strongly implied by this evidence, of

course, is the concluLton that using words of all the syllabic lengths

(the "key vocabulary") with beginning readers actually improves read-

ing instruction, rather than hindering it in any way.
1-1.12.3/1915 tERD tht amars1

While there is-little direct evidence on this issue, it seems core

reasonable to say, nonetheless, that the length of

a word, in syllables, -is of significant consequence in the initial
If so,

teaching of reading 1, means that the first reading material fcr

children will consist of two-letter and three-letter words. The

most suitatle words with which the beginner learns to read, thus, are

the monosyllabic words.
1 6

The use of monosyllabic words in the begin-

ning stages of reading instruction will leave no uncertainty about

the identifying characteristics that mark off one written word from

another. This ease of identification is necessary for the automatic

recognition responses that are hallmark of the initial stage of

reading acquisition.

With relative beginners in phonics, one-syllable words may

be used in order to simplify instruction as much as possible. One

would start with a study of monosyllabic words, like cat, pa, tor,

migi and hen. It is best in the initial stage of reading instructicn

to teach the "short" (unglided) vowels within monosyllabic words :17

The results of research suggest that a child in the first stages of

this
reading skill typically reads in short units and as4skill develops word recognitiot

span increases.
18

This could be interpreted to mean that the reader

.at this level proceeds best from monosyllabic to polysyllabic .words.

It is reasonable to contend that a child will not learn Co read

as he learns to speak, that is, by being given an unrestricted or
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uncontrolled exposure to words of all syllabic lengths. Learning to

read does not normally proceed along such lines, as oral language is

learned. The rich set of sound-word pairings necessary to learn to

read do not just happen for written language at school as they do for

oral language at home
19

The problem a child will likely have in "blending" polysyllabic

words is also pointed to by those who prefer children to start with

monosyllabic words.
20

Although umbrella, for example, is a likely choice

to illustrate the "short" u sound, it hardly is an ideal one because

by the time a child finishes saying'or thinking umbrella, he might have

forgotten the initial sound in the initial syllable. The act of blend-

ing, or synthetizing the separate speech sounds of a word so as to

pronounce a recognizable word are put in jeopardy when polysyllabic

words are involved. Many children will have forgotten the initial

sounds they have pronounced before they come to the end of some of the

21
longer words. This relationship seems not to occur tp those who on

the one hand believe that blending seems related to reading success 2
23

(which it does), and yet on the other hand note that the length of a

word is immaterial to the child's ability to learn to read it or

retain it12 So, other things being equal, the shorter the word, the

fewer the potential solutions. Decoding of print by the beginning

reader is facilitated if the shortest possible words are provided

first.
24

There is some evidence that suggests the relative.

difficulty beginners have in reading polysyllabic as versus mono-

syllabic words. This evidence supports the contention that we are
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justified in the statement that the shorter the word the easier it is

25
to recognize. Of leading importance here are the findings of a

study that calculated the total number of spelling-to-sound corres-

pondence rules necessary to read high frequency one-syllable words,

'as opposed to those needed to read common two-syllable words.
26

It was 4

.found there are thirty-five rules used in the former (as I count them).

An additional thirty-eight rules (total of seventy-three) are reouired

to read these two-syllable words.* Other data help confirm the argu-

ment that monosyllabic words may be easier for beginners to read than

polysyllabic ones. It is found for common monosyllabic words that

simple phoneme-grapheme correspondences (the use of one grapheme

to represent one phoneme) occurred 81 percent of the time27 higher than would
be the case for polysyllabic words.

Another study showed that first-graders learned a significantly

28greater number of three letter words than of five letter words. While

the words learned here were all monosyllabic, this evidence suggests

that polysyllabic words, most of which have five letters or more, in

the main would be more difficult for beginning,readers than would

monosyllabic words. That the latter are shorter is obvious*. Only

21 percent of the monosyllabic words among the 200 most-used words are

2
over four letters in length .

9

that
Other sources would suggests positive relationship exists

between the syllable count of a word and its particular usefulness for

teaching the beginning reader. The first of these is the percentage

.of polysyllabic words found in compilations of high-frequency or

commonly-used words. High-frequency words are those often said to be

the ones that should be first acquired by the beginning reader, since
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they obviously have a vest service. An inspection of twelve different

collections of high-frequency words indicates that only about 16 percent

of such service words are polysyllabic
30
. With this statistic in mind

the argument for the use of monosyllabic cords in beginning reading

gains stature.

A second source or evidence to defend the use of monosyllabic

words in beginning reading instruction is the vocabUlary found in

first-grade standardized reading tests, and in other experimental word

lists. I examined the first-grade reading sections' of several of the

prominent reading tests (e.g., California.Readira Test, Gates Reading .

Test, Diagnostic Reading Scales, Lee-Clark Reading Test, etc.) to

4 determine the percentage of polysyllabic words found in thesg sections.
0

For 982 words found in the initial sections of these standardized
only

reading tests,L190, or 20 percent, mere polysyllabic. In one reading
.only

test, for example,4423 percent of its sixty-seven easiest-to-read words

are polysyllabic
30
. These data sugest that short words are easier for young

pupils to learn to read than longer ones.
Experimental word lists used as reading tests also show a low

proportion of polysyllabic words. In one such graded word list,

through grade one, only 10 percent of the words are .over one syllable

. in length.
31

Then, in word lists devised by specialists in speech for

practice in discriminating the various phonetic elements in word com-

binations, none of the words provided for this are polysyllabic.32

Resolution of the Conflict

Answers to the questions posed at the beginning of this dis-

cussion can be gained only through a balanced evaluation of the

conflicting comment on both sides of this issue. We should begin

this, as is usual where there are differing opinions about some



aspect of reading instruction, by ignoring the hearsay (.,-1 the matter

and move on to whatever objective evidence can be mustered. Keeping in

bind at all times the peculiar tasks we know ,face the child beginning

to read, the relative validity of the contrary evidence can be

:evaluated.
\_\

First, the notion that for beginning reading one should always

use words that have naximal.contrasts in letter-sound relationships

is clearly in doubt. The eviden2e pointed to for this conclusion has

been severely yet fairly criticized as to its methodology.3 Then there .

is empirical evidence that supperts the idea that word similarity in

beginning reading results in greater. word recogr*.tion skills and

lesser tendency to make false responses to other words. It is found

that first grade pupils learn minimal contrast words (ones that vary

in only one way, e.g., hat, cat, mat) better than words with maximal

contrasts.34

Second, it has been shown that the frequency of a' word positively

affects its recognizability As we have seen, the standardized tests

a
and service word lists, both of which _are based essentially:on a high-

frequency-equals-priority-for-teachinii principle, share a confidenze

that this holds true for children first learning to read. Until we

are confronted with the evidence (not now available) that beginning

readers learn as well on low-frequency as on high-frequency words,

standardized tests for beginning readers that call for the learning

of a relatively high percentage of monosyllabic words will continue

to be used. As well, the teaching of the lists of service words,

122



which stem from the same vocabulary stockpile as these tests, is

likely to be maintained.

Third, the findings which imply that remarkable gains in reading

will result from the unrestricted use of words of all syllabic counts,

'must be examined carefully. The above report, on the "key word"

methodologylsays this method caused children who were first grade

reading failures to rAin more reading skills in one year (their seccnd

year, the one with the key words) than normal achieving children not

using key words, could gain in two years.

This report leaves unanswered questions, however. For example,

it is said that teachers using the words children give them have

discovered that the child's key words are recognized instantaneously

as whole words. If not, they are thrown away. Not reported, however,

11.

was the percentage of words thusly "thrown away" that were polysyllabic.

From what is agreed to be the kinds of tasks that face the beginninz

reader, coupled with the evidence that the total of rules needed tc

14
read two-syllable words ..1.s double that for one-syllable words, one

could speculate that the percentage of polysyllabic key words so die-

carded would have tc be high.

And, since children learning to read do not actually recognize

36
words as whole words, hearsay to the contrary notwithstanding, one

wonders how they actually did recognize their "key" words. Then,

the "key word" advice that it makes no difference if more complex

word recognition skills be taught before simpler phonics skills, such

as a single phoneme-grapheme correspondence, is difficult to accept,

especially in the light of recent longitudinal studies of how children

123



acquire phonics skills3.

7
nally, the "key word" belief that phonics

is best taught as a spellini; skill must be seen in contrast to the

well-accepted fact phonics has much more applicability to reading

than to the spelling of words.

Conclusions

The weight, of the evidence presented here'indicates that mono-

syllabic words are easier for beginning readers to read than are

polysyllabic words. It further suggests that children learning to

read should be taught phonics skills with monosyllabic rather than

polysyllabic words.

One should be quick to say that no one given source for these

monosyllabic words,rust be accepted before this principle can be

adopted and put into practice. If one believes the spontaneous

language of children should be source for these monosyllabic words,

they will be taken from the everyday dfOtations of children.

Other teachers would take monosyllabic words from the source

they respect, the printed word lists of the basal reader. On this

matter, at least, the two major disputants of teaching reading, the

basal reader advocates and the proponents of individualized reading,

can agree.

Until enough empirical evidence is gathered to finally settle

this problem it seems wise to continue the use of monosyllabic words

for the early stages of reading instruction. Over fifty years ago

experts concluded that the length of a word for children demonstrably

0
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influences the difficulty of their learning it. As the present

discussion indicates, so far these early researchers have not been

proved wrong.

WM.

It should be made clear, however that these conclusions apply only to

beginning reading instruction. I have found
39

that by grade four the

varying syllable lengths of words do not affect children's abilities to

correctly read them. For exa-ple, I found that fourth-graders read 16.2

percent of one-syllable words correctly. However, they read 74.2 percent

of five-syllable words correctly. I also found a correlation of only

1r

-.004 between fourth-graders correct reading of words and the syllable

count of these words. This correlation was -.023 fcr their correct reading

of words and the letter counts of these words. It thus appears that word

length in syllable or letter count does not apuear to be a crucial f;ctor

in fourth-grade children's reading performance.
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Chapter VII

Myth Number 7: Match Lear, ning Modalities and Instruction

In this chapter the pro)osal that children *

prefer to learn to read thrc;gh either a visual or

an auditory approach is critically examined. Although

there have been many testlmcnials to this effect there

appears to be no empirical evidence to support the

proposition. that pupils learn to read more effectively

if their so-. called "learning modalities" are matched

to a method of instruction tr.at is either visually or

auditorially oriented. The finding that teachers need

not be concerned with this s...pposed relationship is

valuable in that it acts to reduce the task of teaching

reading to its truly essential elements.
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Foundation Precepts of Learning Modalities

Many reading educators maintain that only some children can benefit from

the intensive teaching of phonics. While statements of this nature are cam-

tnonly .:found in writings on reading methods, the exact percentage of children

for whor the intensive teaching of phonics supposedly is jrnappropriate is never

given. The lack of precision over the pupil statistics in this natter does

not signal any irresolution on the part of large numbers of reading experts

that a significant proportion of children cannot profit from intensive phonics

instruction, however.

These reading experts insist that most children learn to read best

through a so-called "eclectic" approach. In this scheme for reading instruction

phonies is taught in a delayed, indirect and incidental manner. The eclectic

ay)roach dorinated the teaching of reading for the majority of the tire in

this century, it is clear. The current widespread use of basal readers which

teach phonics in this nonintensive manner demonstrates the current popularity

of the eclectic concept (Beck At Measlin, 1978).

Fror their loyalty to the eclectic approach to reading instruction it

appears that most reading educators have believed that the great majority of

chIldren learning to read are visually oriented. That is, they prefer to

learn this skill through a visual approach, it is vouched. Hence, the pop-

ularity of the whole-word method in most basal readers used in beginning

of the past.
reading programs/ Other beginners in reading, of necessity a significantly

smaller proportion of this group of children, are held to be auditory oriented.
a

It is believed that they can gain in reading skill from the teaching of in

tensive phonics. It is well to note, however, that as a matter of practice
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most basal reader directions to the teacher do not advise such teaching.

These two sensory bases for the acquisition of reading abilities, the

visual and the auditory, are called learning modalities. The idea of learning

modalities involves the notion that some children are better equipped genetically

to use the auditory modality for learning to read, and thus prefer to use it

for this purpose. On the other hand, it is believed that other children can

to shown to demonstrate a preference for the visual learning modality, and

that it suits then better for learning to read.

The past ten years had revealed that many reading experts support the

notion that children learn to read mare effectively if their preferrez learning

modality is matched with a method of teaching reading that is either visual or

auditory oriented.
1

Consequently, the teacher is advised to first deternine

which of these learning modalities the child favors, and second, to use a

teaching methodology that compliments it. Support for this supposition is

one of the reasons why sone readinv, professionals find it impossible to accept

the proposition that all children Should be taught phonics. They insist that

because some children do not prefer the auditory learning modality they will

not learn to read efficiently through the use of phonics, which teaches them

the relationships between speech soulds and letters. heading educators who

oppose the teaching of intensive phonics use their beliefs about, learning

1:1

modalities as proof that phoni6;7 teaching is not an essential part of reading

instruction for some children.

One group of reading experts explain 1 the purported effect of pre-

ferred learning modalities on the acquisition of reading by children by

advising teachers that one considerttion to be taken, when making statemems

about the characteristics of the individual child) is this child's preferred

learning style--the learning modality most likely to be effective for a given
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ohild.
2

These experts agree that some children learn best visually while

others learn best by hearing what it is they are given to learn. According

to other reading authorities the regular classroom teacher should always ask

before commencing instruction: Does this student learn best visually or

,auditorially?
3
Then the teacher is advised to match, as nearly as is possible,

different learning modalities of children with different instruction styles

which match the modality.
4

Today's teacher constantly hears from reading experts whot w-ite for

their edification that he or she) to be a capable instructor, mast teach from

a diagnostic point of view. Reading educators encourage teachers to accept

the idea that one of the basic considerations for diagnosis of children's

learni-g potentials and needs is to determine whether the child has a certain

5
stren7th in mode of learning. It is said to this effect that the diagnostic

teacher automatically suspects that failure to learn to read in a child is

related to an inappropriate matching of the teacher's instructional method
preferred

6
and the child's/learning modality.

Some reading experts even maintain that some children become confused

if they are required to assimilate information through more than one of their

sensory systems at a time.
7

This condition is exemplifed by children who cannot

learn phonics, and thus must be taught to read whole words. Or on the other

hand, by children that have visual memory problems that prevent them from

remembering whole words, these experts contend.

The reading experts who support the idea that a child's preferred learning

modality should be linked to the kind of instruction he or she, receives in

reading are sure that these preferred learning modalities tan be determined.

The most highly praised means for gaining this information is a technique whereby.

alternative methods of learning words is used.
4

First, the child is taught these
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visually. This achievment is then compared with how well the child learns

words auditorily: .

The idea of matching preferred learning modalities to Specific teaching

methods is so attractive to some educational professionals that they have

written books devoted to the ideal of teaching students through their indiv-

idual learning*.modality strengths. Detailed instructions on the plan are given her(

Many reading educators are cmvinced that the research on this issue

indicates that when teachers use reading materials and strategies in keeping ,

with the preferred learning modalities of children that children's reading

achievement will be significantly better than could otherwise be expected.1°

These authorities in the teaching of reading are sure that the research not

only indicates that there are differences within individual children in

learning modality functioning but that the teacher's knolaedge of comparative

learning nodality strengths amonz children will improve the quality of

reading ristruction given ultimately children's reading scores._
11

Some

reading experts are not as confident about the implications of research done

on this issue as this. One such expert- said he believed the research is

ambivalent on the concept of preferred learning modalities. He is sure, none-

theless, that there does seem to be some 'validity for matFhing an instructional

approach to the child's sensory strength? 2

The positive statements fron reading authorities about . children's

learning modalities, the need to natch these to certain teaching techniques,

and the reassurance that taking such steps will bring on greater reading

achievement for children than is otherwise possible _
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obviously have had their intended effect on classroom teachers. Arter and

Jenkins found that 99 percent of the teachers they questioned thought

that a child's learning modality strengths and weaknesses should be a major

consideration when the teacher devises educational curriculum and selects

methodology.

''hat the Research SEE

In the past four years there have been at least six competent critical

reviews of 'he empirical research on the hypcthesis that if children's pre-

ferred learning modalities are closely linked to a teaching method that reflects

the nature of these sensory modalities e-ildren as a consequence will

learn to read more effectively. In 1979, Arter and Jenkins xamined the re-

search on the relationship between differential diaznosis of children's

learning modalities and teaching that was designed to coincide'with these

preferrede,Yles of learning,. They reported that "to date, there are 111

reported efforts to ir. prose beginning reading ny matching instructional mate.:

rials and procedures to children's modality strengths. In none of these was

reading instruction improved by modality-instructional matching" (p. 547).

Arter and Jenkins cited five reviews of the research, made prior to 1979,

that come to the same conclusion about this issue as they did. Three other

reviews of the research in 1979 support Arter and Jenkin's judgments about

111,

modality-instrur.ticn matching. (Bstenan ,

5
MK Resnick, Alla 1;:illiams,401110.0

These surveys of the research agree that there is little erpirical support

for the notion that different readin7 approaches are differentially effective

for children characterized as eye or ear oriented.

In 1980, Kampwirth and Bates renorted that there is little research to

support the idea that matching children's auditory or visual perferred learning

modalities to teaching approaches is especially effective in reading development.
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Accordingly, one is hard pressed to justify teaching reading according to

preferred learning modalities. Then, in 1981, Larrivee critically analyzed

the evidence on children's learning modality preference as a guide for dif-'

ferentiaticn in the kind of beginning reading instruction that should be given.

As with the other reviewers of this research, she found that differentiating

instruction according to children's learning modality preferences did not

significantly facilitate their learning to read.

Conclusions

Keeping in rind the maxim that explanations introduced to explain reading

phenomena should not be more complicated than is necessary, the finding th-_t

teachers need not be concerned with the connection, if any, between children's

preferred learning modalities and the teaching techniques that shouldte used,

cones as a relief. It is gratifying to report that there is convincing evi- .

Bence to contradict and repudiate the advice often given teachers that they

sl-.clld be exrected to match teaching methods .and materials with child.-en's
finding

preferred learning modalities. Thil4helps reduce the act of reading teaching

to its essential elements. This reduction of tasks demanded of the reading

teacher it part of a Teform of this instruction that is badly needed. Taking

the issue of preferred learning modalities off the list cf critical aspects

of reading instrIction will help teachers concentrate on the features of this

teaching that are truly vital.

The evidence on children's preferred learninc modalities discus7ed here also

makes it'clear that the warning often given to teachers that children who pre-

fer the visual modality for learning will not benefit from intensive phonics

teaching. is a risinformed one, and therefore should be ignored. There have

been many reaso,'q givepfor the teaching or not teaching of intensive phonics.

It is wise to no4e lat it is not legitimate to include children's

learning modalities among them. The teaching of phonics is supported

by the evidence that learning to read involves bot4nsual and auditory

senses, not either one or the other. 136



The confusing nature of the argument for modality.based instruction

probably is well illustrated by the comments in favor of this teaching from

Barbe and Swassing.8 They begin a paragraph in their book on this subject with

the statement, "Research supports the contention that modality-based instruction

works" (p. 11). These. authors then quote a critical review made of the research

on this topic in 1978 that found the empirical evidence indicates conclusively

that modality preference and method of teaching do net interact significantly.

Despite the explicit disavowal of the value of modality-based teaching that

this review presents)Barbe and .Swassing maintain that this review, "which may
0

be viewed as refuting the matching of teaching strategies with students' mo-

dality strengths, can be constmed as indirect support for modality-based
(p. 11).

education, or at least its potential. ", Barbe and Swassing base this con-

clusion on an analogy they find betwE,t;n this situation and auto racing. Imagine,

they say, that after many auto races an electric-driven car finally is

able to win out over a gasoline-driven car. They contend that one should

anticipate from this win that there will be a significant increase, in the

future,of electric car wins.

The problem of using such logic as a defense for modality-based instruction"

is im-Tdiately obvious. There have been many attempts made to replicate the

analogue of the electric car win to which Barbe and Swessin_, refer. Trues
been

there have', a very few instances when teaching done in accordance with Children's

preferred learning modalities procuced greater word recognition than was other-

wise possible. Efforts to reprodlce these findings have consistently failed,

however. It thus is foolhardy to insi-t that because some isolated researcher

gained a certain finding from his investigation, a finding that no one else

can duplicate, that this exception to the general body of research findings
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substantiates the contentidb that modality -based teaching of reading is a

superior variety of this teaching.

In fact, it appears that only

s\

wishful thinking could lead to the. conclusion that extensive

observations and research verify significant improvement in both student

achievement and motivation when learning and teaching styles are matched:

Dunn and Dunnecomments to this effect are in violation of the procedures for

evaluattrtscientific investigations. The, crucial tes: of the validity af scientific

data is its ability to be replicated. Accordingly, evidence that cannot be

consistently duplicated is discredited. Barbe and Swassing ask us to not demand

that modality-based teaching face this test.

Enthusiasm for modality-based teaching; is the face of the overwhelming

evidence that indicates that it is not particularly suc^essful represens

a prime exarvle of one of the major reasons why the mytl.s of readin- instruction

persist. This is reading expert bias. Bias in readinp experts'jtdnents work

in this way. These reading professionals screhow come to a self-satisfying

conviction about a certain aspect of :,e-.cher behavior. Isolated, uncontrolled,

or atypical bits of their field experience ray be the causal factor here. In

any event, this conviction in time becomes traditional to theze readin7 experts'

way of thinking about readinr inst'uction. To gi:e up such a conviction thus

becomes painful and even humiliatingly self-critical. The reading expert in

question at this point grasps at straws from the research for continued sub-

stantiation of his or her view, works up illogic1.1 argurents in its defense,

refuses to accept research findings, and nitpicks about the qualit of the

design of the studies whose findings refute his or her beliefs.

enough, these reading experts eagerly accept the results of any research that

favors their bias, regardless of quality of its design or mode of ir!plementation.

(See "Why the Myths of Reading Instruction ?revail" to foll.w.) The exercise

13'



of such biased thiring has resulted in some indefensible accusations

being made by the defenders of modality-based instruction against those

who have reviewed the research literature on this issue. For example, while

they provide no references to research reviews to buttress their support for

modality-based instruction Dunn and Dunn call the conclusions drawn by those

who have conducted the critical surveys of the research on this teaching the

result of "fallacious reasoning" (p. 13). This reaction reminds one of the

degree to which predetermined notions about the teaching of reading will

resist change even from research findings.

a0
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The findings that modality-based reading instruction is not especially
as well

productive of children's readin7 abilities is reinforced4ty the evidence that

almost all children at school-entrance age have the auditory and visual per-

ception powers needed to be successful learners of phonics and reading.
2. 1

A

very high percentage of children at this age level can correctly articulate

the speech sounds of their particular English dialect, The correlations that,

have been obtained between children's auditory discrimination faculties and

their beginning reading scores nave been too low for predictive purposes.

As well, reviews of th' research on the relationships of children's

visual perception s.:ills and their reading development reveal that scores

on visual perception tests are not good predictors of reading achievement,

and do not differentiate well gcod\fron pocr readers. The attempts to teach

children the so-called visual discrinination tasks (copying and selectin7.

geometric forms, eye pursuit activities, matching geometric designs or those

involving concrete objects, na,..ing the parts or details of pictures, etc.)

have not proved to be productive of greater reading success than would other-

wise would be attainAble. Valin's reriew of the research on these matters

leads to conclude that "the numercus American experiments with visual

training pro7r,ms have not proves thenselves helpful in increasing reading

achievement." In fact, he goes on, "when one looks at the low correlations

which have to date been obtaine: between the [visual and auditoril functions

welch have been tested and the reading achievement scores, the impression

arises that factors have been reasured that are rather irrelevant to the

reading process." That is, there "are scarcely any relationships worth

mentioning...between readingachievement and the first, second, -and third

school years and some variables measured at the beginning of school (visual

perception, directional confusion, articulation, auditory discrimination,
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vocabulary, school readiness)" (p. 39). Valtin's critical analysis of the

evidence ,is representative of other reviews of this research. It is clear,

then, that research has shown that children who practice discriminating and

copying geometric shapes and the other activities commonly found in visual

perception training programs get better at doing these activities. The research

indicates, however, that learning these skills does not irprove..on their

develop-lent or reading skills
13

It is clear that the idea of learning modalityebased reading instruction

arose c..:t of the ashes of the now discredited notion of readin7 readiness.

The the:ry of reading readiness holds that a stage of reading readiness,

something other than the child's tested ability to learn reading skills, must

be reached by children before they are ready to learn to read. But as

EL!
Coltheart protests, "The putative maturational stage at which a child will

suddenly be able to respond to reading instruction has never been identified;

no metsod for determining whether or not a given child has reached this stage

has ever been developed" (p. 16).

The view that reading readiness is brought about by appropriate instruction

also is a redundant notion. That is, instead of teaching reading readiness one

must asp, wh not simply teach the first elements of reading skills tc children

and if they -_rogress satisfactorily in this instruction signify that they

are ready for this teaching? As well, the concept of reading readiness is

dangercus since it give a faulty explanation for children's lack of success

in reading. Saying that a child is not ready, because he or she has failed

to learn satisfactorily, does not tell what children need in order to be ready

to learn. This statement also is used as an excuse to delay-the teaching of

reading, especially phonics) and thus helps perpetuate the myths of reading

instruction.
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Chapter VIII

Myth Number : Letter Names Are Unimportant

The significance of letter-name knowledge by

pupils learning to read has become a controversial

issue. This chapt'r describes the research studies

which have indicated that pupils taught letter names

do not learn to read any better than do pupils not

given this instruction. A-recent critical analysis

of these studies reveals, however, that each of them

has conspicuous flaws that preclude one from concluding

that. letter name knowledge has no positive effect on

reading acquistior. Also discussed to follow is the
the

doubtful argument that high statistical correlations

found between letter name knowledge and reading development

are meaningless.



Present Status of the Letter Name Debate

The belief that children's knowledge of letter names is not

useful to them as they learn to read was widely held by advocates

of the so-called look-say or whole-word method which dominated reading

instruction during most of the present century. It is not surprising

that the proponents of the look-say method, who oppose the direct and

intensive teaching of phonics, also reject the idea of teaching

children the names of letters. If it was unnecessary, as they claimed,

for children to be taught directly the correspondences between letter

shapes and speech sounds (phonics), it consequently would be a waste

of time to teach thee letter names.

The look-say approach's advice to teachers not to teach letter

names was challenged over the years by research that tested beginning

readers' knowledge of letter names and their later reading achieve-

ment. An analysis of seventeen of the most highly-regarded of these

studies was reported on by Chall in 1967 (see Bibliography). From her

critical review of these researches Chall concluded that a child's

ability to identify letters by name, letter knowledge, is an important

predictor of his or her reading achievement at various points in the

first and second grades.

With this research in mind other, reading experts advise teachers

to begin reading instruction by teaching the child to associate the

shape of the letter with its name.1 They recommend that letter' names

be taught quite early in the beginning stage of reading instruction?

To the contrary of the beliefs of look-say advocates, they are
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convinced that teaching the letter names should be started at least by

the time reading instruction is begun. Some claim that this. instruction

is productive in developing beginning readers' abilities to discriminate

Other reading experts who insist that learning letter names contributes

to children's learning to read believe that the beginning reader is

helped in this way: In saying the letter name, the child says the

phoneme that be or she is later taught in phonics11 They see that the

value to the learner of knowing letter names, even when the letter names

and speech sounds are not identical, appears to be a way of labeling and

separating the symbols so that they can be discriminated more easily

Some reading experts refuse to make any evaluative, comment vhat-

\
soever on the issue of letter name teaching. They are content to note

that educators disagree whether it is necessary for children to name

6
letters prior to being given reading instruction. These experts appear

to try to duck the issue. They contend that children learn to read

equally well whether the names of letters are taught before or after the

child learns to read sentences or has mastered phonics! (Why the learn-

ing of letter names would necessarily follow the acquisition of these

other reading skills is not revealed.) They believe that it does not

matter whether systematic instructicn in letter names is given before or

during beginning reading instruction.8 One authority in reading would

link the teaching of letter names to the time when the pupil is required

to match upper-case and lower-case pairs of letters
;

Letter names must

be taught at this time, he insists. But since children can learn to

read without experience in matching upper- and lower-case letters, it is

obvious that this point in time he refers to is a highly indeterminate

1 4
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ohe. The most puzzling statements about letter name teaching, however,

come from reading experts who cite all the objections that have been

made to this instruction, and then without explaining why, insist that

children should be taught to associate letter forms with letter names.10

The most uncompromising objection.to the teaching of letter names

so far come from those who lead the movement in reading instruction

called the psycholinguistic approach. One of the notable proponents

of the psycholinguistic approach insists that making sure that phonics

skills are learned by the child is a-powerful and potential method of

interfering in the process of learning to read
11
. In fact, he goes on,

all the teacher can do in reading instruction is provide the raw

material, the written word and its name. His view of this, he notes,

endeavors to account for the identification of words without the

mediation of letter identification. In like fashion other experts

argue that it obviously isn't a necessity to know the alphabet before

learning to read.
12

They believe that there are many children who

learn to read without knowing the alphabet.

There is opposition to the teaching of letter names for other

reasons. One expert contends that letter names do not contain the

speech sounds taught in phonics, and that there is testimony which

indicates that confusions often arise when the letter name is

13
stressed along with the letter sound. He also argues that the high

positive correlations found between letter name knowledge and reading

achievement are probably accounted for by factors such as children's

cognitive development, emotional stability, ability to attend; and

home backgrounds. Such an argument dismisses the statistical evidence



that Chall uses for her conclusions about the positive relationships

of letter name knowledge and reading success as correlation, not
experts

causality. TkOmeZdd that studies have shown that teaching the letter

names in isolation does not have much effect on later success in

readingP They contend that the evidence Chall surveyed does not

suggest that learning letter names will increase reading readiness
15
.

They repeat the. warning that a correlation does not mean causation.

As to whether learning letter names helps children learn to read, or

whether it and reading are the result of other factors, Weaver AMOK,

(pp. 35-36) believes "most experts think that the latter is the more

likely explanation."

There are even reading experts who reject teaching children the

names of letters claim that this is an example of irrational instr=-

tion. These opponents of letter name teaching protest that there

appears to be no logic to this procedure.
16

They concur that the

ability to name the letters of the alphabet in itself has no logical

relationship to the task of learning to read.
17

Instead, they are

persuaded-that a third factor such as intelligence or background

experiences might account for both letter name knowledge and readitg

ability.
18

It is maintained that letter name knowledge simply refle:ts

the child's intelligence, socioeconomic and language backgrounds ani

parental aspirations
19

Thus, the knowledge of letter names is said

to be symptomatic of a certain maturation in the cognitive processes.
20

They comment that the ,6hild who knows the letter names has made to
ON

progress in cognition that will enable him to cope with the first

steps in reading.
21

6E61 COPY AVAILABLE
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It appears that the knowledge of letter names is not a prerequisite

in beginning reading, at least in some computer assisted instruction.

Fletcher22describes such a program that met with substantial success

wherein no direct attempt was made to teach the names of letters. It

was assumed in this program that teaching letter names would confuse

students who were being taught to decode.

Analysis of Research on the Issue

To date there also have been at least five well-known studies

that aimed to discover the effect that the direct teaching of letter

names had on certain aspects of beginning reading skill. All of these

investigations have been-held by certain reading experts to indicate

that pupils taught letter names directly do not learn to read sig-

nificantly better than ad pupils rot taught letter names ?3; 24; 2--
5: 26; 27

Ehri
28

did a thoroughgoing analysis of these five studies, the

ones most often cited as the proof that direct instruction in letter

names is not particularly helpful for children learning to read. From

this analysis Ehri decided that "the negative evidence yielded by

these [five] studies does not lay to rest the letter-name hypothesis"

(p. 149). She argues that each of these five studies has conspicuous

and serious flaws that preclude ore from drawing conclusions from them

as to the contributions/that letter name knowledge make to reading

acquisition. Ehri complained that the designs of these studies did

not control several important variables. That is, these studies did

not determine how well letter names must be known to be useful in

recognizing words, what was the relationship of letter names to the

characteristics of the words used to test the relationship, Zhe

relationship of letter name knowledge and reading ability, and what

BEST COPY AVAiLADLL
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magnitude of difference in letter name knowledge might make a

difference in children's learning to read. Especially telling was

Ehri's criticism that this research isolated letter name knowledge

and tested it as if it were a separable factor in reading acquisition.

She argues that if letter names are taught simultaneously with phonics

it is probable that the integration of these variables would sig-

nificantly affect reading acquisition. The evidence that letter name

instruction combined with phonics facilitates reading development
24; 29,

appears to bear out Ehri's contentions.

Conclusions

It is doubtful that the reading experts on either side of the

issue of the usefUlneis of knowledge of letter names in beginning
set of

reading instruction would agree with oneireading expert0 judgment

that the presently available research on this matter is quite

inconclusive?
0
To the contrary, it is clear that reading experts

currently tend tc have conclusive views about this matter, views that

are highly contradictory of one another. A compromise for these

opposite positions does seem possible, nonetheless.

As noted, the evidence that indicates that children's knowledge

of letter names correlates highly with their later success in learning

to reed has been judged to be inconsequential. The acquisition of

letter name knowledge is said to be simply a reflection of the develop-

ment of children's general mental abilities, and not a prerequisite

for their learning to read. However, Chall found that letter. name

knowledge has a generally higher statistical association with early

reading success than does mental ability. While it is true that

_bigh statistical correlations found between Invading success and letter

name knowledge does not prove absolutely that there is a close relatioship

between them , Chall's finding does lead one to
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however,

question the supresition, hat reading and letter name knowledge have

whatsoever.

no connectionX The fact that children's letter name knowledge corre-

lates more highly with reading than it does with their intelligence thus.

totally
., cannot be dismissed.

Little confidence can be placed in the objections to letter name

teaching from the advocates of the so-called psycholinguistic approach

to reading instruction who recommend the abandonment of phonics

teaching. The great mass of empirical evidence now available indicates

that an early, direct, intensive and systematic teaching of phonics'

brings on greater beginning reading achievement than does the approach

these negative critics of phonics advocate (see Bibliography). To this

effect, the claim that there are many children who read well but do not

kmi-letter names needs to be challenged. There appears to be no

support in the research for such a contention.

The questicn remains as to whether letter name knowledge is a

prerequisite for the successful learning of phonics. There is evidence

that letter name knowledge combined with phonics knowledge is more

productive of res ding ability than is either of these aspects alone.

Nonetheless, the argument that teaching letter names will confuse

children who are Learning phonics has been voiced. Anecdotal,

13.

testimonial evidetze is offered as proof for this assumption. If one

accepts anecdotal evidence as confirmation one way or the other about

the utility of letter name teaching, however, then one must take the

word of teachers tiro teach phonics programs which begin with letter

name teaching that their successes here depend on this early letter

name instruction. It is obvious, then, that using anecdotal evidence to try to

solve the issue of the importance of letter name knowledge results in

a standoff.

1.52
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As noted Fletcher
22describes successful computer

assisted instruction in beginning reading wherein letter names were not

taught. However, he also depicts such programs that' were effective

in teaching reading in which letter names were an essential part.

Ehri'A critical analysis of the findings that the direct teaching

of letter names has proved ineffective for reading purposes deserves

our special attention.
28

Her central contention, as a result of this

critique, was that letter name knowledge does have usefulness for the

development of reading--if it is combined with phonics teaching.

While it is doubtful that letter name know ledge alone is a prerequi-

site to reading acquisition, it does appear to help improve the

effectiveness of the phonics teaching that is given for this purpose.

Therefore, at the present time the following recommendation about

letter name teaching seems tenable: Letter name teaching is appro-

priate if done concurrently with instruction given in phonics.

Reading experts who contend that the time that letter name teaching

is given in the reading program is an unimportant consideration

doubtless are wrong in this judgment. Since letter name knowledge

and phonics knowledge are highly correlated, it is logical to view

them as functionally related areas of information. Thus the simul-

taneous teaching of letter names and phonics appeari.to be the best

way to exploit the potentials for assisting children to learn to read

that these two factors individually possess. One of these potentials

might be that letter name knowledge is necessary for communication

between the teacher and the students during reading instructional

1.53
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Chapter IX

Mirth Number lr : Dictionary
Syllabication Is Needed

This chapter analyaes the claims that have been

made for teaching pupils the rules of dictionary

sylledcation as a means of helping them aquire

reading skills. The fact that the research indicates

that teaching pupils these dictionary rules has

no particular value in regard to their development

of reading skills has led some reading experts to

reject the teaching of all forms of syllabication.

A third proposal for the teaching of syllabication

is advanced,to follow. It is argued that this

recomnended procedure makes'it easier for pupils

to learn and apply syllabication, and above all, is

a linguistically defensible approach.

a/.

_15 /
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Outline of the Problem

Whether instruction should be given in the syllabication of

written words is a continuing controversy in modern reading programs.

In the recent past teachers have been given three distinctlydifferent

recommendations about this natter. One group of reading experts has

advised them to teach their pupils the dictionary rules of syllabication.

They claim that the application of such knowledge will help pupils recognize

unfamiliar polysyllabic written words. It is presumed here that this form

of syllabication helps pupils break up these long words into recognizable

smaller parts, which then can be pronounced in serial order so that the

names of the unknown written words can be produced by the pupil..

A second body of reading authorities argues that teaching

children to syllabicate written wcrds is not a useful or necessary

procedure. A third set of teacher educators believes that syllabica-

tion is a needed skill for children who are learning to read to

acquire--but that dictionary syllabication should hot be taught for

this purpose. Which of these three recommendations about syllabica-

tion should teachers follow?

The Flaws of Dictionary Syllabication
the majority of teacher educators who have written about

syllabication in the past decade advocate teaching dicti-onary rules

for this word-breaking activity. One reading expert's comments to

this effect are representative of the opinion of this group of reading

professors. He reminds teachers that dictionary syllabication is a

highly valuable word-attack technique.' Others agree that in order to

divide an unknown word into smaller, pronounceable units the student

2
must know the dictionary rules for dividing a word. Some say that

"children have to learn to use a number of generalizations from the

dictionary in breaking words into syllables? In fact, one reading

authority goes on, the ability to divide an unknown word into



In

dictionary syllables is vital to phonics.
4

The application of dictionary

'syllabication allows children to gradually escape from an overreliance

on phonics, says yet another teacher educator.5 What is more, he

avows, dictionary syllabication rules are fairly easy for children near

the end of grade two to learn.

A smaller group of modern reading authorities are convinced that

teaching children to syllabicate words is not a profitable educational

practice. To this effect, they declare that the act of dividing words

into syllables serves no useful purpose for reading. They observe

that asking children to divide words into syllables is a common teach-

ing practice but one which cannot possibly contribute to independent

word identification. There is agreement among these experts that

syllabication is probably the most misclassified and misused of the

word identification skills. They are sure that teaching students to

divide words into syllables is in itself nonfunctional as a decoding

aid. They echo the warning that teachers should not encourage children

to rely on -dictionary divisions of syllables as keys to pronunciatton.
7

They say they can discover no reason why syllabication activities

should be included in a word-analysis program., Such activities are

deemed wasteful and/or even detrimental.
8

Part of the objection to teaching syllabication stems from the

misleading and inoperable statements about rules that some advocates

of dictionary syllabication have made. One can deride, rightly enough,

such a syllabication 711e: "divide before the consonant if the'vowel
NO

is long." To follow this rule one must know the pronunciation of the

word to divide it correctly. And, if one knows the prOnunciation of
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a word why bother to syllabicate it? Despite this sensible criticism

some modern advocates of dictionary syllabication contipue to offer

unworkable rules about this activity: "If the accent is on the first-

syllable, the following consonant is included in the first syllable.9

: "When a consonant comes between two vowels, the consonant is part of

10 el
the first syllable if the vowel is short. 1 When an accented syllable

ends with a single vowel letter, that letter usually represents its

long sound. "'Or, "The reader should syllabicate only when he is able

12
to apply the appropriate phonics generalizations

"
It is likely that

the all-too-often appearance of such obviously muddled statements

about dictionary syllabication in advice giver to teachers is the basis

for the criticism that the role that dictionary syllabication prin-

ciples can play in identifying unfamiliar word forms is largely

misunderstood by teachers and authors of reading instructional

materials.

then,
It is truekthat some studies haye raised serious questions

about the utility of teaching to divide words into syllables.

14
Research evidence

l3
' indicates that teaching children dictionary

syllabication rules has no particular value in the development of

their reading ability. Support for the conclusion that there is

little positive relationship between reading ability and knowledge

of dictionary syllabication rules comes from Marzano et a1.
7

They

obtained a correlation of only .13 between the syllabication and

reading comprehension subtests scores on a standardized reading test

taken by middle school remedial readers.

1CM
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All Syllabication Is Bad?

Thus, it is fair to say that research studies indicate that

rule-oriented dictionary syllabication instruction does not improve

lb
word recognition skills or reading comprehension. We must agree that

these facts make forme.),, instruction in the usual conventions of

syllabication indefensiblePWith this information in mind some

current reading experts infer that no form of syllabication has any

utility in reading instruction programs. "Join us in calling for a

moratorium on syllabication instruction," Cunningham, Cunningham, and

14
Rystrom urge their fellow educators.

A few reading authorities reject both the teaching of dictionary

syllabication and the call for a moratorium on the teaching of all

forms of this breaking down of polysyllabic words. They would argue

that it is not essential to the recognition or pronunciation of a

word to know exactly when some of the breaks between syllables occur

as these are given by the dictionary.
18

For instance, a child does not

have to know whether the division of syllables in the word tumble come

before or after the b in order to pronounce the word correctly.

Others agree with the idea that the aim of syllabication is an

approximately correct pronunciation which may aid in recalling the

auditory rerories of the vord.:°?They concur that probably the point of

the instruction should be to help students approximate reasonable

breaking points in polysyllabic words 20
A Third Position on Syllabication

So, rather than teaching dictionary syllabication, or to the

contrary insisting that no specific syllabication procedures be

taught to the child who is learning to read, they take a third

position. To this effect they would substitute instruction in

18i



dictionary syllabication for having children identify phonograms or

closed syllables (syllables that begin with a vowel letter and end in

a consonant) in unfamiliar words. Children so instructed would then

try to sound the vowel letters of these clusters using first the

"short" vowel sound that is indicated by the vowel letter in question.

For example, dividing the word into units, butt/er, chick/en, will

almost instantly give pupils a pronunciation they can then use to

reproduce true pronunciations 21 If this sounding does not produce a

satisfactory pronunciation of the syllable, the child gives the vowel

letter a "long" vowel sound.

The advice that teaching certain spelling patternapand providing

practice in identifying them until they are recognized automatilally 16

is a promising technique worthy of application would be compatible

with this new form of syllabication. The system of wcrd identification

in which children became familiar with short words which they then

compare and contrast with unfamiliar ones could be a. way to increase

children's sensitivity to syllable boundaries without teaching them

dictionary syllabication 22 Procedures for having children learn common

syllables and then how to combine them to make other words could also

be used for this purpose?
3

Then, from the body of empirical evidence that teachinc reading

by syllables is a reasonable alternative to nonsyllabic approaches,
4

one can identify studies which support the new .form of syllabication

described here. Children have told researchers' that they recognize

_26; 27
words by using syllables.

251at
has been found that the group of

children taught to use phonograns as a decoding strategy improved
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significantly more in reading words in context than did a control group

or than did a dictionary syllabication group.
13

Conclusions

While the determination of the boundaries of the syllable remains

a heated controversy among linguists, they do agree on one fact:

dictionary syllabication often is not a true or defensible description

of the boundaries of the syllable28 In addition, there is no empirical

evidence to support the claim that children must know how to apply the

rules of dictionary'syllabication in order to successfully disassemble

polysyllabic words. Neither do children need to know dictionary

syllabication for phonics learnings to be successfully acquired. In

short, it is clear that today's reading experts are wrong when they

defend dictionary :syllabication as the knowledge needed by children

to break up polysyllabic words into more easily pronounceable smaller

,units.

Equally in error, it appears, are the reading authorities who

claim that teaching children to divide long words into syllables

cannot possibly contribute to the identification of unknown written

words. The opponents of syllabication are correct in pointing out the

ineffective and unwise wordings given by certain experts about

syllabication rules. However, one should not dismiss the validity

of all forms of syllabication simply on the basis that some reading

professors speak of it in imprecise ways. A second major criticism

of those who discourage the teaching of syllabication is that the

application of this wordbreaking process does not always result in

the true pronunciations of words. It is contended that if the
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application of syllabication directs the child to say ab7EREI instead

29

of a-brupt then this activity is of questionable utility. This

objection appears to be inconsequential, unproductive faultfinding,

however. Through either of the above pronunciations of abrupt children

gain an approximate pronunciation of the word, one that is close

enough in either case to its true pronunciation for them then to-

infer and reproduce the correct pronunciation of the word. It is not

true, then, that breaking polysyllabic words into more manageable

smaller units has no utility unless this syllabication always results

in totally authentic pronunciations. I'qund that if children can

gain the approximate pro.sciation of unknown written words as a

result of the applicati .
)f phonics rules, they then could correctly

infer and reproduce the true pronunciation of this word (See Myth

Aumber ). On the basis of this evidence it seems reasonable

to conclude that if children gain the approximate pronunciation of an unknown

polysyllabic: word through the application of syllabication, they will be able

to infer and reproduce its authentic pronunciation.

The best choice of what to te-:% children about syllabication

appears to be to have them scan through the unfamiliar word, left to

right, picking out letter clusters that begin with vowel letters.

If these letter clusters are unfamiliar, their vowel letters first

are given the "short" vowel sound. If this analysis does not result

in a recognizable pronunciation the child then gives the cluster(s)

the "long" vowel sound. It has been found that 95 percent of these

letter clusters (closed syllables) can be pronounced correctly with

either the "short" or "long" vowel sound, and more often 'with the
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former than the latter ° This form of syllabication will result in a

reasonably approximate rendering of the true pronunciation of the word

in question. After children can successfully make this application

they are taught to recognize affixes in words, and to realize that

some words have syllables that end in a vowel letter, e.g., sample.

Eventually this form of syllabication will be refined when the child

understands that certain Consonant letter. clusters are better divided

into' separate syllables, e.g.,.abrupt.

Some reading experts appear to reject this form of syllabication.e

They believe that in teaching syllabication it is not important that

the child can accurately determine where to divide or the difference

between an open and a closed syllable. The examples that they offer as

prime illustrations of their view about syllabication demonstrates the

weakness of their stand on this issue, however. For Washington they

would teach the child the syllabication Wash /ice /ton; for November,

No/vem/ber. Why not Wa/shing/ton or Nov/em/ber? the puzzled child, who

is given no specific guidelines to follow here, must ask. In the new

form of syllabication proposed as a substitute for Johnson and Pearson's6

approach it is held as vital that the child be able to see clearly the

closed syllables in polysyllabic words, e.g., ex71117le.

An additional advantage of this new fora of syllabication is that

it requires no new knowledge by the teacher and a minimum number of

rules for the childtto learn to apply. Previously it was held necessary

to conduct extensive studies to determine the percentages of words

1
to which dictionary syllabication rules regularly applied:'

,

But the

decision as to what percentage of words so arrived at would be high

1
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enough to warrant teaching the rule in question is necessarily

subjective and thus remains argumentative. No such troublesome and time-

consuming efforts by researchers to gather such information, or by

teachers to'remember, recall and apply it are necessary in the new form

of syllabication described here.

There appears to be nothing that supposedly is gained from teaching

l

the usually recommended rules of dictionary syllabication that cannot

be achieved by having children identify unknown letter clusters in

'polysyllabic words as closed syllables, and then to apply. the "short"

or "long" vowel sounds (in that order) to these phonograms. This new

form of syllabication appears simpler to learn and to apply than is

dictionary syllabication. Moreover, one can point to empirical evi-

dence that suggests that it works more effectively than does dictionary

syllabication. Above all, there is no such evidence (or the exibtence

of reasonable logic, for that matter) that directs us to abandon the

teaching of all forms of syllabication when helping children learn

to read. Teaching about syllabfcation should be reformed but not

forsaken.
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Chapter X

rth Nunber 10: Discontinue Reading Tests in Favor- MIMEO V4

of the ORMA

Proponents of the so-called hpsycholinguistic"

approach to the teaThing of reading have urged that

the use of standardized reading tests be discontinued.

This new anti-phonics movement offers in place of these

traditional measures of reading ability what it calls

the oral reading miscue analysis (ORMA). This chapter

analyzes the ORMA, and concludes that it has several

disabling shortcomings. These weaknesses of the ORMA,

particularly in its reliability, signify that, it is

unwise at this time to abandon the use of standardized

reading tests in favor of the ORMA.
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A Description of the ORMA

A major tenet of some reading experts who presently object to

the intensive teaching of phonics rests on their assumption that

standardized reading tests do not truly measure reading ability.
1

This negative criticism of reading tests obviously is necessary to

discount the superior gains in reading achievement consistently found

in favor of phonics teaching (see Bibliography). Opponents of phonics

when forced to concede that an overwhelming proportion of the empirical

evidence indicates the relative superiority of phonics teaching

contend that the reading test scores which are used as the basis

for this evidence are invalid since they are not truly representative

of children's reading ability.

The opponents of phonics teaching accordingly claim that the

,research. findings which ind:Icate the superiority of phonics teaching

are highly dubious. We must not use standardized test scores to

compare phonics teaching and the whole-word or sentence method (they

espouse) they protest. In place of standardized reading tests some

an
of the antagonists of phonics teaching offer what they call oral

reading miscue analysis (ORMA).

Since its publication in 1976, the "official" explanation of

OWA2 has been referred to many times in

the literature on the teaching of reading. These nuierous citations

have bnen of a generally favorable nature. From the approving

references made to this ORMA so far, one could easily surmise that
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the logical and psychological Pramework of this particular process

is virtually faultless.

The workings of this ORMA are now rather well-accepted by those

who would substitute it for standardized reading tests. Children's

oral readings or observed responses are coded for deviations found

from the printed text that has been read aloud. Eighteen categories

of miscues are so coded, followed by a comprehension rating of the

child's oral reading. It is said that these miscues are arranged in

a pattern or sequence of ever increasing finiteness. Each of the

eighteen categories of the ORMA is said to include a scale of values,

a graduated progression of steps to determine the differemes between

acceptable. versus unacceptable miscues.

To achieve the comprehension rating of the ORMA the child retells

the story of what he or she has read orally. To properly score a

.child's comprehension it is said that story and information outlines

should be developed for each piece of reading material with 100 points

being distributed across the items in each outline. The child's

retelling of the story is compared to each outline and points are

deducted fro= the total of 100 for missing or confused information.

Thus, the score of 100 points in the ORMA represents faultless reading

comprehension.
The °RYA Is Not Credibleww, 4mIe.r&P mm

Becent research and criticism that relate to the workings of the

ORMA lead one to suspect that this proceeare does not qualify, however,

for the perfectibility that many writers on reading instruction

apparently find in it. For example, one researcher has discovered

that the linguistic competence of children, which underlies both their
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silent reading and oral language is not part of their reading aloud

This finding obviously contradicts the major tenet of the ORMA, that

oral reading miscues faithfUlly reflect children's language compe-

tencies. Yet other reasons that can be used to doubt the value of

the ORMA as the best means of gaining a true understanding of the

processes children use in reading. The differences in children's eye

movements as they read silently and orally, the fact that silent

reading gives them more time than does oral reading to think about

what is being read, and the relatively greater psychological tension

created by oral reading compared to silent reading all are valid signs

that the ORMA has shortcomings .14 We know that readers who have recently

become rapid, relatively effective silent readers.are distracted and

disrupted when reading aloud .5 When silent reading becomes proficient,

it becomes a very different'process from oral reading, it is clear

These indications of the fallibility of the ORMA are intensified

when one closely examines the content of the monograph which, as noted,

is accepted as the most authoritative description of this ORMA. Under-

estimated here is the degree to which subjective judgments must be

made by its administrators. Despite statements that the ORMA has a

consistent format and an internal consistency, there is doubt that all

judgments made through the ORMA are done without undue speculation.

A prime example of how highly subjective judgments of the administrator

of the ORMA must be brought to bear is found-in the category of miscues

called "semantic change" (number ten of its eighteen- category taxonomy
are

of reading miscues). Without guidelines the administrator of the ORMA

here is charged with deciding what the basic sense of the plot of the
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story is, what are major anomalies to it, what are key aspects of a

story, what are deviations in a child's oral reading that seriously

interfere with its subplots, what are major incidents, characters,

and sequences, and which, if any, of the deviations in a child's oral

reading is significant but does not create- inconsistencies within

the story.

The directions for administering the comprehension rating cf the

ORMA are also often vague, even at critical points within this process.

For an example, the administrator of the ORMA, without guiding cri-

teria, must decide if a child's response to questions is unclear, if

he or she knows the plot of the story, or considering the total content

of the story, whether the miscue does not interfere with the stcry

meaning. No necessary criteria is given for determining whether or not

the child comprehends unusual key words from the text read aloud. No

such help is given for ascertaining how many of the characters of the

s ,,ry the child must name, or how they must be identified, in order to

gain a total or a partial score of the points alloted this item. The

sane is true for modifying statements, events, major concepts, gen-

eralizations, or specific points or examples in the passage that was

read aloud. Finally, there is no way shown in the ORMA for its

administrator to resolve how much or which detail about the theme and

plot of the passage the child must know to be given any certain number

of comprehension rating points. In short, decisions made about the

comprehension rating points given a child in the ORM must be sul-

jective in great measure a large share of the time.
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standardized reading tests can be used for accurate individual

assessment of this skill. They see standardized reading tests to

grossly underestimate reading competence since these tests do not

measure reading competence. Because of this, one defender of the

ORMA would put a five-year moratorium on the use of all standard-

ized tests in schools.

It follows, of course, that if unguided subjective speculation

is needed to decide about the acceptability of a child's miscues,

then other miscue factors that are said to be easily compared to this

miscue cannot actually be handled with such precision. Thus, it is

likely that the claim, for example, that the degree of children's

corrections of their miscues can be accurately compared to their

semantic miscue scores remains unconfirmed. It is easy to-wthot.

the comprehension of a passage is the sum of the miscues a child makeS

that are fully semantically acceptable plus those that are corrected

to make them acceptable. This formula falls apart, however, if there

is no standard way to determine if a miscue is semantically acceptable.

It appears v. ficient to say that a child is an ineffective reader if

he or she is wasting a lot of time trying to achieve accuracy that is

unnecessary. It appears that the administrator of the OR!A is given

no precise criteria as to what is necessary accuracy, however.

To suppose, as do the originators of the ORNA, that evaluations

of miscues are reliable from one administrator to another, obviously

taxes one's credulity. We have ample evidence, for example, that
es

judgments of the quality of written compositions are not reliable

unless the separate judges involved in a given evaluation are provided
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special, communal training to make such evaluations. There is a

strong likelihood, therefore, that certain codings made of-children's

miscues through ORMA likely suffer a lack of reliability. If this is

so, the usefulness of such codings as research data is badly damaged.

The supposed hierarchical or taxonomical nature of the ORMA must

be brought into question, as well. One critic says that the category

levels of miscues in the ORMA are not strictly hierarchically ordered.

This "taxonomy" is really nothing more than a simple inventory, he

claims? It is true, of courte, that if one can correctly criticize

\the taxonomy of the ORMA in a negative manner this faultfinding would

Seriously damage its validity. Of particular interest to this critical

processing is the position that the defenders of the ORMA take toward

hierarchy, vis-a-vis reading behavior. Leaders of the ORMA movement

are well known for their consistent opposition to the idea that there

is a hierarchy of reading skills, or that this sequence can or should

be taught in reading programs. To the contrary, they insist that

therels not any sequence of skills in learning to read; it has to be

all together from the very beginning.
1

This distrust for a hierarchy

of reading skills curiously enough does not carry over for them into

the area of oral reading miscues children are said to make, as

represented by the ORMA.

A scale of values supposedly has been constructed for each of

the categories of the taxonomy of reading miscues used by the ORMA

'without any foreboding as to the need to defend the order of these
ago

sequences either theoretically or empirically. Thus we find, for

example, this taxonomy to fearlessly assert that if an original word
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in a passage and the oral reading miscue of it have a key letter or

letters in common, e.g., for read as of, then this-miscue must be

coded lower in this category scale of values than if the words in

question have middle portions that are similar, e.g., took read as

. look. The proliferation of such unexplained and therefore unjustififd

distinctions in the ORMA taxonon make it clear that it doubtless is

correct to judge that it is questionable whether the ORMA has

developed a taxonomy in the strictest sense of the word.
The ORMA and Reading Instruction

In the light of the criticisms made so far of the ORMA, one must

also consider the implications of the findings of the ORMA for the

classroom teaching of beginning reading that its advocates recommend.

We learn from the description of the ORMA that these findings indicate

that children learning to read are quite proficient at relating their

complex and highly developed speech'system to the graphic cues within

the total context of language. But then we are expected to believe

that growth in reading is retarded when phonics drills which isolate

the phonemic and graphic systems are used, The research on this matter

indicates no such settled state of affairs, however. In fact, there

is no empirical data available at present to compare the relative

efficiency of teaching phoneme - grapheme correspondences within words

as against teaching them as isolated items. Thus, the writers of the

ORMA mislead teachers into believing that this issue has been finally

determined.

Confusing statements over the importance that phonics has in

reading, given by individual advocates of the ORMA, are also apparent.

Some proponents make it clear that phonics is necessary, for without

1.7
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its use none of the three cue systems to reading (graphophonic,

syntactic and semantic) could function properly? But at the same

time others insist that phonics problems are not the cause of pupils'

2
inability to read a piece of written material. The contradictory

nature of these two positions goes without saying, of course, since

to follow the prior reasoning any problem that readers have in con-

trolling any of the three cue systems would doubtless result in a

negative effect on their general reading ability. Other advocates

of the ORNA simply find phonics to be an outside, external, super-

ficial or nonessential aspect of reading. The best -known spokesman

of this position concludes that phonics in any form of reading

instruction is at best a peripheral concern.
7

Obviously an aspect

of reading that is superficial at best could not serve the very

important functions ;hat other ORMA advocates say it does.

Other writers un the ORMA emphasize that if an intensive and

systematic teaching of phonics or word attack skills is undertaken

that reading teachers will inevitably become so preoccupied with this

instruction that they will ignore the other cue systems completely and

overlook opportunities for children to read connected discourse? No

evidence is given to support this demeaning accusation, significantly

enough. The reviews of the pertinent empirict: evidence on this

matter indicate that quite the opposite situation exists, that is,

that the intensive and systematic teaching of phonics brings on

greater gains in both comprehension and word reading than does. the

incidental and unsymatic approach to reading instruction that

advocates of the ORMA endorse (see Bibliography). There is no
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empirical evidence to support the notion that too early or too much

emphasis on the code interferes with 1at4r comprehension. (See Chapter I.)

Conclusions

This discussion has revealed that there are several "outstanding

uncertainties that remain in regard to t1 usefulness of the ORMA.

Notwithstanding the overall'favorable comments that have been given

this ORMA of late, it has been demonstrated that various.problems-of

Interpretation still surround the theory apd workings of this.orocess.

It is recommended that the clairs of the ORMA be approached with'

caution until the matters raised in this discussion are satisfactorily

resolved. It would be unwise to abandon the use of standardized i'est

for a use of the ORMA,

1 79
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Chapter II

hrth Number // Subvocalization Is Bad .

.1111111.

Over the years many reading arts have

warned reading teachers of the necessity to take

action to repress the subvocalisation they observe

in their pupils during silent reading. Subvocalization

was said to hinder the development of reading speed,

and thus reduce the amounts of comprehension in reading

gained over a period of time. Mechanistic therapies have

. been recommended for use to stop the so-called

undesirable habit of subvocaliaation. The research

on this issue does not agree with these suppositions.

To the contrary, it discloses that subvocalization is

a normal behavior, one that aids, riot interferes, with

the reading process.

we
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The Supposed Had Effects of Subvocalization

Subvocalization is the movement of the lips, tongue, or vocal

chords as one reads silently. This phenomenon sometimes is character-

ized by whispering sounds. The activity also is called silent speech,

implicit speech, or inner speech.

. .b Many
45 the writers of reading methods texts

are convinced that subvocalization by the child as he

qr she reads silently is a decided hindrance to the development of

good silent reading habits. In the views of 100 nationally recognized

authorities in reading queried about subvocalization, there was noted

however,

a definite trend4I,o consider silent speech a natural developmental

reinforcement to the development of reading abilities?' The authorities

in reading who comment on subvocalization in the texts teachers use
tend to

when learning how to teach reading obviously do not /approve of sub-

vocalization, however. They believe they have observed that readers

who are poor comprehenders continue to use the auditory symbol,

subvocal speech, as a bridge between the written symbol and the

semantic meaning of what they read silently? It is said that the

child comes to the stage when he applies linguistic principles in

silent reading only after he has moved beyond the stage of subvocali-

zation.
3 Other experts add that subvocalization is a distraction, a

crutch to help the very immature readers who have a better speaking

islaxu'il--by than reading knowledge of the language .ethers agree that the child's

lip movements during silent reading prevents the growth of adequate

S
;5a1 5b; 5e

speed in readingdoenless subvocalization is suppressed, teachers are

:iEIST COPY AVAILABLE
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warned, speed of silent reading is frequently restricted to the rate

of oral reading'? Children vIll read three or four times faster silently

than orally if there is no vocalizing, some say? Vocalization blocks

the way to speeded up silent reading, they caution. Subvocalization

can be the stumbling block to the attainment of a mastery of silent

reading. It is a common cause of slow reading, it is insisted
8
. For

rapid reading, all forms of vocalization must be either greatly reduced

or eliminated, it is claimed?'

In sum, then, these writers reflect the judgment that the best

silent reading is devoid of subvocalization. That is, with ordinary

reading tasks it should approach nonexistence. In general, these

writers also affirm the notion that the time taken in the articulation

of the speech organs involved when subvocalization is practiced is of

such magnitude that this time accounts for the difference found

between the rates of reading of normal and retarded silent readers.
The Purported Causes of Subvocalization

The causes of subvocalization and its supposedly dreadful conse-

quences usually are said by the above writers to be rooted in the

earlier stages of reading, when children read orally a great deal.

It is normal, they attest, that in the early stages of learning to

read silently in the primarygrades many children tend to articulate

words rather precisely and fully. Thus, closely zelated to the habit

of vocalization is the feeling some readers have that they must read

aloud every word in order to comprehend. However, at this level, the

vocalization does not slow down speed of silent reading for the child

can read no faster than he can talk. Hut, silent reading should be

a process of association between perceptual stimulation and meaning

1S3
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without a mediating subvocalization, these experts insist
10
.

It follows, they deduce, that too much emphasis on oral reading

as a means of teaching silent reading could well make for vocalization

cases who would be in difficulty in abut the fourth, fifth, or sixth

grade To this effect, they see subvocalization in reading largely

as a by-product of teaching methods in use. It is maintained that

subvocalization is nothing more than a regression to classroom- induced

behavior, and therefore something that can be suppressed without the

slightest detriment to comprehension12.

Phonics is tabbed as the second major cause of the purportedly

undesirable habits of subvocalization noticed in young readers.

Phonics teaching in the initial stages of reading tends to cause lip

movements and possibly excessive subvocalization in later stages,

it is claimed.6
A third cause of subvocalization is said to be

materials assigned children that are excessively difficult for them

to read.

Therapy for Subvocalization
The therapy suggested for this "problem," that is, actions to

restrict the child from the lip movement

of subvocalizationssometimes is of a mechanistic nature. An effective

technique, some prescribe, is to use some device so that the jaws of

the child are held apart and the tongue pressed down. A large eraser,

a clean teaspoon, a tongue depressor, or a piece of wood of suitable

size may be used to bite upon. Or the child may be allowed to chew

vigorously on a large wad of gum during silent reading.9 It it judged

that when the habit of subvocalization persists in spite of efforts

to overcome it, one can prevent lip movements by having the child hold

18



the tip of a pencil between his teeth. For subvocalization

)
1.

, some experts advise having the child

P. hum a familiar tune5a when reading silently.

Finally, it is held that the provision of very easy and extremely

interesting and unimportant reading materials for the subvocalizing

child will help cure his or her difficulties here. This action is

said to be effective for this purpose becauze easy materials can be

read rapidly, a rapid reader cannot vocalize, and when vocalization

has been reduced to a minimum, better comprehension will return. It

is agreed that having children do a great deal of timed', easy reading

is one helpful procedure to use, and it has the advantage of not

requiring fancy gadgets or machines.
8

Others contend, however, that

rather than to avoid the use of speed reading drills involving the

use of the tachisoscope and other controlled speed reading devices,

these devices are essential to a well-balanced program for the elimi-

nation of subvocalization.5

There is some sharp disagreement among the reading experts who

fear what, nonetheless, they see as the negative effects of sub -

vocalization of children's silent reading abilities. Some suggest

that usually the students can be made aware of this by teachers'

warnings It is said that in most cases reminding the child that

he is not supposed to move his lips, or that he should try to read

the way grownups do, is all that is needed to eliminate unwanted

. subvocalization5 Some experts vehemently disagree that such

admonitions should be made. One sternly warns teachers not to

discuss subvocalization with the children.
8
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What the Research Sms

One would have expected that such strongly-worded opinions about

subvocalization and silent reading, as given above, would have been

carefully documented. It is surprising to note- therefore, that none

of the writers of the reading methods texts referred to above point

to the research on subvocalization they consider as verification for

their views on this matter. Accordingly, it is pertinent to ask,

what, in fact, has the research on subvocalization and silent reading

concluded about this phenomenon and its relationship to silent reading?

First of all, it is important to remember that adequate research on

this problem had only been done at a late date. This work was not

realized until 1960. At that point the relationship of subvocalization

and silent reading through the use of electrodes that picked up con-

tractions of the vocal muscles of children while they read silently

had been conducted 13

The findings.of the study led to the inevitable conclusion that

while better silent readers engaged in less subvocalization than did

poorer readers, silent speech or subvocalization occurs in the reading

of all people. It was found that even very good readers engage in

increased amounl:s of silent speech if the texts read are very demanding

in their reading ability. It is then impossible to view silent speech

as a habit detrimental to reading. In short, silent speech cannot

have a detrimental effect on reading performance. And since subvocali-

zation is a symptom of a reader not being able to grasp the content of

a text without difficulties, it follows that the advisability. r

any direct attempt to eliminate silent speech is highly dubioub. It

is certain that all kinds of training aimed at removing silent speech
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should be discarded since it appears likely that silent speech

actually constitutes an aid toward better reading, this study

concluded.

Other researchers, after 1960, who used the electromyographic

method of investigating this issue, have uncovered essentially the

same findings, to wit: If the material one attempts to read is

conceptually complex, then the degree of subvocalization one uses

will increase. This later research also attests to the fact that

young or relatively uneducated readers vill exhibit more subvocali-

zation vhem reading silently than vill mature readers.

The two remaining questions are, of course, "Will the elimi-

nation of subvocalization act to improve the quality of one's

comprehension of reading material?" and "Will this elinination

significantly accelerate one's speed of reading?" The research of

late has also provided some seemingly definitive answers to these

questions. It has been found that subvocalization can be repressed

by means of a mechanical form of feedback whereby the reader's

subvocalization is converted into a sound which he or she concurrently

hears as he or she subvocalizes. The subjects whose subvocalizing

was so eliminated did not read significantly faster than did a

control group of subjects whose subvocalization had not been so

snppressed. But most importantly, it was found that the group whose

subvocalization was not suppressed exhibited significantly superior

16comprehension of the material the two groups read silently. It was

clear that the subvocalization used by this group of subjects had

aided them in their comprehension of reading material.
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In addition to this, other research studies have indicated that

there is a positive relationship between the rate of reading one can

attain and the amount of subvocalization one engages in. It has been

found that mature-readers not only read faster after they had corr.

pleted a course designed to increase their reading rates, but that

they also used more subvocalization as a result of their increase in

reading speed
15
. Increases in reading rate in mature readers are

16
accompanied by increases in their use of subvocalization. So, what-

ever the cause of subvocalization, its effect does not seem to be to

decelerate reading. Rather than subvocalization, familiarity and

interest to the reader of the reading act and other personal variables

are the true determiners of silent reading rate. In short, in reading

the rate of information flow is determined by the complexity of the

message, and not by the physical limitations of the speech organs.

Since subvocalization waxes and wanes in the silent reading act as

needed to support the reconstruction of the message the silent reader

is examining, it appears that the practicing reader has few tools

more useful than subvocalization.

Then the relationship of visual perception, auditory discrimination,

auditory comprehension and reading speed with the subvocalizations

Of pupils classified as having either "high" or "low" visual perception

abilities was studied 17 effects of these factors on subvocalization

in silent reading were not found to differ significantly between the

high and low group. It is clear that the view that subvocaliiation

is only a behavior associated with children vho exhibit low levels of

the above four abilities was not supported by this study. The theory

18
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that children who have good visual perception do not need to use

subvocalization when reading silently was invalidated by this study.

Conclusions

It. is readily apparent that the views of writers of reading

methods textbooks on subvccilization, and its effects'onsilent reading,

are at odds with the findings of the experimental researchers on this

question. If we are to put our confidence in the empirical studies

on this issue conducted so far, then we can say with some confidence

that the convictions about subvocalization and its effects on silent
many

reading held among/writers of reading methods texts generally are wrong.

Their notion that silent reading is best done without subvocaliz4ion

is in error. The reader does not comprehend better if he eliminates

his subvocalization. The reverse appears to be the ease. Subvocali-

zation helps the reader comprehend. Thus, the application of linguistic

principles to silent reading is not interfered with by subvocalization.

Subvocalization is not a crutch for silent reading used only by

immature readers, The cause of subvocalization is not an arrested or

immature reaction to written material. It is not simply a symptom of

a primitive stage of growth in the overall development of silent reading

abilities. Subvocalization is done by all readers. It therefore is not

true, as some claimr that in silent reading there is no need to subvocalise.

Subvocalization is not a classroom induced phenomenon. It is not

the result of too much of the wrong kind of instruction in oral reading

or in phonics. Opponents of phonics have claimed that intensIve

phonics teaching causes subvocalization, which interferes with good

reading.
12

This attack on phonics obviously fails since subvocalization
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is neither a cause of retarded reading skill nor caused by intensive

phonics 'teaching.

Subvocalization does not prevent the growth of an adequate rate

of silent reading speed. Instead, increases in subvocalization are

shown to accompany increases in the rate of reading. It is highly

likely, however, that subvocalization neither prevents nor causes

speed of reading. Instead, it is merely a manifestation of the

reader's attempt to comprehend what he reads. Therefore, the notion

that an exclusive use of easy-to-read material by the reader will

eliminate his need to subvocalize with difficult-to-read material is

highly doubtful. The difference in time it takes a fast reader and

a slow reader to read silently a piece of written material can not

be accounted for, then, by the different amounts of subvocalization

exhibited by slow and fast readers. -The slow reader's difficulty in mentally

comprehending material is the true cause of his retarded rate of

reading. Thus, the elimination of his or her subvocalization would

not help him or her comprehend material he or she finds difficult

to comprehend.

IL is time-wasting and foolhardy toattempt to suppress sub-

vocalization, by whatever means. And, while the suppression of

.subvocalization apparently can be accomplished in mature readers,

efforts with children in this direction have proved to be a failure.

Accordingly, we can agree that attempts at suppressing subvocalization

in children on the part of supervisors and reading experts causes

more retardation in reading than, any moving of the lips has ever done 19
.

It follows, of course, that it is Unnecetkry for teachers to be
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concerned to any degree about children's subvocalizations. No

attempt should be made, therefore, to bring the fact that they

subvocalize to children's attention, despite some reading experts' advice
20

to do so.
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Chapter XII

139

Myth Number 12: Oral Reading Is Dangerous

This chapter describes how oral reading, once

a major element of reading programs, has fallen

into disfavor, The major reasons given by its

opponents since 1900 as to why oral reading should

be deemphasized,if nit abandoned, are cited. None

of these reasons are found bonvincing, however.

Therefore, there appears --o be no legitimate

justification for discontinuing oral reading with

pupils learning to read. Insights into the under-

lying causes for the seemingly illogical opposition

to oral reading are offered.

19 k
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Oral Reading Has Been Criticized

The preceding discussion of the myth that "Subvocalization Is Bad"

.dealt with the misinformation that has circulated over the years regarding

this form of vocalization while reading. The more obvious form of reading

vocalization, oral reading, is also plagued with many faulty notions about

its nature and usefulness.

To understand why reading experts today consider oral reading dangerous

requires a review of the history of this opposition. Oral reading was taught

39;61
extensively in American schools up until about the turn of the century. It is

6
highly unlikely, however, as Rubin claims, that oral reading dominated so

then
much in schoolsp,hat silent reading was ignored by reading teachers. Neither is

it probable that before the 1920's all reading instruction was done ora1ly50

Fry's
2 3

tale that teachers of this time were discharged if their pupils were
also

not good oral readerso4presumably is apocryphal.

however,
It is correct to says4that by 1915 strong objections to the continued

teaching of oral reading had been` voiced by many reading experts.
39

The 1921

yearbook of the prestigious National Society for the Study of Education

notes this growing dissatisfaction with oral reading
73
. There was nothing that

would justify the amount of oral reading commonly found in schools of the time,

0
this yearbook protested. This `widespread protest"

29
against oral reading was

fueled at the time by the advent of the standardized silent reading test. The

scores on such tests by WW1 servicemen revealed that about 25 percent of these

recruits were functionally illiterate. These military personnel had had

reading instruction that stressed oral reading. It follows, said the negative

critics of oral reading, that this stress on oral reading was a prime cause

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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of this functional illiteracy.39

Especially enthusiastic at this time about the proposed deemphasis on
silent

. oral reading were the authors of basal readers and standardizedreading tests.

It had become clear that a deemphasis on oral reading would result in greatly

increased sales of these learning-to-read textbooks. The authors of basal readers

claimed now that a host of silent reading abilities had been discovered and

should be taught.
39

Later evidence taken from analyses of standardized silent

reading tests would reveal that no such large number of silent reading skills

17
actually existed. Despite the fact that the opponents of oral reading of the

time advised ;eachere to spend class time, taken away from oral reading, on

the instruction of nonexistent skills, they were successful in selling many

workbooks and teachers' manuals for this purpose. The eagerness for replacing

oral reading with silent reading by the authors of such materials (who also

doubled as the reading experts of the day) is understandable. It is not

surprising that these reading experts evaluations of schools' reading programs

after 1915 negatively criticized them for using oral reeling.
6

The gross con-

flict of interest involved in this situation should not pass unnoticed, however.

Since the teacher who deemphasized oral reading could gain far less

explicit information about pupils' progress in word recognition, the use of

standardized silent reading tests now became mandatory. It vas decided at this

time, as well, that the standardized silent reading test was to be an invalu-

able and necessary aid to the experimental investigation of reading. As

research into reading instruction became increasingly "scientific° those who

carried out such studies were required to report statistical data, if their

reports were to be acceptable for publication. It is clear that the wide-.

spread use of such tests worked to the disadvantage of oral reading.

A historian of oral reading practices has observed that by 1925 the

anti-oral reading movement had "swept the country. Oral reading by thine
1 90 R39



time was almost universally condemned. Some schools had abandoned entirely the

teaching of oral reading. For the next five years attention to oral reading

in educational journals was almost completely absent. The 1925 yearbook of the

NSSE, while not so radical in its rejection of oral reading, did advise teachers

74
that much less time be given to it. There is no evidence, therefore, to support

the belief that the deempihasis of oral reading did not begin until 1930,
79

or

until 1938, as Hildreth would have it5

Apparently in recognition of the remarkable rejection made of oral reading

by reading experts of the preceding fifteen yearsy the NSSE in 1937 called for

75
some return to oral reading. Oral reading cannot be taught effectively in

an incidental manner, its yearbook for this year noted. This plea obviously

was ignored by the advocates of a non-oral method of reading instruction

which aimed to prohibit all kinds of oral reading. The proponents of this

method theorized that children could go straight from a printed word to its

meaning without any involvement with the pronunciation of the word. The sup-

posed successes of this type of reading instruction were reported as early

as 19371:8 Negative re7iews5df the methodology and design of non-oral reading

research
instruction led to a critical evaluation of the superior achievement it

to
purported/produce . It was found that there were no statistically significant

differences between the reading growth of children in the sixth grade who had

been taught with the non-oral approach and those who had been taught-to read

orally. Most significantly, no significant differences in the amount of lip

movement (subvocalisation) was found between these two groups of children. When

it was discovered that children for whom oral reading had been. prohibited used

almost as much subvocalization (which the non-oral method claimed to eliminate) as did

children taught to read orally, the non-oral method lost much of its attraction

for reading experts.

196



This setback to the opponents of oral reading did not still their

resentments about this form of reading, however.
4

By 1949 the ESE yearbook

estimated that there still were marked differences of opinion among reading

33
experts regarding the place of oral reading. There were teacher educators

29to follow who maintained that oral reading was expanding rapidly, that there

was a renewed emphasis on oral reading,
60

even that teachers were turning to it

with great frequency and enthusiasm 76
. These statements appear to be wishful

thinking, however. The available evidence on this issue suggests that

teachers in the 1960's were unsure about the values or usefulness of oral
today

reading57 It is fair to say that many teachers evidence little interest

in oral reading.
79

1960
This uncertainty about oral readingwas abetted in the,,klecade by the

ESE which felt it best at this time to ignore the argument that surrounded

oral reading. In its 1961 and 1968 yearbooks on reading instruction no references

are made to oral reading in either of'their tables of content or indexes.

Avoidance of the oral reading issue was c also the position taken by editions

of the Encyclopedia of Educational Research published after 1960. There is no

mention of oral reading as an instructional technique in its latest volumes,

1969 and 1982,

Textbooks Versus Teachers, on Oral Reading
It is not surprising, therefore, that most recding methods textbooks for

teachers written in the past twenty years have dealt with oral reading in one of

18;23
two ways. In general, they either warn against its extensive use, or display

their displeasure with oral reading by ignoring'it altogether.' One seldom

hears a call for an increase in oral reading instruction in these texts, Hoffman
6

rightly observes. Recent texts on the methods of teaching readingscto the con-

trary, remind today's teachers that oral reading remains a highly controversial74subject,
9

or that it continues to be a point of argument,
1

with some reading

12
wcperts saying it should be repressed entirely?
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Textbooks on the methods of teaching reading sometimes depict oral

reading as a crutch children must discard when they are read9to read silently.°

- Others claim that research findings suggest the inferiority of oral reading
11

' The "utter uselessness" of having children take turns reading orally is de-

nounced." This so-called "meaningless procedure' is said to be a "misused

practice"' that is "counterproductive and actually harmful to stucents." 53

It is claimed that oral reading often reinforces children's bad habits and

develops patterns of reading failure.
68

Worse yet, it is decried, the devel-

of both oral reading and silent reading may be impeded if oral reading is

practiced often, even in the primary grades.
67

The only justifiable reason

for oral readinglaccording to Jones,
40

is to communicate thoughts to a listener.

This excludes its usefulness in phonics, as a diagnostic tool of reading skill,

etc.

Despite the fact that many reading authorities decry the use cf oral
s one

reading there is evidence that teachers continue to favor its practice. Spache

and Spache found that up through grade four . 30 percent of teachers gave

66
most of their instructional time in reading to oral reading. There is serious

all
doubt about the belief that until just a few years aqteachers gave over most

of their pupils' reading time to oral reading .4 There are findings" however,
.

that teacher guided oral reading today is a commonly used part of

primary grades reading instruction.37

It is apparent, however, that whatever impulse teachers have to erphasiee

oral reading does not come from advice given in the teachers' manuals of the

fifteen major basal reader series. In his analysis of these readers Aukerman

observed that there were twenty-two features common to most of them. Oral

reading was not one of these features. In Aukerman's detailed description of

198
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the modes of instruction of these fifteen basal reader series there is no
published

mention, at all, of oral reading in five of them. There is no evidence Ira

to substantiate the observation that today's basal reader manuals usually

each

advise teachers to have pupils read :1story aloud that they have just finished

reading silentIV 69

The major thrust of this discussion abaft oral reading so far is that

reading experts over the years have downgraded its value and usefulness,

while at the same time teachers, to varying degrees, have resisted the

derogations against this form of reading. It is readily noticeable that

since 1900 there have been many reasons given as to why oral reading in schools

should be greatly delimphasized, if not eliminated. These refutations of oral

reading not only have been frequent. They also are usually voiced in a con-

fident and authoritative-sounding manner. The tone of this disapproval

of oral reading would lead its reader to believe that it was solidly based in

empirical reseach findings.
Countermanding the Objections to Oral Reading

A careful inspection of tEg per-

tinent research on oral reading reveals that this a presumptous attitude to

take toward this subject. As Danks and Hill
1

c5orrectly conclude, "We know

very little of the processing requirements of oral reading or how it relates

to silent reading." For example, the question of whether the slower, mcre
permanently

deliberate eye movements used by oral readers will transfer to the silent

reading of those who listen to such oral reading,while following along in

the text silently, has been bypassed by researchers?Despite the lack of

evidence as to whether such a transfer takes place when children follow along

in silent reading while listening to an oral reader, teachers who allow this

practice have been sharply rebuked.
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This caution against making easy pneralizations about the place of oral

reading in schools must be kept in mind if one is to properly examine the

validity of the reasons given since 1900 why the use of oral reading should

be deemphasised, at the very least. Chief among the reasons given for this

proposed reduction in Oral reading are those to follow. Presented after each

of the protests against oral reading are critical examinations of these

challenges to its usefulness and value.

1. Almost all reading in real-life situations is done silently. Schools

should prepare their graduates for the true conditions of life. Since little

oral reading in done in actual life experiences only a small amount should be

done in school.
16

The large increase in available reading material in the

society since 1915 is proof of the need for silent reading to become dominant.

The oral reading that is carried out in schools'is not conducted in true-to-

life situations.
79

This argument against oral reading begs the question as to whether oral

reading facilitates children's development of phonics and word recognition

skills, improves upon their vocabulary knowledge and their ability to com-

prehend written material, and satisfies their need to socialize, to share,

36
and to enjoy literature. Most teachers agree that school experiences should

be a preparation for life, as well as life itself. The weakness of the con-

tention that only those things done in everyday life should be taught about in

school is readily apparent. The application of this principle would eliminate

the large majority of the curriculum matter that the schools now expound.

2. Subvocalization, the movement cf the lips or other speech organs when

one reads silently, interferes with silent reading ability. (See Myth Number

amr.. m...mr .+1 ..rte r.w.mlro 4sems

110 Oral reading promotes
subvocalization20 Therefore, oral reading should be

abandoned.



The misconceptions about subvocalization have been dealt with in the

preceding chapter. The chargelhat subvocalization impedes silent reading

effectiveness is one of these discredited notions. There is no evidence that

an emphasis on oral reading will cause subvocalization. Equally at fault is

the claim that subvocalization is caused by children being taught to read

silently before they can read well orally52 This is a phantom statement since
first

children must always read silently what, they read orally.

8;13;23;38;663. Oral reading interferes with the development of reading comprehension.

Oral reading creates !word-callers," readers who can read aloud with Very

acceptable pitch, stress, and juncture, but who do not understand what they
9;19;28;32;39;46;54;61;65167

,.have so read. There are children who read aloud ,.Joorly but who have excellent

comprehension of what they read. Teachers who emphasize oral reading lose sight

of the chief goal of reading instructions'. to develop reading comprehensionP

The contention that oral reading impedes comprehension has been dealt with

in part in the above discussion of Myth Number 1, "Phonics Hinders Comprehension."

It appears that to dismiss the value of phonics its opponents also find it

necessary to condemn oral reading. The facts of the matter do not support this

rejection, however.

There is a substantial correlation found between children's comprehension

of matter read aloud and read silently ;25 Generally speaking, poor oral readers

are poor silent readers, while good oral readers are good silent readers.

Some believe that young or poor readers .ean comprehend reading material

better if this is read orally rather than silently.
63;72

It is clear that

'the best known history of oral reading practices up to 19143 can offer no

findings of empirical research for its conclusion that pupils trained in

oral reading c.,Annot grasp the meaning of what they read silentlyland that

proficiency in oral reading does not imply an understanding of what is read

aloud19 Not that the writer of this history did not cite empirical studies

as proof for these-beliefs. A close inspection of such studies reveals, how-

ever, that their findings do not support these contentions.
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It also appears reasonable to contend that since children at school-
almost

entering age depend wholly on oral language for communication their reading

instruction should emphasise oral language. Oral reading thus makes for a

.natural learning environment for the beginning stages of reading instruction53

Young children are observed to have a need to have their reading heard, to

get a feedback as to its accuracy, if they are to acquire silent reading

skills most effectively. It is not convincing to argue that the lack of

peffect match-up between spoken and written language precludes children from

the realization that written Material is derived from oral language.
66

This hypothesis cannot mean, however, that 90e can teach children to

64read orally before they can read silently. This mistaken view is proffered.,

nonetheless. For example, it is explained that one reason poor readers have

difficulty reading silently is that they have never learned to read well

orally. The error of this statement is obvious. Children must read well

silently before they can become proficient oral readers. Fluent oral reading

of a sentence cannot take place until the child can effeOtively r' ad the sen-

tence silently. Reading orally first and then silently is a physiological

impossiblity. It does seem possible, howavers that oral reading can rein-

force the pupil's recognition of words in his or her later silent reading 36

h. The practice of oral reading will irpede the development of
8

desirable speed in silent reading.
;23;ural30

reading will result in the loss of

children's ability to soalA or skim reading materials. Oral reading will cause

31
subvocalization, which in turn reduces silent reading speed.

These appear to be unsubstantiated assumptions about oral Teading. That

is, there is little evidence to show that the rate at which children read

orally has a transfer effect on the rate that they read silently .790f course,

children cannot read aloud faster than they can speak. AssIming that 150 words-

per- minute is the average rate of speaking of which childrena'e capable,
8
this

appears to be the optimum rate for their oral reading. Children's rate of silent
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0
t h

reading,
wi/

which they comprehend 70 percent of grade-level material, does

not read1150 wpm until the end of the fourth grade, on the average Thus,

at the end of grade four children's rates of oral reading and silent reading

are approximately equal. The average sixth- grader reads silently, with 70

percent comprehension, at about 185 wpm.8 There is an advance, then, of only

about 15 percent in silent reading rate from grade four to grade six. It is

not likely that this 15 percent difference in rate between oral reading and

silent reading will bring on the negative effect on silent reading rate that

exists
the opponents of oral reading contend occurs. Not much opportunitybfpr this

transfer to take place , even if it actually did, since teachers in:grade five

onward conduct a minimum amount of oral reading.

604;24;33;45;46;49;59;78
5. Oral reading is a more difficult kind of reading than is silent reading.

Oral reading thus is not to be recommended because of its relative complexity.

It is too time-consuming, for the value gained, to teach this complicated

reading ability.

It is wrong to say that oral reading is a more difficult task than is

silent reading. Silent reading is the recognition of individual words and

the gaining'of the meaning of sentences and longer pieces of written material.

Silent reading is more difficult than is oral reading because the latter

involves only the overt vocalization of word names and the meanings of sentences

and passages that silent reading has previously generated. It obviously is

more arduous for a child to recognise the name of a written word and/or to

grasp the meaning of a sentence through silent reading than it is to overtly

vocalise this word or sentence, giving it the degrees of pitchi-stress and

juncture that indicates that its oral reader understands what its author
can

intended. Only if we could say that childrenfrecognise a word or gain

2



the meaning of a sentence in silent reading after they first had read

it aloud,cou)d we say that oral reading is, a more difficult procedure than

is silent reading.

.1*--It is clear, then, that oral reading begins where silent reading pro-

cesses end. Some reading experts persist, however, in maintaining that

proficient oral reading is the gaining of the author's meaning, as .ell.as

29;77
passing it on to the listener.

It is not difficult to find reading experts who make erroneous comparisons of

oral and silent reading. For example, it is said that in silent reading

the reader can skip words, theorize about possible meanings of the passage,

and/or get only a general idea of it. Oral reading is more difficult than

silent reading, it then is claimed, since in oral reading one cannot do these

things.
4

This is a faulty comparison, however, since it is between imprecise

silent reading and precise oral ...lading. The argument that' silent reading is

3
simpler: than oral reading because it is done faster-aalso lacks merit. Oral

reading is slower than silent reading because of the physiological limits of

the rate of speech that are put upon oral reading. The most specious argument

however, is that .if children read a sentence aloud, in a slow and halting

fashions this lack of an application of proper rip, pitch, stress and

114

juncture has been caused by having children read orally.

6. Oral reading in school is the cause of much personal embarrassment
dIMIPPI 411 dalI1. eNNIM 41111MO..M10 4111.1

to children. Oral reading creates so much emotional tension for them that it

inhibits their development of reading skills and destroys their interest in

readilg. Numerous anecdotes are told of children so embarrassed while oral

reading that they have broken down and cried. 'It is common for children who

66
are poor oral readers in reading groups to be ridiculed by good oral readers.

Oral reading thus often serves as a direct instrument in the lowering of the

204
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self-esteem of children5;13;24;40;62;79

To prove their point that oral reading often causes emotional trauma for.

children the opponents of oral reading usually construct a worst-case scenario

for this practice.
65

Modern teachers are described as teaching oral reading or

having children read orally in groups where the differences in ability to

read orally are very great. Excellent oral readers are commonly grouped

implausible
with very poor oral readers, it is claimed. In these% groups there

has been no preparation given for oral reading. That is, children here have

not first read the material" on hand silently, asking for help with unknown

words. The good readers 'in such groups, it, is vouched, are urged by teachers

to make negative criticisms of the slightest imperfections in the oral reading

of their less capable classmates.

None of these conditions likely prevail in modern classrooms, however.

Children are grouped for reading instruction in schools so that differences

in oral reading ability can be minimised. Capable teachers are aware of the

'fact that unless children can read a passage silently well that they cannot

do this effectively when reading aloud. By describing the worst possible

situations under which oral reading could be conducted the opponents of or41

reading are able to demolish a strawman of their min'creation. It is important

to report`, on the other hand, that no evidence of an empirical nature has been

forwarded as support for the hypothesis that children who read aloud extensively

in school exhibit more emotional probleMs than do those who do not.

7.. Oral reading is so time-consuming that it grossly reduces children's
dsmarroP irt

opportunities to read silently.. Oral reading thus inhibits the establishment

of extensive, independent reading habits. It is an inefficient use of the

time available to teach reading, and thus takes time needed for the more

13;23

important aspects of reading. Worst, yet, the teaching of oral reading tends

205



to eliminate in teachers' minds the value of extensive silent reading. Teachers

who emphasise oral reading no longer perceive that the chief function of

39
reading instruction is to develop reading comprehension.

This charge against oral reading rests on the presumption that. if oral

reading is allowed to practiced it inevitably will be "overemphasised."

While the overemphasis of oral reading is said to tnterfere with reading

comprehension, as noted above, such "overemphasis" is never defined. Even ,

those who protest this overemphasis find it impossible to determine what con-
'

stitutes a proper balance in the amount of instruction given to oral as_ versus

27.32
silent reading. 'It remains convenient, nonetheless, to charge that oral reading

instruction will lead to an overemphasis of this teaching since it is common

for teachers to recoil from educational practices so designated. While fal-

lacious, this charge seems to have had some of its intended effect. Some

teachers have been anxious about teaching oral reading although there is no

credible evidence that children who read orally intensively dislike to read.

To the contrary, there is nothing in research to support the notion

that children who have done little oral reading are those who develop broad

reading interests and read expansively. It appears safer to predict that

children whose instruction in literature involves oral readingllike readers'

theatre, choral verse, and the sharing of faviorite storiespwill de7onstrate

longer-lasting appreciation and affection for literature than will children

denied oral reading experiences.

8. Oral reading detracts from the development of good listening skills16;58

Children who are required to follow along silently in a passage while another

child reads aloud are likely to become habitually careless listeners.

This charge against oral reading is a critical one, if true. It is
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doubtless true that children who came to maturity listening to radio, as

versus viewing televisidn, developed better listening habits than do modern

children. The very nature of verbal radio forces the listener to pay close

attention to the organization, word choice, and author's intenticn in the

stories and documentation that is projected. Present-day children do not /

receive such a rigorous training in becoming good listeners.

Would not the requirement that children pay close attention to a 14ssage

being read aloud help in this matter? Modern teachers find good liste

habits in children so troltblPsome and arduous to develop that it appe

ng

reasonable to assume that any listening action which demands cogdza mind-

fulness during a spoken activity would be helpful here. Following he oral

reader along silently as he/she reads dull, uninspiring, irrelevant or abstract

material will cause any pupil's attention to wander, of course. /On the other

hand, following oral reading along silently, as poetry or drama s vocalize4

can add to the attraction of this performance.

There is no empirical evidence that good listeners in school are the

and Segal's
result of reading programs free of oral reading. Hoffmanx comprehensive

37 They
review. of the research on this matter euggebts the opposi ,/found that

guided oral reading practice has the potential to c ontributb significantly

to growth in reading ability. The evidence from research says that teacher

guided practice in oral reading can develop reading flue/tIcy, as it causes the

reader to focus on units of language larger than the wl.rd, and reading com-
effective

prehension, as it requireOnterpretation of the author's intended meaning.

*The notion that such reading growth in children would/cause them to suffer the

side effect of poor listening ability seems unsupported
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9. As opposed to silent reading, oral reading cannot be measured

accurately or objectively. Unless a school activity can be.seasured

effectively it should not be conducted intensively. Moreover, the usual

'65
measurement made of oral reading is irrelevant. It means nothing if a child

correctly
cankeead a word aloud a dozen consecutive times. This does not prove anything

about the child's comprehension of the word. It is impropeto think that oral

reading gives the teacher -an opportunity of diagnose children's word recog-
or

nition abilities, and to plan corrective steps to improve themgto teach

children how to read with proper pitch, stress, and juncture. Teachers do

not make this use of oral reading systematically enough for it to be of any

value.

These appear to be especially unreasonable criticisms of oral reading.

The argument that the diagnosis of oral reading should be abandoned because

teachers do not carry it out systematically enough is touch like concluding

that the evidence that smoking is injurious to one's health is invalid because

people continue to smoke. Oral readings have been used effectively for many

years as a means of diagnosing children's silent reading abilities ,
3

This

diagnosis can be used to discover words children do not recognise in silent

reading, words they pronounce incorfrectly (do not know the meaning-of), and

how much they use the context of sentences as a way to gain their meanings.
be

This does not mean that all diagnoses of oral reading can defended.

Some reading experts wrongly insist that analyses of oral reading errors

should be carried out without first allowing the child to practice silent
19;42;46;53;56 -,/

reading of the passage to be read aloud. Ifteacting authorities also

unfortunately advise teachers that all the different kinds of mistakes in

oral reading should be judged to have the same significance. Thus, the

omission of a word while oral reading which greatly disturbs the meaning of

208
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was,' 41

the passage read aloud is given the same weight in the oral reading test

as is an addition or substitution of a word which has little etch effect.

10. The use of oral reading in schools creates lazy teachers. Oral

reading is an activity that can be carried out with no time or effort spent on

its preplanning. Consequently, reading teachers who emphasise oral reading

become lackadaisical and unenterprising. They become unconcerned as to

whether or not their pupils comprehend what they read aloud9

The best response to this unfair criticism of oral reading is to simply

deny that good teachers approach oral reading, or any other aspects

of reading for that matter, in this deplorable manner. There ispobential

in oral reading, as in any other aspect of reading, of course, for

negligent or indolent teachelto avoid their responsibilities for careful

planning. This kind of teacher doubtless carries out silent reading instruction

in the same disgraceful way as he or she does oral reading, however.

It is important to say, therefore, that careful planning is necessary

for effective oral reading to occur. The falsity of the assumptioU5that effective

oral reading can take place prior to silent reading, or that children's oral

reading should be tested before they have silently read a passage in question,

have been noted above. It is such misbegotten notions that lead teachers to

neglect planning for oral reading activities.

11. The eye movements used by children to read silently and orally arefti.

different. Oral reading eye movements are characterized by longer and more

Mm 11.111.

frequent eye fixations and regressions. This slower and more deliberate

pattern of eye movements will transfer to silent reading if opal reading is

practiced
18
. Having children follow along, reading silently, while another

Mild reads orally is especially harmful is this respect.

This argument against the use of oral reading is much like saying that
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slower, more deliberate physical movements made when walking will transfer to,

and detract from one's ability to runoff much walking is done. The basic
the kind of

fault of the contention that/eye movements done when reading orally will

transfer to silent reading lies in the assumption that certain eye movements

are a cause of reading disability. This is a mistaken view of the nature of

eye movements. They are symptoms, not causes of reading ability. Ineffective

reading and undesirable eye movements when reading orally or silently are thus

caused by factors common to them both. The inability to decode words in an

automatic way is a factor that will cause both ineffective reading and faulty

eye movements.

190
As for the research on this issue, even the, SSE yearbook on reading in

the elementary school3which is no friend of the intensive teaching of decoding

or phonics application (it argues that beginning readers should not be en-

couraged to associate print with spoken symbols),disputes the notion that

eye movements in oral reading will transfer to silent reading. It is true

that the eye movements of children who follow along reading silently. as

another child reads aloud, tend to approximate the eye movements of the oral

reader26 It would not be possible to follow along reading silently unless

this happened. The eye movements of the silent reader who follows along

in the text being read aloud naturally are governed by the rate and quality

of the vocal delivery of the oral reader. It has not been demonstrated, however,

that this procedure makes for inefficient eye movements which transfer into

silent reading. The argument that this procedure is highly dangerous to

children's silent reading rate and comprehension has never been proved71

But is having children follow along, reading silently, while a child

reads orally, useless, as it is commonly held by today's reading experts?

Not at all, the evidence on this issue suggests3.7 As the oral reader emphasises
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the author's intended meaning of a passage he or she helps reinforce the

comprehension of this for the silent reader who follows along. This rela-

tionship is particularly fruitful with poetry. The best way to share poetry

7 is with an oral reading while the audience follows along, reading it silently.

. The pitch, stress and juncture used by the poetry reader here can reveal

unsuspected aspects of meaning for the.silent reader. The oral reader can

relate to the41ent reader who follows along his or her enthusiasms,for-the

passage, an emotion that can be contagious. The well-prepared oral reader

/S1

presents an appropriate model for silent readers for their turns at

reading aloud. The rehearsals necessary for effective oral reading give

opportunities for the meaning of a passage to be confirmed. Teachers can

require high standards for oral reading which makes it necessary for the oral

reader to have full knowledge of the meaning of the passage so interpreted.

And, finally, much of oral reading can be a theatrical event, an entertainment

to silent readers who follow along.

12. Oral reading will narrow the child's eye-voice span and thus reduce

silent reading efficiency. When one reads orally one's eyes usually fixate

on a word farther along the line of writing than oche word that is read aloud.

When reading aloud one's eyes and voice normally are not on the same written

word. The eye-voice span thus is the distance at any given point in oral

reading between a fixation of the eyes on a line.of written material and the

word from this line that is said aloud. Wide eye-voice spans are indications

of good si reading ability. There is no evidence, however, as Jones4° Oliims,

that the eye-voice span means that whole groups of words are seen in single

eye fixations. The data about eye-voice span do not support this look-say notion.

The refutation, previously made, of the charge that slower, more deliberate

eye movements in oral reading will transfer to silent'reading, if much oral

reading is done, can justifiably be repeated here. The eye-voice span is a
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symptom of reading ability, or the lack of it, not its causation. A wide

eye-voice span thus is the result of children's abilities to quickly recognise

words when reading silently, plus the establishment of the habit of using

the context of a sentence as an aid to its comprehension. There is no

empirical evidenCe that extended practice with oral reading will reduce the

sire of one's eye-voice span. A wide eye-voice span means that children have

developed quick word recognition and can use context cues, and not that they

have .done little oral reading.

13. Those who support the use of oral reading advocate a wrong theory

about reading, viz., that good silent reading is the quick and accurate
16..... . ,e°^

recognition of individual words. The skills involved in proficient oral

reading will interfere with silent reading facility because attention to each

word in a written passageos is done in oral reading, will hinder the reader's

16
aloud

comprehension of the passage. When pupils are taught to read words/they in-

evitably lose sight of the fact that the true purpose of reading is to get

meaning2.
1

Teachers who emphasize oral reading wrongfully stress the importance

of word recognitich Their pupils gain the false notion that reading is the

ability to recognize words1.
41

That oral reading does not aid in the acquisition

of meaningoince it merely expresses previousl; acquired meaning, is further

reason why it should be abandoned.

The theory that reading is best taught in sentences and that the recog-

nition of words in reading is relatively unimportant has been carefully

examined in a preceding chapter of this book. (See Myth Number 4:

Reading Is Best Taught in Sentences.) Since it is clear that.the argument

used to disparage the value of oral reading, that it stresses individual word

recognition, is the same one used to defend the teaching of reading in sentences,

the statements from Myth Number 4 pertain here. Despite the wishful thinking
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of some reading experts to the contrary notwithstanding, the evidence is

clear that quick and accurate word recogntion is essential for efficient

silent reading? The research up through the 1970's gives continued support,

10
as well, to the importance of accuracy in oral reading. The advice proffered

teachers to
by certain reading authorities to / believe otherwise accordingly must be viewed

as dangerous misinformation.

Th. Good oral reading comes naturally as a consequence of learning to

read silently22 When the habit of oral reading is acquired oral reading needs

little attention. In the course of learning to read silently children become

conscious of the need to use appropriate stress, pitch and juncture in their

oral reading. Since silent reading must, by the nature of the reading act,

precede oral reading, little or no attention need be given children as to how

to read orally.

This criticism of the intensive teaching of oral reading appears to be

the least offensive of any of those discussed so far. It is true that silent

reading must precede oral reading. Nonetheless, there are certain aspects of

oral reading that make necessary the requirement of explicit instruction in

this skill. Principally, these conditions arise when oral reading must be

more faithful tothe written text than does silent reading. For exarple, when

oral reading is used to provide precise answers to questions, to read poetry

or plays, to give announcements or directions,, to explain scientific and mathe-

matical processes, or to cite unacceptable as versus more acceptable sentence

structures taken from pupils' compositions it is necessary that the oral reader

not wander from the text. Upon occasion in silent reading word substitution

'and addition do not greatly disturb the overall meaning of a sentence. The

uses of oral reading, on the other hand, often call for precise if not faultless

2 1 3



rendering of the written text. These distinctions between oral and silent

reading may not occur to children simply as a consequence otleamning to

read silently.

The "language experience" approach to beginning reading development"

uses children's oral language, as dictated to their teacher, as its main

body of instructional material. The reading aloud by children of these dictated

sentences immediately follows their transcription. These oral readings are

expected to be faithful to the actual oral language, es it was dictated..

This is an oral reading procedure that children must be expressly taught to

follow.

Teachers also must deal with the phenomenon of the occasional child

who reads well silently but who reads poorly aloud. Although teachers have
do not like oral reading, and

been reminded that certain highly-skilled silent readers/will never be good

9
oral readers, this advice seems unnecessarily defeatist.:.. Unless

children have gross physiological defects there is no reason they cannot be

taught to read aloud effectively, and share in the enjoyment that such an

attainjnent can bring. The problem of the good silent reader--poor oral

reader is usually emotional, not linguistic, in nature. While complicated,

this is a condition that does lend itself to resourceful teacher ,intervention,

nonetheless.

It is likely that neither good oral reading habits by children nor their

desirable school behavior in general is learned naturally, that is, without

direct teacher guidance. It is pertinent to note that during the course of

the development of children's oral reading skills the teacher holds them

accountable for specific patterns of reading behavior. Such a-requirement

is a key, aspect of the succelful learning of any educational skill. The
A

direct management of pupils that is necessary for them to develop oral reading

ability thus provides a useful model for teachers to follow in other school

activities.
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Conclusions
/-

The fourteen reasons cited above that have been given by the opponents ,

of oral reading as to why it should be deemphasized, if not abandoned, have

'all been shown to be unconvincing, There appears to be no legitimate justi-

fication, therefore, for this position against the use of oral reading in

schools.

The underlying causes for such seemingly illogical stands again` oral

reading have been alluded to in the course of this discussion. None of these

more hidden causes appear to have any more merit than does the open opposition

These hidden causes include the fact that
to oral reading.)(oral reading obviously is a traditional school practice.

Educators who see chance as the only means of making progress in schcol practices

would deny a place in reading programs for oral reading on this ground alone.

Oral reading also is closely allied to phonics teaching. The strong sentiment
against phonics teaching

in force among many teacher educatorl/since 1915 doubtless Is of consequenc

in the movement to deemphasize oral reading. In addition, there were great

financial benefits to leading reading experts, the ones who authored basal

reader textbooks over the years, from the demise of oral reading. Teachers

who were convinced by them that reading comprehension would be handicapped if

time was spent in class on oral reading were quick to demand that their

school districts purchase the many-volumed, costly basal readers plus their

consumable workbooks, etc. The financial royalties from such materials to their

reading-expert authors have been notorious. Even the philosophy, increasingly

defended by reading experts since 1915, that there must not be an explicit

set of ethical, moral, artistic, historical, sociological, or legal precepts

that all children should learn to defend, worked against oral reading. Oral

readings in school presented a practical time for the intensive inculcation in pupi

of such a set of beliefs. It became more and more accepted in the course of this
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century, however, that pupils should not be held accountable for under-

standing.% a predetermined group of trustworthy certainties atout

personal and social life. Accordingly, it was deemed correct that oral

reading sessions be curtailed so that reading time could be given to pupils

to pursue silent reading aimed at a gratification of. egoistic1even eccentric

interests and proclivities. The permissive attitude of teachers toward non-
.

conforming pupil behavior in school also has tended, to make unnecessary the

use of oral reading as a means of pupil management. )Oral reading demands pupil

adherence to a prescribed standard of performance. This standard-setting runs

some

counter to the view of /,teachers that unless they indulge unorthodox pupil

behavior reading attainment by pupils will be handicapped. This perception of

pupil responsibility fits well into the popular theory among teacher edu-

cators that the direct teaching of any academic skill is to be avoided.

rO
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Chapter XIII

nEthe Myths of Reading Instruction Prevail

4".

This chapter describes why ihm support OWL

continues to be given to suppositions about reading

instruction that have been discredited by research.

findings. It is demonstrated that there is no single

reason for this unreasonable position. Instead,

there appear to be several causes for the resistence

tc the disestablishment of the myths of reading

instruction. This reluctance to give up loyalty to

these myths is due to the forces of tradition, the

interlocking relationships between basal reader

publishers and reading experts, the refusal of reading

experts to accept outside criticism, their lack of

knowledge about phonics teaching, their negative biases

toward this instruction, their fear that phonics

advocacy equal political conservatism, the negative

attiturles toward phonics by teachers' organizations,

unsubstantiated information in educational publications,

the expectancy that research will not affect teaching

practices, the.refusal to admit that there is a literacy

crisis, the lack of legal redress for malpractice in reading instruction,

and the establishment of public schools as a monopoly.
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It is obvious that the myths of .reading instruction described so far

have had a remarkable staying power. In spite of the impressive statistical

evidence which indicates the weaknesses of their point of view, these con-

ceptions of how reading should be taught still present a strong attraction' for

many readin7 educators. Unfortunately, there is no single reason why these

erroneous practices in reading instruction persist. There are several pre-

vailing conditions that create this undesirable and unseemly situation.
Traditional Beliefs and Practices

A ma,ior cause of the myths of reading instruction is tradition. Erro-.

neous practices in reading instruction often continue simply because it is

customary for reading professors to recommend them and for reading teachers to

utilize them. It doubtless is easier and more comfortable for reading teachers

to continue to use the sane methodology year after year than it is to critically

examine these practices for their potential shortcomings. The professors of

eduCation who write the texts and articles on the methods of instruction of

reading that teachers read particularly are guilty in perpetuating this con-

dition. *.isually, the writing of such material involves the reproduction of

aspects of reading instruction that were included in a high percentage .of texts

on this suject. In short, if a large number of existing texts on the teaching

of reading include certain erroneous notions about this instruction it is highly

likely that this faulty information will then find its way into future publi-

cations of this nature.

A part of the traditional reluctance of give up malpractice in reading

instruction is the embarrass' ent that would be engendered by a public announce-

ment that one's previous views about these bits of inappropriate teaching be-
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havior were false. It is probably true that the longer professors'advocate

and teachers use certain parts of methodology in reading the more loyal that

they become to them. For the textbook-writing professors of education the giving

up of positions that they had strongly defended in the past in previous writings

about reading instruction is even more painful. It is apparent that such read-

ing experts often will go to great lengths to try to maintain credibility for

previously held although indefensible views of the teaching of reading. In

spite of overwhelming research evidence that discredits these views these

professors will maintaiva brave face as to their virtues. Here, then, is an

example, of which there are many in the history of the advancement of tech-

nology, of supposedly scientific-minded professionals who must be forced into

an acceptance of the ascertaine6... realities of their life's work.

Publishers and Writers of Basal Readers
The publishers of basal readers are also often responsible in great measure

for encouraging the perpetuation of certain unsound practices in the teaching

of reading. The directors of these publishing companies are extremely loath

to invest the tens of millions of dollars it presently takes to launch a new

basal reading series for basal readers that are different in any significant

respect from the previous sets of these books that have had successful sales

records. The result of this conservative financial reaction to what, the

research says about reading instruction,as versus what existing sales records

says is the appearance of dozens of highly similar basal reader series on the

market, each published by a different company. It is clear that communication

between publishers of beginning reader series and the researchers investigating

the process of learning to read is clearly inadequate. Accordingly, decisions

by publishers ahout basal readers are largely based on their intuitions or other

arbitrary decisions or on marketing considerations.
1

The interlocking nature of basal reader publishers, university reading

experts who write these books, and profit from their sales while advising

teachers to use them, public school readinglwvialists, and teachers' organ-
)4,4:0
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izations has been aptly described by YaCiniton.2 It is his thesis, which he

argues compellingly, that the Current literacy problem in.our schools is based

on a series of unethical financial interrelationships between and among

members of the federal government, state education departments, local school

boards and administrators, professional organizations and professors of edu-

.cation. At the Toot of this pecuniary wheeling and dealing, Yai!;ton says, ..

are professors of education. It doubtless is tru41# e that the establishment of

vested and entrenched interests that results from the network of basal reader

publishers and reading experts who double as writers of these books and as

high-ranking officers in teachers' orglnizations creates a status quo con-

dition in school reading programs in schools thlt stubbornly resists change.
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This connection is part of what TarTington calls the "Great American

Reading Machine ":

"The best graphic description of the Machine 1 can provide is the
drawing below illustrating the flow of both money and influence.
The Great American Reading Machine is a stable social institution in
which leadership is controlled and limited to proven followers of the
creed for the protection of the organization. As an institution. it deter-
mines the quality of the teaching of reading to chiHren. It is an
institution that is so established that it has withstood continued criticism
from within and without for 200 ears. -immusimsmimmorome cp.

_ .
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(Reprinted from The Great American Reading Machine by

David J. Yarington, Hayden Book Company, Rochelle Park,

NJ, 1978.)
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Negative Attitude Toward Outside Criticism

An additional reason, why myths of reading instruction prevail is the un,

willingness of reading professionals to accept or in any way respond favor-

ably to negative analyses of their work'made by critics who are not members

of the reading establishment ingroup. The history of the reform of profes-

sions of Various kinds clearly has indicated, however, that judgmental obser-

vations made by outsiders are helpful in the progressive reform of these

special vocations. The stimulus of constructive evaluaticns,by critics whose

lack of emotional attachment to the customary workings of a profession gives

them an unbiased vision, "*.,.% often can be used to help improve the behavior

of professional workers. It is apparent, however, that reading professionals

often reject this truism.

One of the earliest attempts to persuade the advocates of the look-say,

whole-word method to reconcile their viewpoint about reading with research

findings came from Orton in 1929. In his classic text, Reading, WritinG and

Speech Problems in Children (1937) 3Orton presented in even greater detail the

undesirable effects of the look-say method. Orton explained that not only was

repeated flash exposure of the whole word not an effective teaching technique.

It, tended to even increase the tendency of confusion and failures of word
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recognition, he observed in his practice with children who had difficulty in

learning to read. Orton's suggestions for needed changes in-reading instruction

had virtually no effect upon the attitudes towards this teaching of the reading

professions of the period, however. Nor did they respond any more favorably

to the next well-argued plea for the teaching of intensive phonics, that by

Bloomfield, a linguist, in 1942. These two plans for improving the tearning

of reading suffered the most ignoble of all forms of rejection: they were

simply ignored by reading educators and basal reader publishers.

It was not until 1955 that the advocates of the look-say teaching method

felt compelled to defend their beliefs. In that year, Etz Johnny Can't mead

by Flesch was the occasion for the change in the response to outside criticism

by reading professionals. While the disagreements with the look-say r.ethod by

Orton and Bloomfield had been gentle, indirect and nonpersonal, those by Flesch

were highly caustic and attacked professors of eduction by name for their

mistaken views about reading instruction. Flesch's call for the rejection of

the look-say method in favor of intensive phonics teaching was denounced in

turn by reading professionals as misinformed and irresponsible, at best, and -as

demagogic, hysterical scare tactics, at worst. In any event, the publication

of Flesch's best-selling book had little if any ascertainable effect en readinr

professionals' views of reading beyond their renewed dedication to the rejection
.

of intensive phonics teaching.

The efforts of the Reading Reform Foundation appear to be less than successful

in this respect. This organization was founded over twenty years ago

to restore the intensive teaching of phonics to reading instruction throughout

the nation's schools. For the past ten years it official organ, The Reading

Informer has reported regularly on the statisitics of illiteracy, on the
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research as to the relative superiority of phonics teaching, and on news of

the advancement, or dppression of phonics teaching. The RRF through its

numerous phonics workshops and its national conventions presents in_ P.-

about phonics teaching from reading experts who are convinced of the merit of

this instruction, The RRF, a nonprofit body, takes no official position as

/ to the relative excellence of the various intensive phonics programs now pub.

lished. Instead, it distributes literature in which phonics programs are listed

an briefly described only. iiislmihow4WWW90temsw-ef4he-Readtantommar,

a.- While it is clear

that the RRF has and is making a significant impact on the way information

notice of

about phonics teaching is disserinated,iits existence has been effectively

,suppressed. Never has the organization been acknowledged by nar.e by the_Inter-

national Reading Association or the National Council of Teachers of English.

Its name has never appeared in any weLl-known text on the teaching of reading.

The intervening years from the advent of Flesch's 1955 book and his

update of his topic in 1981, lily Johnny Still Can't Read,5 witnessed the

publication of several other books that offered negative criticisms of the

popular look-say method: These included thosel by Terman and Wal^utt (1958);6

McCracken (1959)7, Diack (1960 and 1965) WalcUtt (1961)9, Mayer (1961),1)

11

Spaulding and Spaulding (1962), Fries (1963 Trace (1965)1,3Walton (1965),1

15 16 17

Mathews (1966), Johnson (1970), and Blumenfeld (1971:). These books accurately

predicted that the United States would suffer illiteracy on a grand scale in

the futlre if its schools continued to refuse to teach systematic phonics in

an intensive manner. The 1983 report of the National Commission on Excel-

18

lence in Education, A Nation at Risk, indicates that these predictions truly

have come to pass.
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Dospite the accuracy of the warnings of these-books ce. the 19501, '60's

,,and 1701s,that the look-say methodology results in diminished reading achieve-

ment, they mint unheeded by the general community of reading professionals.

19
Austin and others in 1961 found that only three of the 638 reading professors

across the country that they questioned believed that there was a need for

more emphasis on
II

'phonetic
u

methods of tea 'ng. All of the seventy-four reading

professors whom they interviewed in depth were unalterably oppdld to the in-

tensivetensive teaching of phonics. Beach of these professors expressed a firm com-.

mitrient to del indirect, delayed and incidental approach to the teaching of

word analysis, the type found in

20
in 1963, Austin and Morrison foun hat fifty-nine of the sixty-five school

popular basal readers of that day. Then,

systems that they studied depended heavily upon basal readers which advised

teachers to instruct phonics in an indirect, delayed and incidental manner.
1

The latest critical analysis of popular basal readers, made by Beck and McCaslin

in 1978, finds that there has not been enough englasis in these becks on the

intensive teaching of phonics to actually teach this information effectively.

These researchers found that the phonics taught through these modern readers is

notexplicit enough for children to acquire mastery of the speech sound-letter

correspuldences that are taught. These critics note that to profit from the

phonics instruction in these modern basal readers the child must ha-e sophis-

ticated phonemic analysis abilities--abilities which are expected by these

texts but not taught by them.
The Lack of Knowledge about Phonics

Yet another reason why myths of reading instruction have contined to

.find favor among some reading professionals is their lack of knowledge about,

phonics. It is not correct to assume that all professors of reading have had

equal access to the information about phonics that is needed to make reasonable
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judgments about its teaching. Unfortunately, advanced academic degrees

in education do not necessarily ensure that their holders are cognizant

enough about phonics to make informed decisions about its instruction, as
22

Mazurkievicz found out. This researcher reported on what is perhaps the only
'

set of empirical findings gained so far of reading professors' understanding

of phonics information. He sent a questionnaire to a random sample of members

of the College Reading Association, a prestigious body of reading professors.

These professors of reading were asked what they taught about phonics in their

university classes. Their answers obviously reflect the state of their knowledge

about this subject. Mazurkiewicz concluded from his findings-that college

professors who teach teachers to teach reading do not agree on the general-

izations that are used in phonic anal,:sis. He found that his "evidence also

indicates that only a small percentage of the sample had a satisfactory know-

ledge of those decoding elements he deems it important for teachers to know, 1.

that gross misinformation characterizes his instruction to teachers, that con-

tradictory information is supplied teachers, and that college professors, as

reflected in this sample, are generally poorly instructed about or meagerly con-

versant as a result of self-study with those elements 'Of phonicI] which are

basic to reading instruction" (p. 128).

Examples of these reading professors'misinformation about phonics 'inder-

scores this conclusion. Some of these professors believe that there are fifty

or more speech sounds in any given dialect of English, or to the other extreme,

that there are only ten vowel sounds and only twenty-one consonant sounds, that

the word, 6hill, contains a diphthong, that now has a "long" vowel sound, that

know has a "short"'vowel sound, or that the final e in hone is not a signal for

the speech sound given by the reader to the o in this word. It is

difficult to assume that professors of reading who have such grossly inadequate
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knowledge about the technical nature of phonics would be ones, on the other

hand, who are familiar with the results of research as to the relative effec

tiveness of the teaching,of phonics. To the contrary, it appears more likely

that their ignorance about the technological aspects of phonics strongly

. implies their lack of interest, in this subject and thus their unfamiliarity

as to its experimentally determined usefulness. It is pertinent to note that
sge, 8,6149,-Apity)

scholars in psychology and linguisticsAas well as teacher education who have
aaraully studied the issue of phonics in reading almost invariably conclude

that phonics and reading acquisition are closely related: It see-s clear, then,

that the more knowledge commentators on phonics have about this subject the more

likely they are to endorse its utility.
Prejudice and Intolerance of Phonics

While unenlightenment about phonics doubtless helps perpetuate malpractice

in reading instruction is is equally clear that the judgments about phonics by

certain professors of education are handicapped by an apparent bias toward

this matter. these are professors whose writings indicate that they do keep

abreast of reading research in general. For example, one erinent reading

educator, otherwise rend wned for his dependence on research findings for the

conclusions that he draws about reading practices, in 1977 contended that

phonics "helps beginning readers onlv:'22a It is impossible

to believe that this reading educator is ignorant of the 1973 findings that

phonics skills are significantly and substantially relate:: to reading and

spelling performance through high school.
23

Turning a tlind eye to such im-

pressive documentation about phonics obviously does not indicate impartiality
461

about this issue. 03
2h

In 1965 Gurren and Hughes completed the most comprehensive survey of

the experimental investigations of the effectiveness of intensive phonics

teaching as versus gradual, incidental or delayed phonics.instrruction to that cp

late. They found thit research to say that gradual phonics teaching was sig- t-e;

nificantly less effective for the development of reading skills. Several CO

attempts hive been made to discredit the soundness of this review. Claims

have been made that °amen and Hughes were pre udiced in favor of phonics , d

that their criteria for selecting the 2tud ies they critiqued wameflawed. The



latest of these protests about the Gurren and Hughes review concluded that

25
it at best offers very limited insight into the teaching of reading. This

critic of Ourren and Hughes offers no body-of evidence nor any review of the
however,

reading researeAthat supports the position that the gradual teaching of phonics

should.be the preferred approach, however. In fact, the only reviewers of

research he cites in his objection to Gurren and Hughes are those who have

come to they, same general conclusions about phonics as did these two reviewers.

It is difficult, then, to interpret the reasoning about phonics that leads to

the conclusion he made that while one can cite no evidence to support one's

displeasure with intensive phonics teaching, one still should not favor it.

A predisposed negative attitude toward phonics surely must be operative in this

situation.

her 26
Pflaum and/fellow reading experts determined whether:of the methods in

use in reading /instruction the intensive phonics method is the superior one.

For this purpose they examined a representative sample of the studies of the

relative merit of different teaching methods that were reported on in the

Reading Research Quarterly from 1965 to 1978. After this systematic statis-

tical analysis of the data on the relative effectiveness of different reading

methods Pflaum concluded that one specific treatment, sound - symbol blending,

made a significantly greater impact on reading than the other experimental

treatments-did. As she correctly indicates, this finding supports the earlier

evidence as to the superiority of regular, systematic phonics instruction.

Thus, the support for systematic phonics appears to be a strong one, she con-

cludes. WarePTlaum and her associates convinced from this evidence that the
.11

phonics method should be the one used by teachers? Not at all, it turns out'.

What else, other than a simms distaste for phonics, could account for a

positive conclusion regarding the supriority of phonics followed by a rejection
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Of it as the preferred method in reading instruction? Only a predetermined

dislike for phonics conceivably could generate the logic that leads to the

conclusion, yes, phonics is the superior method, butoo, it should not be

designated as the preferred method for teaching reading.

One more example of the negative attitude of present-day professors

27
of education toward phonics teaching comes from a survey made by Froese.

He asked 371 of today's professors of reading to cite the books on their

subject to which they would give the highest rank, ones that have the most

lasting significance or recognizable worth. Frank Smith, a leader,. of. the

anti-phonics psvcholinguistic approach to the teaching of reading was cited

154 times by these professors. Smith states in his book, Psycholinguistics
28

and Reading that phonics teaching is a potential and powerful method of inter-

fering in the process of children's learning to read. To ensure that phonics

skills are learned and used by children, he warns teachers, is one of the easy

ways to make learning to read difficult. These same professors of reading

cited Jeanne Chall 52 times. Her survey of the research on the relative effec-

tiveness of intensive phonics teaching over the look-say method (the one Smith

advocates) appeared in Learning to Read: The Great Debate. Chall found the

research to say that phonics teaching brings on significantly higher reading

achievement. It is clear Aeon Froese's survey, then, that three times
in

as many of today's reading professors place greater confidenceZand award more

esteem to Smith's defense of the look-say method than they do to Chall'.s com-

prehensive survey of the experimental research. In this instance it is apparent
t be

.that bias won out over empirical research findings as means, sed to evaluate

the merit of phonics teaching.

Chall (1983) found that lees than one-third of the methods of ieading
instruction textbooks for teachers that she examined, published between
1972 and 1978, endorsed an intensive phonics approach to this instruction.

In short, more than two out of three' of the reading expert-authors here
were unwilling to accept the research evidence on phonics.
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Examples of this kind of
other

him failure of objective reasoning inlscientific investigations has

been described in detail by Broad and Wade.
28a

These critics de-onstrate

convincingly that while "the essence of the scientific attitude is objectivity,"

it is equally true thatN4ith some scientists, however, objectivity is only

skin deep." It is not uncommon for scientists to "become the prisoners of

their own dogma," it can be seen.(p. 193). Broad and Wade's denunciation

of scientists in this regard applies well to the reading experts who espouse'

the scientific method and yet at present defend the myths of reading

instruction: "many scientific communities do not behave in the way they are

supposed to. Science is not self-policing. Scholars do not always read the

scientific literature carefully. Science is not a perfectly objective process.

Dogma and prejudice, when suitabli garbed, creep into science just as easily

as into any other human enterprise" (p. 210).

Myths about reading instruction also prevailbecause it has been easy ,for

the perpetrators of biased thinking to escape the conseqences of

their flawed opinions. The information about reading instruction is not what is

called a "hard" science. In medical science, for example, it is relatively

easy to determine the effects on the human body of given dosages of different

drugs. This cause and effect relationship is far less possible to ascertain

in reading instruction. In this teaching it is difficult to account for the

effects of the numerous factors that have a potential influence upon children's

acquisition of reading !?kills. It is relatively difficult to control the effect

Of all these factors when children are learning to read, or to 'parcel out the

proportional effect of each factor. Thus, when the advocates of reading myths

are challenged with empirical evidence which disputes one of their beliefs,

they often claim that other factors than the one in contention have been at
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the
work. For example, they will argue that it is mad( ume7ptematic, nonintensive

teaching of phonics they defend which causes children's reading disabilities.

When it is readily observable that children become relatively disabled in

reading under such teaching, other factors than incidental phonics teaching are

said to be the culprit.. The children who fail under such teaching were not

"ready" to learn to read, it is said. Or, they had "special" learning handicaps,

were the products of broken homes, the victims of too much television viewing,

culturally disadvantaged, speak a nonstandard dialect, etc., etc. The large

number of factors that truly can have some potential effect on children's

learning to read thus provide a means by which a given myth of reading instruction

can continue to be defended.

.
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Phonics and Conservatism Are Linked /7/ sop-

Adding to the disposition of some reading professors to accept all and

any discrediting of phonics, and by so doing to help perpetuate some myths of

reading instruction, is the apparent need of these reading educators to feel that

they are progressive, ultramodern or even futuristic in their beliefs about

reading instruction. It is true that junior professors of education seeking

, adademic advancement and tenure usually'are required to produce research,,

findings that are held to advance the state of the art of their intellectual

discipline. It is hardly surprising, therefore, that few of these aspiring

academics in reading education choose to study phonics, a subject that is

hundreds of years old. It is obvious that true scholars are those who

thoroughly familiarize themselves with the resultF of past efforts at experi-

mental research in their fields. Few such scholastics elect to investigate

phonics, however, because of their perceptions of it as a dated, unfashionable,

or even obsolete subject. As a consequence many professors of reading are

unprepared to make valid critical 'responses to their colleagues who choose to

denegrate phonics teaching. Being unprepared to make such challenges they tend

to accept these denunciations at face value. A vicious cycle that works to

the detriment of the dissemination of accurate information about phonics thus

ensues: Young reading educators are persuaded that phonics is not worthy of

further study. They accordingly do not spend time studying the relevant re-

search on its effectiveness. They in turn become highly sug--estible to

beliefs in unfounded claims that the intensive teaching of phonics is not

the preferred approach in beginning reading instruction.

It is also highly probable that some opponents of phonics teaching take

this negative position as a result of political and sociological considerations

rather than from purely psychological and pedagogical ones. Eeading pro-

fessionals who judge themselves to be political and social liberals note that

many of the defenses of intensive phonics teaching emanate from sources that

are identified to have conservative or right-wing political and social beliefs.
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This is not an altogether inaccurate conclusion to make. Strong advocacy for

phonics teaching has come from groups or individuals who otherwise defend
harsh punishment for crime,

traditional morality, /extensive military preparedness, open displays of

patriotism, vigorous anti-communism, strict meritocracy in the workplace and

school, the work ethic, states rights, laissiz-faire economics, and even

ethnocentrism.. Liberal-minded reading professors who associate support of

phonics teaching with the acceptance of these conservative political and

sociological axioms likely are convinced that the advocacy of phonics must

be tainted by political or social motives of a reactionary nature. One reading

professor tells how this operates on campus among her professional colleagues:

"Even though we might agree with a .part of what they [phonics advocate say,

the association of pho'nics instruction and conservatism suppress,.-r.

so. In some circles, mentioning that you think a cone- breaking approach to

beginning reading might be appropriate for some children is tantamount to

supporting John birch" (p. 909).29

It is true in an absolute sense that attempts at the preservation of

phonics teaching are,conservative acts. Any behavior that works to maintain

or safeguard the existence of a confirmed ideal surely is conservative. In

this manner of thinking those who presently strive for the safekeeping of the

environment in its pristine form are conservative in their efforts. It is

wrong, therefore, to judge the advocates of phonics on the whole to be un-

compromising political reactionaries who have fixed upon the defense of phonics

as a devious means of attacking progressive educational practices. Doubtless

there are promoters of phonics who fit this description. There is nothing

inherent in giving encouragement to phonics, however, that makgs it necessary

for the giver to take sides in any political or social issue. Phonics hps no

legitimate relationship to these matters. -.Iiretheless, there are anti-phonics
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groups and individuals who wish to make up such an association, even where

it does not exist. By doing so they abet the perpetuation of myths of reading

instruction.

however,
Blumenfeld convincingly documentsOlemimm* that the National

'Education Association, the world's largest teachers' union, has over

the years forthrightly and consistently promoted a progressive, if not A

socialistic political ideology. It is obvious that the NIA has con-

tinuously and methodically endorsed all the varied aspects of left-wing

political thought that might impact on schools in any way. At the same

time the NEA has remained a dedicated foe of intensive phonics instruction.

In 1983 the NEA denounced this teaching as a practice "ready for the scrap

heap." This set of circumstances has led Blumenfeld to argue that since (a)

literacy creates individual judrment. and authority, and (b) that such

individualism is a threat to socialism, that (c) it follows that those

who favor socialism (in this case the TEA) foster illiteracy. Whether one

agrees or not with Blumenfeld's reasoning here the question that he raises

about the NEA does remain: "Why has this organization persistently chosen

to reject phonics teaching, the instruction that research has shown is the

best method to prevent illiteracy?" It does seem apparent that the NEA,

because of its extremely liberal political orientations, is leery of giving

support to phonics for fear that such action will tarnish the organization's

highly liberal image. In the case of the NEA there thus does appear to

be a definite connection between a position about political ideology and

an attitude toward phonics.

NO.
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The influence .of ideology on beliefs about reading instruction hair.=

also been examined by Mosenthal2.9b He reasons that to adequately

understand why beliefs ("discourses") about reading are held to be

either legitimate or meaningless "one must examine the ideologies, or

sociopolitical implications the various discourses Piave for society" (p. 17).

Whether a certain myth in reading instruction, as described above, would

be defended or rejected by reading professionals thus will depend, Mosenthal

maintains, on their loyalty to one of five different ideologies about this

matter. These doctrines are (1) the Academic, which says that effective

reading is the ability to reproduce written material, for examplejto

decode words rapidly and accurately; (2) the Utilitarianl which stresses

the reader's resourcefulness in meeting the reading requirements set by

society; (3) the Romantic, which emphasizes that meaning for individuals,

as they readitis created through their prior knowledge; it does not simply

reside in the material being read; (14) the Cognitive-developmental, which

directs the use of reading material in line with, or that will develop

conitive mechanisms; and (5) the Emancipatory, which holds that the goal

of reading instruction is to help create a more egalitarian society through

the destruction of socioeconomic class distinctions. There is no experimental

evidence at present, however, to serve as a basis for making a sound choice

between these reading ideologies, Mosenthal insists. Wny reading educators

choose one of them as their favorite thus remains a mystery. This confused

.state of affairs douutless provides a fertile ground for nurture

of myths about reading instruction.
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Opposition to Phonics from Teachers' Organizations01 11=mbs.
There are two teachers' organizations whose basic reason for being rests

and language.

exclusively :.in their alleged commitment to the effective teaching of readingi:These are'

the International Reading Association and the National Council of Teachers of

English. An inspedtion of the official journals of these organizations for

elementary school teachers, Reading Teacher and Language Arts, reveals, how-

ever, that these publications do not provide equal opportunity for the

app. arance of views favorable to the intensive teaching of phonics. During a

recent five-year period of publication of the Readinj Teacher I found in the

journal at least twenty-eight articles that were unstintingly complimentary

to the so-called psycholinguistic approaah to the teaching of reading. This

is the approach which has denounced phonics teaching as a powerful method of

interfering with children's learning to read. During this five-year period

not a single article appeared in Reading Teacher that was negatively critical

of the psycholinguistic approach.

The record of the NCTE in this respect is just as bad. During the five-

year period, 1978-1982, Lawuare Arts published thirty-four articles that

dealt in some degree with the issue of the intensive teaching of phonics. Only

two of these articles were supportive of this form of instruction. The re-

maining thirty-two denounced it. This prima facie evidence of the negative

position of the NCTE toward phonics teaching suggests that there is little

'chance for any manuscript that compliments the teaching of phonics to be

accepted for publication by its journal. The November-December 1982 issue

of Language Arts presented with considerable satisfaction the list of recom-

mendations set in 1925 that were then thought to be essential to a satisfactory
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program for the teaching of reading. It is apparent that the NOTElif it

could,would move the teaching of reading back to the -time when the discredited

look-say method reigned supreme. That the NCTE's committees on reading are filled
with those on record as being opposed to intensive phonics teaching, is also of note.

Over the years the national presidents of the IRA have often

..= been the authors of popular basal readers which teach phonics in a non-

intensive manner. A leader of the anti-phonics, psycholinguistic approach
Kenneth Goodman,

to readinsrs one of its recent presidents. Then, during its recent national

conventions, 1982 and 1983, the IRA has had only one session,among the many

hundreds it schedules at these events, that was. devoted to phonics.

It is normal to assure that the IRA would reflect, as it does; the

beliefs of its many reading professor members that a nonintensive manner of

teaching, phonics is to be preferred. Nonetheless, when the organization,

which claims to be an open forum for all legitimate ideas about reading,

openly suppresses the dissemination cf information about phonics that teachers

need to make reasoned choices or decisions about its use, it does the teaching

climate.'
of reading a disservice. The myths of reading instruction flourish in such a

The Popularity of Eclecticism

On the other hand,

Ohe highly permissive attitudes of reading :rofessionals toward each

other's opinions regarding reading instruction also partly accounts for the

persistence of certain myths of reading instruction. There appears to be a

prevailing attitude among reading professionals that every type of comment

about the teaching of reading should be perceived to have some kind of merit.

This belief, that all proposals about the teaching of reading have some use-

fulness, and on the other hand, that there is no possibility of deciding

upon a preferred methodology, is called the "eclectic" approach to reading

instruction. Under this rubric almost any conceivable sort of advice to

teachers about reading instruction, much of it contradictory of other views,



has been published.in the texts on reading methodolegy: Reviews

of these texts in educational journalsoften celebrate the fact that dif-

ferent authors of these books ,give teachers diametrically opposed recom-

mendations for their classroom practices. This the-more-the-better view-

point toward such advice is the prevalent attitude taken by critics of these

volumes. In circumstances where almost any conviction or opinion about the
even

teaching of reading is permissible, orLexpected, it is understandable that the

myths of reading instruction would abound.
The Dismal Utilization of Research Findings

This overly complimentary or conciliatory criticism of educw,ional'wTiting
in the past

has handicappelthe degree to which research findinzs have affected instructional

practices in reading. The result of this condition has been a general lack

over the years.
of any practical effects of research on this instruction Barton and Wilder,

for example, noted the inability of the publication of reports of research to.ameliorate

the ills, the myths as they are called here, of reading instruction. After a

careful study of changes made in basal readers that reflected *Ale findings of

empirical investigations these writers concluded that research in reading

had had no new effects on basal readers for the thirty' years fro- 1933 to 1963.

This finding suggests that the over 3000 studies on reading, as reviewed in

the Journal of Educational Research during this period, were igncred by those

in the strongest position to influence reading instruction--the reading experts

who write, the basal readers and the publishers of these books. 10 recent

survey of this 'kind- is available. The continuing nature of the myths

of reading instruction, suggests, nonetheless, that today's research

findings are not readily adopted by reading professions into their practice.



There is some evidence that following .Chall's review of the research in 1967, ,L

!Pewhich found that intensive phonics teaching was superior to the traOitional

nonintensive phonics approach, jim more phonics activities have appeared in

basal readers. It is fair to say, however, that the research favoring

phonics has had limited effects on the phonics content of the material that

always has had tie greatest influence on reading instruction: the basal reader.

21
.Beck and McCaslin in 1978 critically reviewed the reading programs offered by

the popular basal readers of that time. They found them inadequate in that.

they did not teach phonics as explicitly as it should be. Even Flesch5concedes

that since he wrote Johnny Can't Read in 1955 the popular basal readers

began to offer more phonics instruction. He is correct in protesting, however,

that this added amount of phonics teaching does not meet the standard for the

intensive teaching of phonics which research findings suggest are needed for

children to use phonics in an autor.atic fashion. The examples Flesch offers

of predictably spelled words that the rodern basal readers do not expect

children to be able to decode until grade three seem proof that these readers

indeed'are not intensive phonics textbooks. Aukerman's extensive analysis of

31
the content of the basal readers u7 to 1981 confirms that most of these text-

books still commence their instruction with the whole-word, look-say -method.

Some phonics elements are taught in these volumes, it is true, but generally

in a delayed manner. This procedure in called the eclectic" approach, one

that Austin and others found reading professors firmly committed to twenty >-
many of M.

years earlier. That/the research findings on phonics are not reflected in most E.,
thus 0

of the basal readers currently in use canoe said without fear of contradiction.
LLI
v)

The Claim there Is No Reading Proble CO
Pleas for the abandonment of support by reading educators for the myths

.of reading instruction has been hindered, as well, by some professors of reading

who claim that the statistics on the alarming degree of illitdtacy in the United

States, such as those reported by the 1983 National Commission on Excellence in

Education,
18

are false. These reading experts attempt to soothe any potential

anxiety among their colleagues and reading teachers about this matter by telling

them that the reports on declining achievement scores in reading that they

repeatedly see and hear on the mass media and elsewhere are inaccurate 2 4 5



representationsof actual conditions. Fay's remarks to this effectare typical of

these attempts to reassure reading educators that reports such as those of the

National Commission on Excellence in Education are merely scare tactics in-

; tended to alarm teachers and lay citizens, but unnecessarily so. Fay insists

that "in regard to reading achievment, the picture is anything but bleak.

Basic fundamental literacy has increased, particularly among our younger
32

people" (p. 21). Stoodt agrees that the research data "make it difficult to

support the notion that reading skills are indeed declining" (p. 12).
33

It is not difficult to fathom the motives for such eamiipmeMMOMMO. state-

ments. Within each group of the professions there are members who have strong

protectionistic impulses toward the general welfare of its members. They deem

it their self-appointed res:.onsibility to turn aside all forms of negative

criticism of the activities of the profession, to act, in effect, as a shield

against its perceived enemies- by denying that there is any valid basis for

such criticism. There is nothin; wrong, of course, for me' bers of professions

to harbor impulses of self-preservation or loyalty for their group. Medical

doctors must be provided the civil rights to defend themselves when necessary

against charges of malpraptice that are ill-founded. Professions must try to

convince the'public of the destructive nature of outrageous criticises. of their

workings. On the other hand, it little behooves medical practioners,as an

example, to Defend septic medical conditions which experimentally can be shown

to cause discomfort. or even death among their patients. It is not a sign of

appropriate professional guardianship for their felldotdoctors for s ome to

attempt to protect unscientific or irrational behavior.by alleging that the
ea,

consequences of dangerous medical conduct do not exist.

In like fashion, it is unfortunte for the sake of the advancement of

progress in the teaching of reading that certain reading professores are un-
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/if
willing to accept the fact that, in truth, there is a reading problem in our

society, and as a consequence, the teaching of reading desperately needs to be

reformed.and improved. It is not surprising that the protests that& present

themare no dangerous deficiencies in reading achievement in our school graduates

largely come from -reading professors who work on the bide as writers of the

popular basal readers. The vested financial interests that they have in this

matter demand that they proclaim the successes of their basal reader products

and deny their failings. It is necessary,therefore,to examine carefully

the sources of information as to the extent of reading difficulties in our

society. It is to be recommended, for the obvious reasons, that only the

evaluations and -jtdgments of this issue offered by disinterested parties

be accepted as legitimate.

Jack of egal Redress

The myths of reading instruction are perpetuated also by the

inability of the victims of educational malpractice in reading

instruction to gain redress from the courts for its consequences.

Students who have been graduated from high school with only elementary

reading skills have alleged that their schools legally were wrong

to award them diplomas under this circumstance. These students asked

the courts to require the school districts involved to pay for reading

instruction to bring their reading abilities up to a specified level

of competency. In such lawsuits
34 the courts have ruled against these

students.

The courts have judged that it is impossible to resolve the extent

to which the practices of reading teachers are the cause of stUdentst
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failures to read. First, the courts noted that the science of reading

instruction is fraught with many different and contradictory theories

as to how child should be taught. In effect, the courts asked how

reading teachers can be held responsible for their practices when the

reading experts who educate, them cannot agree as to how reading should

be taught. Second, the courts judged that there are factors beyond the

the control of teachers, namely, the physical, neurological, and emotional

status of illiterate students and the cultural and environmental influences

which
on them,/are determinants, to a degree, of the reading failure these students.

have suffered. Since the causes of students' reading failure are not

to be found entirely in the instruction given in schools,the courts have

ruled that schools cannot be held legally responsible for their students'

failure to learn to read. Apparently the courts in their deliberations

on this issue did not take into consideration the fact that phonics-intensive

reading instruction can overcome out-of-school influences that normally

are found to work against reading acquisition (see especially Wallach

and Wallach, 1976).

It is clear that the courts' findings in the case of illiterate

students provide no impetur for the schools to try to resolve what is

the best way to tdach reading. To the contrary, if this question was

settled, and it was determined that certain schools did not use this

preferred instruction, these schools doubtless would be open to a new

round of lawsuits from their illiterate students'. With the courts'

rulings in mind it also behooves the school; not to find out preci_ely

what effect its instruction has on students' acquisition\of reading skills.

*To do so would run the risk for a school of having to admit in court

that its reading program was the major cause of reading failure in

students. The impliceion from the courts to the schools that it

pays them to remain ignorant about reading instruction obviously

creates an atmosphere in which myths of reading instruction prevail.
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'3.

The Monopoly of the Public Schools
A final reason why the myths of reading instruction have found favor

among reading professionals rests in the nature of the financial makeup of the

public school stem. The public schools of the nation obviously dominate the

educational scene. They have achieved this position of eminence and authority

/1r9

because they receive all the tax monies that are allocated for education. None

of these -fields can be directly spent for the support of nonpublic schools.

(As a consequence, the public school has become an educational monopoly. As

such, it faces no serious competition from any other system of education in

our society. It is normal for monopolies to stifle competition. Monopolies

which face no competition, also do not have to be accountable for the quality

of their product. These conditions are reflected in the present public school

system. There is little incentive here to reject the myths of reading in-

struction since the public school as a monopoly knows full well that it, will

be supported from tax funds regardless of the level of academic attainment

gained by its graduates. In fact, the public school recently has discovered

a unique bounty of such fundings. It has discovered that the less successful

it becomes in its mission to develop basic skills in its graduates the more

money it can expect from tax sources for its educational programs.

2 4 :i
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Chapter XIV

Can the sMyths of Reading Instruction He' Dispelled?

It is clear that the forces that act to

perpetuate the myths of reading instruction are

numerous and varied. Over the years these pressures

upon reading experts' outlook about the myths have

grown in strength. As a consequence it appears

obvious that influence%more powerful than those

presently at work which perpetuate these myths,

are necessary if an . abandonment of the myths

is to take place. This chapter argues that such

a compulsioo for change must come from authority

outside the reading establishment: a National

Commission on Literacy, merit pay for teachers,

and an educational voucher system.
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The fact that there are at least twelve different reasons why the myths

of reading instruction continue as strong influences on teaching practices

= obviously poses a significant handicap to the solution of this problem. Is
These ares

it possible to remove or reform the prime causes of these mythsThe.forces of

tradition, the interlocking relationships between basal reader publishers and

reading experts, the refusal of reading professionals to accept outside crit-

icism, their lack of knowledge about phonics teaching, their negative biases

toward this instruction, their fear that phonics advocacy equals political

conservatism, the negative attitudes toward phonics

by highly influential teadhers' organizations, the circulation

of much unsubstitiated information in educational journals, the expectancy

that research findings will have no effect on teaching practices, the re-

fusal of reading professionals to admit that illiteracy has become a national

calamity, the lack of legal redress for malpractice in reading instruction,
and the evolution of the public school as a monopoly that now faces

no significant competition? Considering the number of dominant reasons why

the myths of reading instruction persist it is apparent that dispelling these

myths is a task that seemingly has little chance of success--unless some sig-

nificantly different approach to its solution is taken.
The Need for Outside Intervention

The general public, who pay for the conduct of'reading instruction, has

the right to expect that today's teachers will be given validated information

from reading experts as to how to conduct this instruction. Critics outside

the reading establishment have the responsibility to insist that today's teachers

not be given radically divergent advice as to how to develop crildren's reading

skills. It iq to be expected that concerned citizens are shocked to find that

the opinions of reading experts as to the efficacy of intensive phonics teaching

are polarized over this issue. They Rust view this spectacle of professional
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bickering as a grave weakness in the intellect and the scholarship of the

educational establishment. The public at large could not condone an engi--

neering profession so split among its members regarding facts about physics

and mathematics that they pied radically opposed plans for the building of

dams and bridges. In this event the public would demand that for the sake of

safety and efficiency these basic differences be resolved before the construction

of the public words was commenced.

The public must take this 'same kind of attitude toward the ryths of reading

instruction. It must take actions to create forces stronger than those that

presently work to perpetuate these myths. It is clear that most reading pro-

fessionals today are -n comfortable living under the domination of the myths
ttiTs

of reading instructio They4have little incentive to shake off the power

of this influence on their profes7ional practices. There are reading experts

who currently do fight against the forces that tend to perpetuate the myths

of reading instruction. References to their writings on this matter can

be found in the Bibliography of Reviews of Research on Phonics at the end

of this book. It is clear, however, that reading experts who favor intensive

phonics teaching are given little MOM, space for the expression of .these

beliefs in the journals of the national teachers' organizations. There

also is a noticeable lack of invitation to these phonics advocates from

these teacher organizations to speak about the merit of phonics instruction

at their state and national conventions. The reading expert who vigorously

defends phonics does not find himself or herself appointed to the committees

on reading instructio. of these organizations. Finding a forum for the

advocacy of the intensive teaching of phonics appears to have become more

difficult today than ever before.
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This Condition demands that solutions outside the purview of the reading

establiftment be found to resolve the problems caused by the myths of reading

instruction. Most of the books written over the years ly critics who were not

members of the established body of reading educators have urged that citizens

march en masse to their local school boards to demand that needed changes be

made in school reeling programs. There is little chance, however, that the

attitudes of the public can be galvanized in this way to take this action.

There also seems little possibility that parents can teach phonics at home,

or can identify a school that teaches phonics in'lnsively and transfer their child.

This inference does not intend to imply that society at this time. is insensitive

to the deficiencies in the development of children's basic skills by our schools.

To the contrary, current public opinion polls indicate As awareness of this

codition. At the tiee of this writin: a reputable poll of California citizens

found that.a great majority of their would even be willing to place additional

taxes on themselves as a means of improving their schools' records in devel-

oping children's basic skills. It is clear that at this point the public not

only sees the need for reform in the teaching of reading. It is willing to

pay for it.

Three Needed Forces for Chang-
--"--There arrirTerirthree methods to channel this public opinion in wayd

which would help to overthrow the myths of reading. instruction. The success

of each of these actions would require the active support and lobbying efforts

of the general public. These plans are all opposed by most reading. professionals.

But since some appear to have chosen to become part of the problem rather than

agents for its solution their opposition need not be considered as legitimate.

First, a proposal for a Nati'mal Commission on Literacy makes great sense.

The previous initiative for this Commission, sponsored by Senator Robert Dole

and ex-Senator George McGovern, died from lack of interest. The idea should

be revived, it is clear. This Commission would be made up of lay persons who

have a critical yet disinterested view of the problems of teaching children to
256



read. The Commidoon would meet periodically to make recommendations to the

nation as a whole regarding the best way to teach reading after hearing from

educational professionals and any other interested parties. Advice as to. how.

to properly teach reading would not be sought by the Commission, however, from

any reading expert who has vested financial interests in the sales of reading

materials used.in schools. It has become abundantly clear, at thiS point, that

the ideas of reading educators who profit from the sale of readin_, materials
potentialmay not be impartial.\ The Commission thus would rule out these conflicts of

interest from all its proceedings.

The reports of this Commission doubtless would be given wide publicity

and dissemination through the mass media as well as by educational publications.

Its findirms and recommendations thus would become familiar not just to reading

professionals and school hoard members but tc the public as amhole. Parents

and other patrons of the schools could- use the reports of the Commission as

measures with which to evaluate the reading practices of their local schools.

When these local practices involved teaching procedures in violation of Com-

mission recommendations local groups of concerned citizens could lobby their

school boards for redress.

The Commission could not legally dictate to local school boards the ways

they should conduct reading instruction. Howecer, it could give them useful

guidelines with which they could make better use of public tax monies. Hew

this plan could benefit local schools can be easily demonstra',ed. For years.

the San Diego school boards have approved of basal readers for its elementary

schools which do not teach phonics in an intensive canner. As a result of this

mistake the school boards have had to spend millions of dollars to write and

produce hpecial reading materials that do emphasize the teaching of phonics,

These materials are used with children who do not learn to read well with the
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nonintensive phonics 1Lisal readers the boards have adopted. Recommendations

from the Cor-ission as to what is a preferred method of teaching reading could

have prevented such wasteful, ineffective and unsatisfactory school board de-

cisions.

The alternative to the formation of such a high-level recommendation-
,

generating mechanism as the National Commission on Literacy is to perpetuate

the seemingly endless debate among professors of reading over the Issues

presented by the myths of readiru:instructicm. These reading prefessionals

have made little advance toward a-sound resolution of these critical prol-lems

over the years. Therefore, to expect that they will reform their behavicr in

this respect in the near future appears to be foolish optimism. Since both

sides in the current contention over the myths of reading instruction cannot

give true advice on this matter to classroom teachers, one of these parties

has to be misinformed. If the pled National Commission of Literacy co..:1d

speed up the making of the decision as to which cf the opposing, vie abaJt

these myths is accurate and which is irresponsible, surely the arrival of this

solution is to be welcomed. The advocates of phonics teaching should have no

apprehension about use of the Commission as an arbitrator in this issl:e. The

mass of doc.rented evidence that sunnorts the teaching of intensive phonics

would not be dismissed by body of concerned citizens who were willin: to take

a disinterested view of this research.

Second, the proposal to introduce the element, quality of instructional

practice, into teachers' pay schedules, if adopted, would have a salutary

effect on dispelling the myths of reading instruction. The rerit pay plan

for teachers provides for extra salary for those instructors who can demcn-

strate superior teaching performance. Among the aspects of exceptional tt:achin;_!

behavior that would be evaluated is the raising of children's reading achievement
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beyond that ordinarily attained. In the merit pay for teachers system there

would be increased incentives for teachers to seek out and use the type of

reading instruction that research has shown to produce the highest test

scores. Through this process teachers would soon learn that the intensive.

teaching of phonics is a necessary cor.ponent of the superior reading program., .

In the present chool circumstances, in which there is no additional pay for

superior teaching, there is no inducement for teachers to identify and employ

the most productive instructional procedures. To the contrary, it is clear

that teachers in individual schools w'no currently produce the least successful

achievement records in reading are sewho receive the same financial rewards

as do teachers who are the most successful in this respect. There is no
for

disadvantage? in a ronetary sense4'ailing in the teaching of reading.

The merit pay plan exemplifies a diametrically opnosite principle. It

provides monetary rewards for teachin- success. With this tenet in mind

teachers doubtless would becore more critical of the support given by reading

experts to the ryths of reading instruction. They likely would be more sen-

sitive to the implication of research findings, as a consequence. They would

place more confidence in the recommendations given by research and less to the

advice found in the popular basal reader teachers' manuals. The merit pay

plan thus is one wk- to overcome the inertia of traditional practices and to

lessen the acceptance of the "eclectic" approach to readin: instruction.

The administration of any merit pay plan is said by teachers' organ=

izations to be impossible to conduct fairly. This argument ignores the safe-

guards that can be built into the plan to ensure that it is carried out in a

just manner. For example, teachers' efforts in high-income schools would not

be judged against those in low - income schools. The socioeconomic status of

students would be a key element in the plan.
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after a review from their peers and administrators from outside the school

district in question. The National Commission on Excellqhce in Education)

believes that problems in the administration of theperit pay plan can be

resolved. The Commission recommends that it be instituted.

A third change in schooling that would help eliminate the myths. of

reading instruction would be a restructuring of the way education for our

children is financed. Today the nonpublic school system does not have access

to tax monies for its operation. Only the public schools re:eive such fi-

nancial aid. This fiscal arrangement for the support of the education of the

nation's children has created a monopoly on educational opportunity for the

public schools. After being ;axed for the support of the public schools few

parents have the additional means to purchase education for their children

from the nonpublic schoo: . stem.

As with other enterprises that face no significant competition, the public
educaticnal

school has.not believed itself accountable for the quality of the/product it

produces, especially the development of reading. If a given public school

provides its students with ineffective reading instruction it nonetheless recei /ves

the same yearly financial aid (and sometimes more) from the federal, state ind

local
i(go.ernnents as does the public schoC1 teat teaches reading in an efficient

manner. On the other hand, if a nonpublic school is found 1:7 its patrons to

have a poor record in the teaching of reariinsit usually nles- out of business.

Because of the form of unvarying fiscal support that the public schools

have enjoyed they have developed little incentive to seek out and to eliminate

inefficient practices in reading instruction. They thus are prone to teach

reading in traditional ways, to ignore research findings thatcould help them

irprove readipg instruction, and to be unresponsive to negative criticism by

lay citizens who find fault with their practicei. As noted, the lack of com-
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petition the public school must face from the nonpublic school system is yet

another reason why the myths of reading instruction prevail.

The means to provide this needed competition to the public schools has

been devised; the voucher system. In the voucher system all parents of children

of school age would be provided monetary warrants which they in turn would cash

for their children's education at schools of their choice. Now;if low-income

parents believed that the nonpublic school system better served the educational

needs of their children the -would be provided the financial means needed to

enroll their children in these schools. Now, as never before, children from

low-income families would have equal opportunity to attend nonpublic schools.

Under the voucher system public schools would be required to convince parents

as to the quality of the education, that they offer, rather than basing their

enrollment on the simple expedient of compelling parents to send their children

to then.

This plan to give parents of low income equal opportunity to choose the

education of their children, and not restrict this privilege to affluent

fa-ilies, unfortanately has had vigorous opposition from teacher organizations.

It is not surprising that the public school as a monopolistic enterprise will

not voluntarily give up the special status it has rained through the exclusive
however,

educational controls that it emplos. As might be expected, /in efforts to

dismiss the worthiness of the voucher plan tne defeMers of the public schools'

right to exercise exclusive domain in ecucat.ion have cone up with arguments

that can'be easily refuted. They believe that the voucher system violates that

part of Amendment 1 of the Constitution that reads, "Congress shall make no law

respecting an establishment of religion." The warrants in the voucher system

would 17,e paid out of state monies. The federal government contributes very

little to this fund, in any event. The opponents of the voucher system have
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never explained how this plan would bring into effect the establishment of

a national religion to which all citizens would have to belong. It is charged

further that only the public school system graduates students who are vigorous

defenders of democratic principles. There is no evidence that can be cited,

however, that nonpublic school graduates are any less committed to the pro-

tection of the Constitution than are their public school.counterparts. Then

it is said that the voucher plan would create schools that were racially im-

balanced. The facts are that at present the nonpublic school system is more

balanced racially than are the public schcols. Parents in general are too

stupid and indifferent about their children's futures to choose a proper edu-
also

cation for them, the opponents of the voucher plan/contend. This is an

egregiously elitist slur on the capabilities of citizens in a democratic

society. This aspersiOn is so outrageous that it falls of its own weight.

Opponents of the ;voucher syster warn society that the implementation .of

this plan would result in public schcols filled with children who had been

minoy or those
rejected by the nonpublic schools. Supposedly these would bed hildrenkdth

learning and behaviollal handicaps that the nonpublic schools would refuse to

racially balanced schools and
enroll. The voucher 0.an provides fcr44!ubstantial extra payment for the edu-

cation of children wh' are educationally handicapped in any way. It realizes

that it takes signific ntly more money tc educate students who have physical

and psychological probl than children who are normal. Accordingly, the

voucher plan would bring sizably more money into the entire educational system
now

than it /receives. Thus, i' by any chance handicapped children were durped

to the public school system as a result of the voucher system, as is now

,,,oclaimed, the public schools would be apply recorpensed for their attendance.

Since special education would\be granted superior funding under the voucher

plan it is more likely, however, that adequate numbers of qualified nonpublic
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schools Voule cone into being to attend to the needs of the educationally handicapped

child. The vast reserve of qualified yet unemployed teachers in our nation

to
at present would doubtless rush inhstaff these special schools.

The main objections to the voucher plan suggest that they are based on

concerns about education that are self-serving. That is, it is the fear of

the public schools that they would be forced to compete for students,and to mal..

the special efforts that meeting such competition would entailothat is at the

heart of their opposition. The public schools denounce this as' an unjust

intrusion on their traditional rights to dominate educational opportunity in

the nation. The proponents of the voucher plan, on the other hand, insist that

only through this challenge to the public schools will American education as

a whole be reformed and improved.

Conclusions
.7677tablishment and implementaion of any of these three proposals, a

National Commission of Literacy, merit pay for superior teaching, and the

voucher plan for financing children's education, in which parents would have

free choice of schools, doubtless would have a positive effect on the dissipation

of the myths of reading instruction. Working together these thr-e reforms colld

not only effectively dispose of the ; myths that have long plagued the teaching

of reading. As well, this three-pronged act of reform would MIT) to prevent

future mrths from coming into place and exerting influence and control on

the teaching of reading.

The final queStionsto ask Are: Are these three reforms feasible? Are

they workable and just? Would their creation and execution be economically

. reasonable? Is there a vital need for their formulation? The answer to all

these queries is ves. There is historical precedent for the idea of a National

Comrission of Literacy. The National Commission of Lxcellence in Liaucation in

as endorsed the merit pay for teachers plan. The Reagan adrinistration
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is enthusiastic about the merits of the voucher system. These three proposals

thus have respectablity, legitimacy and feasiblity. They represent reforms

that are badly, needed around which lay citizens, and it is to be hoped, reading

professionals'should rally to help rid the reading programs of our schools

of practices based on uncritically examined beliefs.
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Bibliography of Reviews of Research on Phonics
.--....

The following references to the merit

in reading

of phonics/with

a few exceptions ar4,4111Vical surveys_ of the experimental evidence that was

available on this topic previous to the date each particular survey was

published. There are only a few of the references to follow that are ex-
Maggs & Maggs,197

D.! Smithery, 1977;(Perfetti,

1981).
,and not surveys of

ceptions to this rule,(Beck, 1979; Becker, 1977; Can

1977a; Stebbins, 1977; Vieber, 1983; Doehr4n, et al.,

XAlthough these few references are reports of research

experimental studies,they deserve a place in this bibliography. They cite

large-scale studies which compared the effects of intensive as versus non-

intensive phonics teaching on a school(s)-to-school(s) basis, or with other

relatively oversized populations of suh.iects.

It is clear that some of the references to follow offer more explicit

endorsements of the teaching of phonics than do others. While all of the

references given below cite research evidence that points to the importance

of phonics in reading, many do not refer to any recom-ended forr of instruction

that sho'lld be given "or the inculcation in children of this information.

Chall's three reviews of the research, given below, are examples of surveys

which in4.icate that intensive, direct, systematic an early teaching of

phonics is the preferred approach in heginning reading instruction. On the

other hand, it is notable that Levy in her survey refers only to the fact

that research indicates the positive effects that phonics knowlecige has

on the acquiition of reading comprehension. It is judged reasonable to

combine the information that can be gained from these two kinds of surveys
AMP

of the research, first the surveys that conclude that phonics
the

in reading, and second, the ones that conclude thatLintensive

teaching of phonics is the preferred approach.

in important.

direct
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For several reasons the !Jams of the pertinent research on phonics

provide a more valid source of information about the relative merits of phonics

than would an inspection of the individual studies made on this issue. The

findings of individ441 etudibs of phonics at times have been fcund to disagree

with one another. A survey of these studies can ascertain to what extent

there are common conclusions about phonics in the research literature. Indiv-

idual studies of phonics vary in the quality of their design, management, and.

interpretation of findings. Critical surveys of these studies tend to accept

for their purposes only the studies that demonstrate superior methodological

qualities. Individual studies can be misleading in that they ir.-clve relatively

small or nonrepresentative pcpulations of children. Surveys of individual

studies in effect can combine these smaller groups of subects an:i accordingly

make judgments based on larger numbers or better sarples of chil::ren as ,a whole.

An individual study of phonics is usually made by a scholar or sc-.olars in a

single academic field, e.g., education, psychology, or linguistics. Surveys

a0
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of these investigations can compare the findingI of scholarly inquiry of

phonics done by academicians in various areas of expertise.* The less-than-

perfect results of individual pieces of published research on phonics often

:are excused by authors as a consequence of the self-imposed or accidental

limitations of their study's design. Surveys of research seek to conform to

more rigorous standards of jAtitment. Asa consequence they are often moti-

vated to question whether to findings of certain flawed individual studies

have any merit whatsoever.

As well, some individual reports of studies of phonics appear in journals

which teachers ordinarily read; some do not. Surveys of these studies can

bring to teachers' awareness research information about phonics about which

they likely would be unaware. It is apparent that not all authors of indiv-

idual studies of phonics seem aware of all the pertinent evidence on their

subject. Those who conduct the critical reviews of this research are more

likely to be acquainted with the global nature of this information. Often

the readers of individual pieces of phonics research find these studies difficult

to comprehend, interpret, and judge critically. Those who make surveys of these

studies for professi&alijouhals or books generally are more experienced and

skilled in understanding and interpreting educational research.

In short, a more adequate judgment of the relative merits phonics can

be made if one can say, "I am faniliar with x number of surveys of the research

what

on the topic," than if one can say, "I know /x pieces of research say about

. this issue." It is not impossible, of course, to prevent those who critically

revir4 the research on phonics to "stack the deck" . so as. to select from

tools body of experimental studies only those that conform to sane predetermined

conclusion that a reviewer has made about this subject. This kind of survey

of the empirical evAence in the lonr, run rarely survives, however, to become
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a' highly.4egarded or well-accepted source of information for teachers and

future scholars. To the contrary he weaknesses of a biased or slipshod

review of the research generally are soon exposed and the review in question

discredited. This eventuality usually occurs as a result of the traditional

. academic competition among scholars to discover such vulnerable surveys of the

research and to display their inadequacies. This forr of academic discipline

im-Tsed
417,r scholars, one on, the other, has helped maintain a desirable level of quality

in the reviews made of the relative value of phonics. It thus is safe to say

that the following reviews are the best sources of :hidgent about phonics that

are now available.

It is seen that the surveys of research in the list of references to

follow endorse the use of phonics. While the reading experts, whose

critiques of the resdir7Ch are given here, regard phonics as essential to

readinr development, they do not view it as the single kind of information

needed for this purpose. To the contrary, they emphasize equally strongly

that phonics is only one means to the ultimate goal of teaching reading: to

help children gain ederstatiding of the meanings of printed material. As

irportant as phonics, they stress, is attention given in readin7 instruction

to the development of thinking skills, such as inference and the ability to

realize the sequential relationship of information. Many of these critics of

the research thus view reading as an interactive process in which the child

uses phonics knowledge and higher-order thinking in a comtined manner to pro-

.vide for automatic word recognition as well as the comprehension of sentences

and longer passages of written discourse,,
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Adams, M. J. Failures to comprehend and levels of processing in reading.

in R. J. Spiro; B. C. Bruce & W. F. Brewer (Eds.), Theoretical issues

in reading comprehension. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1980.

or

Research indicates that "children who have been taught to read

without due emphasis on the mechanics of decoding are found to be at

a disadvantage in the long run" (p. 15).

Adams, M. J.; Anderson, R. C. & Durkin, D. Beginning reading: theory and

practice. In C. M. McCulloch (Ed.), Inchworm, inchworm: persistent problems

in reading edumation. Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 1980.

Studies indicate that "readers must identify words automatically.

Beginners, however, are still working on that requirement. To assist them,

phonics is taught,"."Alahough some might take it for granted that children

get sufficient and prolonged practice in decoding, classroom observations

reveal something else" (p. 154).

Allport, A. Word recognition in reading. In P. A. Kolers; M. E. Vrolstad &

H. Boum (Eds.), Processing of visible language. New York: Plenum, 1979.

Research shows that "phonological coding in reading provides addi-

tional temporary storage after lexical access, until the meaning of larger

syntactic units, phrases and sentences, has been satisfactorily analyzed"

(p. 232).
,

Balruth, M. The roots of phonics. 'iew York: McGraw-Hill, 1982.

"The simple fact is that, for those who are learning to read and

spell, phonics is the inescapable essence of every word" (p. 2).

Banks, W. P.; Oka, E. & Shugarman, S. Recoding of printed words to internal

speech: does recoding come before lexical access? in 0. J. L. Tzeug &

H. Singer (Eds.), Perception of print. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981.

The evidence indicates that "speech recoding seems to .be one mechanism

by which words are kept available for short periods." "Research on speech

recoding in reading...gives, we think, very good evidence that inner speech

is an i;ortant part of mental processing in normal reading" (p. 167).
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Baron, J. Mechanisms for pronouncing printed words: use and acquisition. In

D. LaBerge & S. J. Samuels (Eds.), Basic processes in reading: perception

and comprehension. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1977.

"Orthographic rules are important in fluent reading. Their avail-

ability is helpful in reading words out loud. Given this, it is likely

that they are just as helpful in converting print into the kind of surface

phonological representation that seems useful when short -tern: -memory is

required." "We have shown so far only that he Elle .01101 must learn

them tphonics rulJ eventually if ha is to have a full battery of reading

skills" (p. 204). "Aside from such empirical evidence, there are, practical

arguments for the importance of ponig riles in early learning. The

most convincing of these is the fact that the beginning reader who knows

the rules can in essence teach himself to read" (p. 205).

Barron, R. W. Access to thermanIngs of printed words: some implications for

reading and learning to read. In F. B. Murray (i.d.), The recognition of

words. Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 1978.

The evidence suggests "that phonetic recoding plays a critical role'

in the comprehension of printed connected discourse by providing the reader

with a strategy for maintaining in memory the wording of, for' example, a

sentence long enough for that sentence to be comprehended" (p. 36).

Barron, R. W. Development of visual word recognition: a review. In G. E.

Mackinnon & T. G. Waller (Eds.), Reading Research: advances in theory and

practice, velure 3. New York: Academic, 1981.

"There appears to be evidence challenging the adequacy of-theories of

word recognition that are based upon wholism at the feature level, par-

ticularly when the, unit of processing is a word" (p. 10).
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"Children who are having trouble acquiring reading skill seem to be
specifically deficient in their use of print-to-sound translation pro-

cedures" (p. 145). "Programs which emphasize analytic spelling-to-sound

translation strategies (e.g., phonics) seem to be the most successful in
teaching word recognition to the widest variety of children" (p. 148).

Barron, R. W. Reading skill and reading strategies. In A. Lesgold and C.

Perfetti (Eds.), Interactive processes in reading. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence

Erlbaur, 1981.

"The available evidence suggests that the less skilled readers...are

primarily deficient in their use of a phonographic strategy" (p. 321).

Bateman, B. Teaching reading to learning disabled and other hand-to-teach

children. In L. B..Resnick & P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice

of early reading, volume 1. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

The research indicates that "Like other children, they [he learning

disahlea do need to be taught the separate, or at least separable, skills

of decoding sound-symbol correspondences."

Bateman, B. A commentary on John's critique of Gurren and Hughes's study:

measuri,,,; the effects of intensive phonics vs. gradual phonics in begin-

ning reading. In L. M. Gentile; M. L Kamil & J. S. Blanchard (Ms.))

Readinr research revisited. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1983.

"Of theepny children in this country today who do not learn to read

well easily, the evidence is abundantly clear that their chances would have

been far better had they had more early phonics instruction. Gurren and

"Hughes's review is a good example of that evidence (p. 111).
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Becks I. L. Reading problems and instructional practices. In T. G. Waller &

G. E. Maekinnon*(Eds.), Reading research: advances in theory and practice,

volume 2. New York: Academic, 1981.

"The independent conclusions of these prominent researchers are re-

markably similar as they both point out that: (1) there is evidence that

a code - emphasis approach teaches the word recognition aspect of reading

more effectively, and (2)...there is no evidence that it inhibits com-

prehension" (p. 74).

Beck, I. L. What do we know, about teaching and learning in urban schools?

St. Louis: Central Midwestern Regional educational Lahoratpry, 1979.

The code-emphasis method produces the best results.

Beck, I. L. & McCaslln, E. S. An analysis, of dimensions that affect the

development of code-breaking in eight beginnin, reading programs.

Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Learning Research and Development

Center, 1977.

Jeanne Chall's judgment, from a survey of the research, that phonics

intensive reading approaches are superior to look-say methods "was a

well-organized and insightful interpretation of a massive amount of

data" (p. 5). It follows that "the primary objective of beginning

reading is the acquisition of word attack skills and word recognition

abilities" (p. 7).

Becker, W. C. Teaching reading and languaa,,to the disadvantaged--what wo

have learned from field research. Harvard Educational Review, 1977,

47, 518-543.

The direct instruction model, DISTAR, which emphasizes phonics "has

demonstrated that children from low-income homes can be taught at a rate

sufficient to bring them up on most achievement measures to national norms

by the end of third grade" (p. 540).
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Berliners D. C. & Rosenshine, B. The acquisition of knowledge in the classroom. 0

2..
In R. C. Anderson; R. J. Spiro & W. E. Montague (Eds.), Schooling and the

acquisition of knowledge. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaums 1977.

Research shows that "the classroom behavior of the successful teacher

is characterized by direct instruction, whereby students are brought into

contact with the curriculum materials and keot in contact with them until

the requisite knowledge is acquired" (p. 393).

Calfee, R. C. Memory and cognitive skills in readinr acquisition. In D. D.

Duane & M. B. Rawson (Eds.), Reading, perception and lam ua e. Baltimore:

York, 1975.

Studies show that "the amquistion of decoding skills is one of the

primary goals of beginning reading instruction." The child "has to learn

certain basic symbol/sound correspondences from the set that form the

alphabetic foundation of English writing" (p. 60).

Callee, R. C. & Drum, P. A. Learning to read: theory, research and

practice. Curriculum Inquiry., 1978, 8, 183-249.

"We have examined typical research put forward in support of

the 'decoding but not comprehending' position, and found it actually

supports the opposite position." "We have yet to encounter a student

who could decode fluently but failed to comprehend " (p. 238).
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Cane, B. & Smithers, J. The roots of reading: a study of twelve infant schools

in deprived areas. London: National Foundation for Educational Research, 1971.

The major difference between successful and unsuccessful schools in

reading development "vas the lack of systematic instruction in the unsuc-

cessful schools. There was a considerable neglect of phonics" here (p. 75).

Carnine, D. & Silbert J. Direct instruction reading. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill,

1979.

"The various findings suggest that good compreherders decode accurately,

rapidly, and use context cues. The implication is that training should foster

accurate, rapid, and context-related decoding" (p. 264).

Carroll, J. B. & Walton, Y.: Has the reel reeding prablum bin lade bear? Summary

comments on the theory and practice of early reading. in'L. B. Resnick &

P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice of early reading, volume 3.

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.
ti

"The weight of evidence favors the positive,recommentation that children

should expliciti- br; taught to convert print to speech in beginning reading

instruction" (p. 328).
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Chall, J. S. !laming to read: the great debate. New York: NcOraw-Hill, 1967. \W

The phonics approach (code-emphasis) "produces better reslats, at least

up to the point where sufficient evidence seems to be available, the end

of the third grade. The results are better, not ,aly in terms of the

mechanical aspects of literacy alone, as' was once supposed, but also in

terms of the ultimate goals of reading instructioncomprehension and

positbly even speed of reading" (p. 307).

Chall, J. S. The great debate1 ten years later, with a modest proposal for

reading stays. In L. B. Resnick &P. A. Weaver (Eds.) Theory and practice

of early reading, volume 1. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaumv 1979.

"Would my conclusions regarding the benefits of code-emphasis be the

same today--after 10 more years of research? I would tend to say yes, since

I do not see any viable data to disdonfirm it" (p.

Chan., J. S. Learning to mead: the great:'debate (second edition).

New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983.

"The research evidence from the classroom, the clinic and the
nev.'4 co. le

.

laboratory isi; stronger4foriemr.hisis than it was in 1967" (p. 37).
1..1.1

, 00

Cohen, K. M. Eye activity in the study of the reading process. In F. B. Murray ;E

. Association, 1978. a.

Notes that "much evidence has been accumulated to demonstrate sub- ticZ

vocalizing activity during reading, even in the mature reader" (p. 22). CO

'Cyuttenden, A. Language in infancy and childhood. New York: St. Martin's, 1979.

(Ed.), Models of efficient readinE. Newark, DE: International Reading

Research supports the idea that "decoding to sound is involved in the

early stages of reading; that is, that the child needs to say the words in

order to get, meaning from the printed text" (p. 145).
rr

Danks, J. H. & Fears, R. Oral reading: does it reflect decoding or comprehension?

In B. Resnick and. P. A. Weaver (zds.), ':theory and practice of early

'reading, volume 2. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum,1979.

The evidence regarding the likelihood that phonics teaching causes

word- calling indicates that "there is considerable dispute...over-whether

word callers rearilly exist and over what the criteria should be for so



Desberg, It& Berdiansky, B. Word attack skills: review of literature. Los

Alamitos, CA: Southwest Regional 'Laboratory for Educational Research

and Development, 1970.

The revelant findings from rer trch are "that: a) letter cues, and not

whole word shape cues, are the basis\by which non-readers and beginning

readers recognize words; and b)itraining in making grapheme-phoneme

associations has more transfer value th''n does whole-word training" (p. 63).

Diederich, P, B. Research 1960-1970:on methodS\and materials in read:ng.

Princeton,.NJ: Educational Testing 6ervir 1973.

"One of the few conclusions of reading, research in which we can have

a high degree of confidence is that earlier and more systematic instruction

in phonics is essential" (p. 7).

Doehring, D. G.;,Trites, R. L.; Patel, P. G. & Fiedorowicz, C. A. M.

Readinr disabilities. New York: Academic, 1981.

"Previous research had sug-ested that reading comprehension was limited

by poor word-reading skills in all types of reading disabilities" (p. 115).

This book is the report of scores of 88 sub:lects on 31 different reading

tests The correlations found between oral reading and sentence compre-

hension "were in the .80-.0n range" (p. 79).

Downing, J. 8E' Leong, C. K. Psychology of reading. New York: Macnillan, 1982.

"The complimentary findings suggest that facility in decoding and

extraction of word meaning are related. Less skilled ,nmprehenders are

deficient or inefficient in the utilization of decoding skills" (p. 313).

Dykstra, R. Researbh in reading. In C. C. Walcutt, et al., Teaching Reading.

New York: Macmillan, 1974.

Children taught intensive phonics "tend to do somewhat better than

pupils enrolled in meaning-emphasis (delayed gradual phonics) programs

in reading comprehension at the end of the first grade. Furthermore,
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second and third-grade pupils in code-emphasis poniCS) instructional

programs are least as capable in reading comprehension as those whose

instruction has been characterized by delayed gradual phonics instruction"

(P. 397).

Ehri, L. C. Linguistic insight: threshold of reading acquisition. In T. G.

Waller & G. E. Mackinnon (ids.), Reading research: advances in theory and

volume 1.
practicer-Wrark: Academic, 1979.

From resew -ch "it is apparent that phonological segmentation and

reading ability are closely related" (p. 97).

Ehri, L. C. The development of orthographic images. In U. Firth (Ed.),

Cognitive processes in spelling. New York: Academic, 1960.

The researc. indicates that the task of beginning readers "is to

assimilate the word's printed form to its phonological structure" (p. 313).

Fowler, C. A. Phonological coding in beginning reading. in M. L. Kariil and

A. J. Moe (Eds.), Reading research: studies and applications. Clemson, SG:,

National Reading Conference, 1979.

Research bears out the fact that "the child has to learn explicitly

what he already knows tacitlynamely that words are sequences of phonol-

ocical segments" (p. 291).

Fowler, C. A. Some aspects of language perception by eve. In 0. J. L. Tzeng

't H. Singer (Eds.), Perception of print. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence _rlbaum, 19i

"Studies suggest that children do exploit the spelling-to-sound route

of access to the lexicon in their reading" (p. 188). Research also verifies

that "the sound system must be critically involved in the reading process

independently of level of reading skill" (p. 1810. Thus., "holistic assoc-

iation of a written word to a spoken word would seem to have little to rec-

commend it" (p. 185). Studies also show that "phonetic or phonological

units are normally involved in the procedures surrounding the memory and

comprehension of text" (p. 193). 277



Gibson, E. J. Theory-based research on reading and .its implications for instruc-

Lion. In J. B. Carroll & J. S. Chall (Eds.), Toward a literate society.

New York: McGraw-Hillo 1975.

Research says that "the heart of learning to read would seem to be

the process of mapping written words and letters to the spoken language"

(p. 298).

Gibson, E. J.Rt Levin, H. The psychology of reading. "qmbridge, MAT MIT, 1975.

Studies on decoding indicate that it "rus. become smooth and automatic

before attention can be strongly concentrated on the meaning to be extracted"

(p. 378).

Glushko, R. J. Principles for pronouncing print: the psychology of phonography.

In A. M. Lesgold & C. A. Perfetti(Eds.), Interactive processes in reading.

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1931.

Based on research findings "it seems undeniable that phonic or

analytic instruction works for beginning readers" (p. 80).

Golinkoff, M. A comparison of reading comprehension processes in good and

poor readers. Reafling Researc:, Quarterly, 1975-1976, 11,1 623-659.

This review of the research found that good readers "seem to have

automatized basic decoding skills" (p. 653) .

Golinkoff, R. M. Critique: phonemic awareness skills and reading achievement.

In F. B. Murray u J. Pikulski (Eds.) The accnisition of readin,.

Baltimore: University Park, 1978.

Found that "phonemic awareness skills--both analysis and synthesis--

have been shown in a number of studies to be predictive of early and extended

reading achievement" (p. 38). Theebear a clear relationstip to the reading

skill" (p. 39).



Gough, P. B. One second of reading. In J. F. Kavanagh & hattingly, I. G. (Eds.

Language by ear and 12:ere. Cambridge, MA: MIT, 1972.

Investigations indicate that the Enaturpt Reader is a decoder; the

child must become one" (p. 348).

Gough, P. B. & Cosky, M. J. One second of reading again.

D. B. Pisoni & G. R. Potts (Eds.), Cognitive theory,

NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1977.

Analysis of the research indicates that "the letter-by-letter hypothetis

is the strongest (i.e., the cleanest and richest),idea anyone has had about

word recongnition. In our view, it has not been done in, for most of its

wounds have been superficial and easily treated" (p. 282).

Great 'Britain. Department of Education and Science. A language for life (The

Bullock Report). London: HMSO, 1975.

Experts in Great Britain's survey of the evidence found that

In U. J. Castellan;

volume 2. Hillsdale,

),

"competence

in phonics is essential both for attacking unfamiliar words and for fluent

readirg" (p. 88).

Groff, P. Phonics: why andIIIL11

97- "Phonics teaching does,

how. Morristown, NJ: General Learning, 1977.

in fact, offer the child significant help in

learning to read and spell. The research on the teachin:. of reaclin,7

makes this clear" (p. 14).

Gurren, L & Hurhes, A. Intensive phonics vs. gradual phonics in beginning

reading: a review. In L. M. Gentile; M. L. Kamil & J. S. Blancnard

(Eds.), Readin7 tesearch revisited. Columbus: Charles E. Merrill, 1983.

"Since the results of this comprbhensive and oWective review of

rigorously controlled research indicate that a gradual phonics at)proach

is significantly less effective than an intensive phonics approach in

beginning reading instruction, the authors recommend that an intensive

°phonetic° approach be generally accepted as one of the most essential

components of a good reading program" (p. 92).
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Guthrie, J. T. Reading comprehension: processes and instruction. In J. T.

Guthrie (Ed.), Cognition, curriculum, and comprehension. Newark, DE:

International Reading Association, 1977.

The, investigations note that "a frequent and efficient method for

understanding written materials is to decode the print .into spoken language"

The research (T/nphasizes "the fact that reading comprehension usually

requires decoding" (p. 285).

Guthrie, J. T., et al. A study of the locus and nature of reading problems in

the elementary school. Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 1976.

Survey of "first grade studtbs illustrated that skill-based instruction

which emphasizes decoding had an edge in efficiency over language-based

approaches" (p. 120). "Low achievers seem to be inferior to higher achievers

on: decoding accuracy, decoding speed" (p. 130). Accordingly, "acquisition

of proficient decoding represents the major problem in garly stages of

reading" (p. 117).

Guthrie, J. T.; Martuza, V. & Seifert, M. Impacts of instructional time in

reading. In L. B. Resnick & P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice of
volume 3.

early reading, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

The findings of research "validated one feature of many exemplary

reading programs, a considera"le devotion of time to teaching the basics

of reading" (p. 175).

Henderson, L. Orthography and word recognition in reading. New York: Academic,

1982.

Studies indicate 'that look-say methods lead to an early acquisition

of a small sight vocabulary and then little progress beyond this" (p. 166).

Henderson, 4;1 c & Chard, J. The reader's implicit knowledge of orthographic

structure. In U. Firth (Ed.), Cognitive processes in spelling. New York:

Academic, 1980.

"There is a fair amount of evidence that phonological recoding presents

much of the difference in reading acquisition" (p. 97).
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Holland, J. G. Analysis of behavior in reading instruction. In L. B. Resnick &

P. A. Weaver (Eds.) Theory and practice of early reading, volume 1. Hillsdale,

NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

The research makes it "clear that intensive, systematic decoding programs

result in better rea ng ibhievement than do other kinds of beginning reading

programs" (p. 2 31.

Hume, C. Reading retardation and multi-sensory teaching. London: Routledge &

Kegan 1, 1981.

ResearWin this field suggests that an application of phonics

enables a child to utilize this knowledge by supplying a strategy ior

translating written language into its spoken form. This allows new words to

be deciphered; self-instruction may take place." Without phonics "each new

word must be learnt as a unique entity, greatly increasing the load on

memory'! .(p. 36). "An tmpairrent in accessing the lexicon via a phonological

route may provide an 'explanation for the retarded reader's problem" (p. 169).

Jenkins, J. J. & Pany, D. Instructional variables in reading comprehension.

In J. T. Guthrie (Ed.), Comprehension and teaching: research reviews.

Newark, DE: International Reading Association, 1981.

"Most reading authorities agree that some level of decoding proficiency

is necessary for adequate reading comprehension," in other words, that

"inefficient decoding can detract from comprehensicn" (p. 173).

Johnson, D. D. & Baumann, J. 7. Word identification. In P. D. Pearson (Ed.).

Handbook of reading research. New 'forks Longman, 2914.

The research indicates that "programs mmphasising arly, reasonably

intensive phonics instruction produce readers who are more proficient at

word pronunciation than prog.Ams emphasising meaning. hi. The message is

eteart if you want to improve word-identification ability, teach phonies"

(p. 5914). 281
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Johnson, G. D. & Lefton, L. A. Reading comprehension: essential skills are not

sufficient. In D. F. Fisher & C. W. Peters (Eds.), Comprehension and

the cormetent reader. New York: Praeger; 1981.

"In summary, it appears that poor decoding skills can contribute

significantly to poor comprehension" (p. 120).

Joan, A. F & Share, D. L. An invited article: phonological recoding and

reading acquisition. Applied Psycholinguistics, 1983, 14, 1C3 -1L7.

"Our review of the available evidence leads us to conclude that

phonological recoding(plays a critical role in helping the child become

a skilled reader" (p. 137). "Phonological recoding is vital to the

acquisition of reading skill, because it acts as a self-teachinz

mechanists which enables the child to learn to identify words visually"

(p. 139). "The evidence fron classroom and laboratory research favours

initial instructicnal programs which emphasize the acquisition cf the

alphabetic code" (p. 139). "We propose that such programs give children

a self-teaching mechanism which permits them to decode new words

independently" (p. 138).
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Juola, J. F., et al. What do children learn when they learn .to read? In L. B.

Resnick & P. A Weaver (Eds.), Theory anc practice of early reading, volume

2. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

Inquiries make clear that "beginning students of reading must be taught

the left-to-right ordering of the letters and words in the text and,their

sometimes arbitrary relationships to the spoken language. Thus., tht

teaching of reading is focused mainly on the acquisition of basic visual

recognition and decoding skills" (p. 91).

Kinsbourne, M. Looking and listening strateries and beginning reading. In

J. T. Guthrie (Ed.), Aspects of reading acquisition. Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins University, 1976.

A review of the evidence that says that "beginning reading is-decoding

visual symbols into their auditory - verbal` referents,. Grapheme-phoneme

correspond nee-4s the critical unit" (p. 147).

Kintsch, W. Concerning the marriaze of research and practice in beginning reading.

In L. B. Resnick & P. A. Weaver (ids.), Theory and j "actice of early reading,

volume 1. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum)1979.

The evidence indicates that "obviously, decoding here ED, beginning

reading] is crucial" (p. 327).
AO

Layton, J. R. the psychology ofIlearning to read. New York: Academic, ,1979.

The research tells that phonics is one of the "truly independent

techniques that will serve children into adulthood"' (p. 126).
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Lesgold, A. M. & Curtis, M. E. Learning to read words efficiently. In A. M;

Lesgold C. A. Perfetti (Eds.), Interactive processes in reading.

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981.

"There is no evidence to substantiate any strong claim that children

having trouble learning to read will, if taught in phonics-loaded program,

become 'word callers' " (15. 357).

Lesgold, A. M & Perfettl, C.'A. Interactive processes in reading: where'do we

stand? In.A. M. Lesgold & C. A.-Perfetti (Eds.), Interactive processes in

readinc. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1981.,

Investigations have found that "speech processes are important for

beginning reading because the child must learn to map print to speech

sounds" (p. 402).

Levy, B. A. Speech procdssing during reading. In A. M. Lesgold; J. W. Pellegrino-

S. D. Fokkema & R. Glaser (Eds), Cornitive psychology and instruction.

New York: Plenum, 1978.

An examination of the research indicates that "ph7neric representation

is important in reading, largely because it acts as a good memory repre-

sentation from which message comprehension can occur" (p. 127). "Speech

recoding is useful when details of the presented message must be held in

memory; to complete a comprehension task...or when memory for detail is

required" (p. 143).

Liberman, A. M.; Mattingly, I. E. & Turvey, M. T. Language codes and memory codes.

In A. W. Melton & E. Martin (Eds.), Coding processes in human memory.

Washington: V. H. Winston, 1972.

Experiments have shown that "when language is presented ortho-

graphically to the subject's eyes, the information seems to be reoded into

phonetic form." It is clear "on the basis of considerable evidence" that

"the information can be stored (and dealt with) more efficiently in phonetic

form" (p4 327).
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Liberman, I. Y., et al. Phonetic segmentation and recoding in the beginning

reader. In A. S. Reber & D. L. Scarborough (Eds.), Toward a psychology of

reading. New York: John Wiley, 1977.

From the research it can be seen that "by converting print to speech

the beginning reader gains two advantages: he can read words he has never

seen before, and he can, as he reads, fully exploit the primary language

processes of which he is already master" (p. 223). There is "the possibility.

that working frog, a phonetic base is natural and necessary if the reader...

is to take advantage of the primary language processes that are so deep in

his experience and, indeed, in his biology" (p. 216).

Liberman, I. Y. Ric Shankweiler, D. Speech, the alphabet, and teaching to read.

In L. B. Resnick & P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice of earl* ,

reading, volume 2. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlhaum, 1979.

The evidence shows that "the child's fundamental task in learning to

read is to construct a link between the arbitrary signs of print and speech"

(p. 110). These "readers must realize that speech can be segmented into

phonemes, and they must know how many phonemes the words in their vocabulary

contain and the order in which they occur." Then, "they must know that the

letter symbols represent phonemes" (p. 111).

Liberman, I. Y., et al. Steps toward literacy.; a linguistic approach., In P. J.

Levinson & C. Sloan (Eds.), Auditory processing and language. iiew

York: Grune and Stratton, 1980.

"Despite widely varying school populations...and quite diverse experi-

mental procedures, each of these studies shows a high and significant cor-

relation between success in phoneme segmentation and early reading akility-

(p, 197).
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Liberman, I. Y.; Liberman, A. M.; Mattingly, I. G. gc Shankweiler, D. Ortho-

graphy and the beginning reader. In J. F. Kavanagh & R. L. Venezky (Eds.

Orthography, reading, and dyslexia. Ealtiwore: University Park, 1980.

"There is, then, considerable support for the assertion that...poor

readers do not rely as much on a phonological strategy as good readers do."

The evidence indicates that "failure to use the phonology properly may be

a cause, a s well as a correlate, of poor reading ". (p. 153).

Lovett, M. W. Reading skill and its development: theoretical and empirical

considerations.. In G. E. Mackinnon & T. G. Waller (Eds.), Readinr research:

advances ..in theory and practice, volume 3. New York: Academic, 1981.

Experimental data indicate that "all reading behavior must bH modeled

along a continuum which encompasses both the minimal skills of earliest

acquisition and the consumate product of adult fluency" (p. 29). The aata

"clearly demonstrate the continuity between the early ffeadinEl behavior

and its mature form" (p. 28).

Maggs, A. & Maggs, R. K. Direct instruction research in Australia. Journal

of Special Education Technology, 1979, 2, 26-3L.

An eight-year study of Direct Instruction in reading, the phonics

intensive Distar program, indicated that "the results exceeded the

usual expectations heir' for these populations[Of pupi4] in relation

to academic and intellectual achievement" (p. 26). "There is no cther

major output of acceptable educational research in Australia that has

shown the results obtained by this body of Direct Instruction research" (p. 3:

Mason, J. M.; Osborn, J. H. & BosenShine, B. V. A Consideration of

skill hierarchy, approaches to the teaching of reading. Urbana,

IL: University of Illinois Center for Study of Reading, 1977.

Research studies "suggest that phonemic segmentation and/or

letter-sound regularity need to be made accessible to beginning

readers because they are closely related to later reading-success" (p. 14).
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Massaro, D. W. Primary and secondary recognition in reading. In D. W. Massaro 4161
(Ed.), Understanding language. New York: Academic, 1975. 244

Models of reading that propose. that the reader can go from visual

features directly to meaning "simply do not have the machinery to describe
what is known aboutreading" (p. 278). "We are not aware of any support 'for

the notion that a phrase can be recognized before any of its component words"
(p. 276).

Mathews, M. M. Teaching to read. Chicago: University of Chicago, 1966.

The findings of research "indicate clearly that phonics rethods in

which letters and sounds are taught initially and persistently give results

superior to those obtained by other approaches" (p. 186).

Mazurkiewicz, A. J. Teaching about phonics. iiew York: St. Martins,1976.

Agrees with Chall's conclusion that an analysis of the research

"tends to support Bloomfield's definition that the first step in learning

tb read one's national language is essentially learning a printed code

for the speech we possess" (p. 29).
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?Custer, L. X.; Hellinger, M. L. & Bias, R. G. Phonological recoding and reading.

Psychological Bulletinl. 1981, 89, 217-243.

The research evidence "suggests the importance, for the early reader,

of decoding the graphemic information into a phonological form" (p. 241).

Menyuk, P. Relations between acquisition of phonology and reading. In J. T.
011,

Guthrie (Ed.), Aspects of reading acquisition. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins

University, 1976.

Resehaela Indicates that "written language comprehension presumably

proceeds from analysis to meaning, at least at the beginning stages."

"Conscious awareness of phonemic segmerits is presumably required inthe

acquisition of wr4yan language comprehension" (p. 107).

/Miles, E. A study of dyslexic weaknesses and the consequences for teaching. In

G. T. Pavlidis & T. R. Miles (Ecs.) Dyslexia research and its applications.

New York: John Wiley, 1981.

Research with the dyslexic chi.14. sug;e3ts that "the risk Erom teaching

phoniCS) that he will be merely 'barking at print'--that is, reading NJ
accurately without understanding - -is minimal since typically he is a child

of good comprehension but inaccurate word attack. 14 therefore, he is

reading without understanding it is probalby because the phonic difficulties

of that particular text are so great that he cannot consider the meaning

as well as make the right sounds" (p. 260).

Mitchell,'D. C. The process of readine. hew York: John 'valley, 1982.

Research indicates that "in the case of unfamiliar words it is almost

certain that subjects use a pronunciation strategy to convert theryritter

stimulus into a phonemic fora so that it can be recognized in terms of its

sound" (p. 72). "There is also some evidence that other units, particularly

thbse associated with pronunciation and orthographic rules, may pin,/ a role

in tasks that are related to word recognition. A reasonable working

hypothesis for the tire being, is that they may be used for this purpose

under suitable conditions" (pp. V-49).
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Moms Rada L. oott....12L

volume 14 Sew Yorks Raman Science Press, 3.982.

Agrees that the research says that °teacher ms who used a ethod

that the nev antiphonios movement vou34 recce:mend found that the

pupils they so instructed developed signifioantly less ability in

phreading than pu,pils of teachers who gave early, intensive onics

to their beginning readers" (P 122)
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Naidoo, S. Teaching methods and their rationale. In O. T. Pavlidis & T. R.

Miles (Eds.), Dvslexi a research and its applications. New York: John

Wiley, 1981.

Investigations show that "children cannot become independent readers,

able to give sound to unknown printed words, unless they master the code."

"The dyslexic child Without such instruction has little chance of achieving

literacy" (p. 269).

7.0

Nickerson, R. S. Speech understanding and reading: some differences and simil-

arities. In O. J. L. Tzeng & H. Singer ;Eds.), Perception of print.

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaur, 1981.

Studies indicate that "perhaps there are no better ways to teach

reading" than through phonics approaches (p. 286).

Perfetti, C. A. Comments on five exemplary reading programs. In J. T. Guthrie

(Ed.), Cognition, curriculum, and comprehension. Newark, DE: InternatiLnal

Reading Association, 1977. a.

Fror the research "it is possible to suggest some principles applicable

to reading comprehension instruction. One is that fast4ecoding is critical.

...Decoding has to be fast and automatic" (p. 281).

Perfetti, C. A. Languape competence ana fast decoding: some psvcholinguistic

prerequisites for skilIpT: reading co' prehension. In J. T. Guthrie (Ed.),

Cognition, curriculum, and ow-prehenFion. Newark, DE: International hea.7:ing

Association, 1977.

On the basis of research finlings it is known that "the basic skills

of decoding are better developed in skilled comp-ehenders than less skilled

comprehenders." "It also appears not to be true that decoding is dependent

on meaning only for less skilled readers but not for skilled readers" (p. 30).

Perfetti, C. A. 9.,t Lesgold, A. M. Coding and comprehension in skilled readers.

In L. B. Resnick & P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice of early reading,

volume 1. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaur, 1979.

"There is evidence that, general verbal coding facility is substantially

correlated with reading achievement" ! (p. 81). 29 0



Pollack, C. & Martuza, V. Teaching reading in the Cuban primary schools.

Journal of Reading, 1981, 25, 241-250.

"For the most part, this research indicates that phonemic

training of beginning readers tends to produce superior performance

in later reading acquisition than does the use of visual or non-

phonemic methods" (p. 243).



Raynor, K. & Posnansky, C. Learning to read: visual cues to word recognition. 24

In A. M. Lesgold; J. W. Pellegrino; S. D. Fokkema & R. Glaser (Eds.),

Cognitive psvcholouy and instruction. New York: Plenum, 1975.

"All of the difference we have round between beginning readers and skille

readers relate to the idea that beginning readers must learn to process higher

order features of words" (p. 187). (for example, letters and spelling con.

straints.)

Resnick, L. B. Theories and prescriptions for early reading instruction.

L. B. Resnick Ar P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theo and practice of early reading,

volume 2. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

"The review of field research in reading has suggested an advantage

for code-oriented teaching roughly through the primary school years."

"We need to include systematic, code-oriented instruction in t -.e prirary

grades, no matter what else is also done." "The charge...tha-. too early

or too much emphasis on the code depresses comprehension finds nc support in

the erprical data" (p. 329). "Empirical evidence appears to sport the

code-first position. Initial emphatts on the code in a direct instruction

pro;7ram produces initial advantages and no long-term disadvantages" (p. 333)

Resnick, L. B. & Beck, I. L. Designing instruction in reading: interaction of

theory and practice. In J. T. Guthrie (Ed.), Aspecs of reading acquisition.

Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1976.

"The large majority of scholars--both plycholod.sts and ling.Asts...

argue that a fundamental task of initial reading is learning tne structural

relationships between written and spoken language i.e., the grapheme-

phoneme mapping" (pp. 182-183).

.Rispens, J. Reading disorders as information-processing disorders. In F. N.

Malatesha & P. G. Aaron (Eds.), Reading disorders: varieties ani treatments.

New York: Academic, 1982.

A survey of the research led this critic to the conclusion: "vie think

verbal coding is very important for reading. This verbal codi.-.g implies

the use of phoney is recoding as well as some for of internal s7eech'; (p. 194).
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Rozin, P. & Gleitman, L. R. The structure and analysis of reading II: the reading

process and the acquisition of the alphabetic principle. In A. S. Reber &

O.L. Scarborough (Eds.), Toward a psychology of reading. New York: John

Wiley, 1977.

.
The research reveals that "it is no wonder that poor reading and poor

phonological recoding skills are found to be so highly correlated among

young readers" (p. 201). The value of phonics "seems primarily one of

facilitating retention for the words of Ole text until the complete phrase

or sentence in which they occur has been read and comprehended" (p. 202).

Samuels, S. J. How the mind works when reading: describing elephants no one has

ever seen. In L. B. Resnick ft P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory and practice of

volume 1.

early readingd'Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

"A behavioral task anFlvsis of reading would strong ly sugRest that

accuracy in decoding skills and atitomaticity are important prerequisites

for skilled reading" (p.-349).

Samuels, S. J. Pt..- Schachter, S. W. :ontroyelsial issues in beginning reading

ins`truction: meaning versus sbskill emiJhasis." In S. Pflaum-Connor (Ld.),

Aspects of reading education. Berkeley, CA: MCCutchan, 1978.

Research indicates that "one important prerequisite is the development

of decoding skills. These skills must be brought beyond the level of mere

accuracy to the level of automaticity. idnen these skills become automatic,

the student is able to d ecod.: the printed symbols without the aid of atten-

tion, thereby freeing attention for the all-important task of processing

meaning" (p. 60).

Samuels, S. J. ft Eisenberg, P. A framework for understanding the reading process

In F. J. Pirozzolo & M. C. Wittrock (Eds.), Neuropsychological and olDnitive

processes in reading. New York: Academic, 1981.

Research shows thlt for the beginning reader "first, attention is used

for decoding. After decoding is done.attention is switched to the compre-

hension task" (p. 52).
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Shankweiler, D. & Liberman, I. Y. Misreading: a search for causes. In J. F. 411!!

Kavanagh & I. G. Mattingly (Eds.) Language ear and by eve. Cambridge,

MA: MIT, 1972.

Investigations have shown that the child's "reading of connected text

tends to be only as good or poor as his reading of individual words" (p. 291).

This survey of the research asked "whether the major barrier to achieving

fluency in reading is at the level of connected text or in dealing with

individual words." It was found "that the word and its components are of

primary importance" (p. 313).

Shuman, R. B. Elements of early readinr instructi.m. Washington: National

Education Association, 1979.

"Perhaps the most valuable book to date to deal extensively with the

subject of phonics is Jeanne Chall's. This book is carefully, indded

meticulously reseal :fled. I t has examined eery significant research study

in reading done during the period upon which it focuses, 191C to 1965.'

conclusions and recommendations, objectively arived at, carnot be ignored- -

although many of them have been" (p. 46).

Singer, M. H. Competent reading: a laboratory description. In H. Singer

(Ed.), Competent reader, disabled reader: research and application.

Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1982.

The evidence indicates that "competent readers, despite their extensive

experience with letters and words, still attend to the compo7ent parts

(e.g., features) of written words" (p. Ii).

Singer, M. H. Insensitivity to ordered information and the failure to read.

In M. H. Singer (Ed.), Competent reader,,T3ablec reader: research and

application. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence L,r um, 1982.

"Orthographic rules specify ordere4elations among letters as well as

the order of letters within a word. Experiments reviewed indicated that good

ed
but not poor readers utiliiithis ordered information" (p. 78).
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Smith, E. E. & Kleiman, G. M. Word recognition: theoretical issues and instruc-

tional hints. In L. B. Resnick P. A. Weaver (Eds.), Theory ans practice

of early reading, volume 2. Hinsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum, 1979.

The empirical data indicates that "perhaps converting words to some

sort of speech core is a necessary first step in the d evelopmental path

that culminates in fluent reading" (p. 67).

Stanovich, K. E. Individual differences in the cognitive processes of reading:

1. word decoding. Journal of learning Disa'silities, 1982, 15, 485-493.

"There is a large bcdy cf experimental evidence indicating that the
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